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Cite as 41 NRC 381 (1995) CLl-95-6

:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS: I

tvan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gall de Planque
Shirley A. Jackson

!

In the M::tter of Docket No. 55-30662-EA

(IA 94-007)

KENNETH G. PIERCE |

(Shorewood, Illinois) June 1,1995 |

The NRC Staff sought Commission review of the Initial Decision on the
ground that the Licensing Board made " clearly erroneous" factual findings. The
Commission denied Staff's petition for review.

RULES OF PRACTICE: PETITION FOR REVIEW

Among the factors we consider in exercising our discretion to grant or deny
review of a licensing board initial decision is the existence of a substantial
question whether a licensing board finding of material fact is " clearly erroneous."

RULES OF PRACTICE: PETITION FOR REVIEW

The Staff's petition does not show that the Board's own view of the evidence j

was " clearly erroneous"- i.e., that its findings were not even plausible in light i

of the record viewed in its entirety. This is fatal to a petition for review resting |
solely on the " clearly erroneous" argument.

381
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Among the factors we consider in exercising our discretion to grant or deny
review of a licensing board initial decision is "the er.istence of a substantial ques-
tion" whether a licensing board " finding of material fact is clearly erroneous."
See 10 C.F.R. 6 2.786(b)(4)(i). In this enforcement proceeding, the NRC Staff
seeks Commission review on the sole ground that the Licensing Board made
" clearly erroneous" factual findings.

We deny the petition for review. The Staff's petition, supported by an amicus
curiae answer filed by the Commonwealth Edison Company, demonstrates only
that the record evidence in this case may be understood to support a view
sharply different from that of the Board. The Staff's petition does not show that
the Board's own view of the evidence was " clearly erroneous"- i.e., that its
findings were not even " plausible in light of the record viewed in its entirety."
Anderwn v. Bessemer City 470 U.S. 564, 573-76 (1985). *lhis is fatal to a
petition for review resting solely on the " clearly erroneous" argument.

We grant Commonwealth Edison's Motion for Leave to File Amicus Curiae
to the extent that it seeks permission to file an answer to the Staff's petition,
and we deny it as moot to the extent that it requests permission to file a full
brief with the Commission.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

JOHN C. HOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 1st day of June 1995.

,
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Cite as 41 NRC 383 (1995) CLl-95-7

IUNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATOfiY COMMISSION

i

COMMISSIONERS:

i

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gall de Planque
Shirley A. Jar,ks on

r

in the Matter of Docket No. 70-3070-ML

LOUISIANA ENERGY SERVICES

(Claiborne Enrichment Center) June 8,1995

i

'Ihe Commission denies a petition filed by Citizens Against Nuclear Trash j

(CANT) seeking interlocutory Commission review of the Atomic Safety and i

Licensing Board's March 2,1995 Memorandum and Order (unpublished). That |
order denied CANT's petition for waiver of certain regulations contained in 10 ;

C.F.R. Part 61 that pertain to land disposal of waste.

RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW

Interlocutory review of Atomic Safety and Licensing Board decisions is
disfavored unless a party can show that the licensing board's decision threatens ,

" irreparable impact" or has a " pervasive or unusual" effect on the proceeding's ;

basic structure.

RULES OF PRACTICE: APPEALABLE ORDERS
i

Licensing board rulings denying waiver requests pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
6 2.758, which are interlocutory, are not considered final for purposes of appeal.

:
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i
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ORDER

'Ihe Commission has before it a petition for review filed by an intervenor,
Citizens Against Nuclear Trash (CANT). CANT challenges a March 2,1995
Memorandum and Order (unpublished) of the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board denying a petition for waiver of certain regulations contained in 10 C.F.R.
Part 61 that pertain to land disposal of waste. The NRC Staff and the Licensee,
Louisiana Energy Services (LES), oppose CANT's petition for review. We deny
the petition.

We view the Licensing Board ruling denying the waiver petition as inter-
locutory. CANT, relying on a 1989 decision in Public Service Co. of New
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-920,30 NRC 121,124-26
(1989), suggests that the Licensing Board's waiver denial is final for purposes
of appeal. We do not find that Seabrook, which was issued by the now-defunct
Appeal Board, governs this case. The Appeal Board's holding in Seabrook was
based on the totality of the circumstances of an extremely complicated proceed-
ing and must be read in light of distinctions between the Commission's review
F, comrast to the Appeal Board's in section 2.758 proceedings. Moreover, treat-
ing licensing board waiver denials as final and allowing immediate Commission
review would contradict the waiver rule itself, which provides for immediate
certification to the Commission only when the Board finds a primafacie case

in favor of a waiver. See 10 C.F.R. 6 2.758.
Interlocutory review of licensing board decisions is disfavored unless a party

can show that the licensing board's decision threatens " irreparable impact" or
has a " pervasive or unusual" effect on the proceeding's " basic structure." See
Georgia Power Co. (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units I and 2), CLI-94-
|5,40 NRC 3 |9 (l994) (Vogtle); Sacramento Municipal Utility District (Rancho
Seco Nuclear Generating Station), CLI-94-2, 39 NRC 91, 93 (1994) (Rancho
Seco). CANT has not suggested, nor do we see, how its petition meets these
interlocutory review standards.

The waste disposal issues in this case are subtle and complex. We would
prefer to review waste disposal as a whole, rather than in a piecemeal fashion,
after a final licensing board decision resolving the entire case has been issued,
unless intervening circumstances demand immediate Commission review. Our
reluctance to step into this controversy prematurely is reinforced by a recent
licensing board pleading filed by CANT on the effects of the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Act on depleted uranium tails disposal. In that
pleading, CANT states that the Board "would have to reopen the waiver
proceeding for classification of the tails in order to rule that the tails should not
be disposed of by the States as Class A waste pursuant to the LLRWPA." See

384
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CANT's Response Memorandum Regarding Effects of Low Level Radioactive
Waste Policy Act on Depleted Uranium Tails Disposal at 6 n.2.

We leave unresolved CANT's challenges to the merits of the Licensing
Board's ruling.

CONCLUSION

For these reasons, CANT's petition for Commission review of the Licensing
Board's March 2,1995 Memorandum and Order is DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

For the Commission

JOIIN C. IlOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 8th day of June 1995.
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Cite as 41 NRC 386 (1995) CLI-95-8

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATJRY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gall de Planque
Shirley A. Jackson

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 70-00k?)
3M2278-MLA

(TRUMP-S Project)
(Byproduct License

No. 24-00513-32; Special
Nuclear Materials License

No. SNM-247)

CURATORS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI June 22,1995

'Ihe Commission grants a petition for reconsideration of CLI-95-1,41 NRC
71 (1995), in which the University of Missouri challenges one of the conditions
imposed by the Commission. The Commission also denies a second petition
for reconsideration of CL1-95-1, in which the Intervenors challenge a number
of technical and legal underpinnings of that order.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SAFETY FINDINGS

NRC: IIEALTil AND SAFETY RESPONSIlilLITIES;
RESPONSlHILITIES UNDER AEA; ADJUDICATORY
RESPONSilllLITIES

The fact that the Commission's radiation-protection mission requires it to
consider questions of fire safety does not convert the Commission into the direct
enforcer of local codes, OSHA regulations, or national standards on fire safety,
occupational safety, and building safety.

386



. - - - .

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: COMMON DEFENSE AND SECURITY,
NON-PROLIFERATION

NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMISSIBILITY OF AREAS OF CONCERN

Federal restrictions on the University's publication of the methodology and
results of the TRUMP-S experiments, including a requirement that it receive
security clearance from the Department of Energy if the University wishes to
publish such information, constitutes an intervening step outside the control of
the NRC and the University that separates the experiments' results from the
proliferation feared by the Intervenors.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SAFETY FINDINGS

LICENSE AMENDMENT APPLICATION

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 30: STANDARDS ,

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 70: STANDARDS

NRC: ilEALTil AND SAFETY RESPONSililLITIES;
RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER AEA; ADJUDICATORY
RESPONSilllLITIES

While the Commission by no means encourages defective applications, it
also does not take the position that an application, however minimally flawed,
must be rejected altogether, and may not be modified or improved as NRC

| review goes forward. Such a position would be incompatible with the dynamic

.

licensing process followed in Commission licensing proceedings.

ADJUDICATORY llOARDS: AUTIIORITY OVER STAFF ACTION

LICENSING llOARD/ PRESIDING OFFICER: REVIEW OF NRC
STAFF'S ACTIONS

Although the Commission expects its Staff to consider thoroughly all its
licensing decisions, the issue for decision in adjudications is not whether the
Staff performed this duty well, but instead whether the license application raises
health and safety concerns.

!

*
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_ .- _ . _ __. _ _ _ _ _ .- _

| ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS
.

The Commission's regulations categorically exclude from NEPA review all
amendments for the use of radioactive materials for research and development.
The purpose of an environmental report is to inform the Staff's preparation ofi

an Environmental Assessment (EA) and, where appropriate, an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). Where Staff is categorically excused from preparing an
EA or EIS, a licensee need not submit an environmental report.

'
REGULATORY GUIDFS: APPLICATION

When determining issues of public health and safety, the Commission has the
discretion to use the best technical guidance available, including any pertinent
NUREGs and Regulatory Guides, as long as they are germane to the issues then
pending before the Commission. However, the Commission's decision to look to
such documents for technical guidance in no way contradicts the Commission's
rulings that NUREGs and Regulatory Guides are advisory by nature and do not-

themselves impose legal requirements on either the Commission or its licensees.

2

REGULATORY GUIDES: APPLICATION

A licensee is free either to rely on NUREGs and Regulatory Guides or to
,

take alternative approaches to meet its legal requirements (as long as those
approaches have the approval of the Commission or NRC Staff).

REGULATORY GUIDES: APPLICATION

The fact that the emergency planning regulations had not yet gone into effect
I when the University filed its applications did not preclude the Commission

from seeking technical guidance from a NUREG that provided the scientific
foundation for those regulations.'

I

LICENSE AMENDMENT APPLICATION

MATERIALS LICENSE APPLICATION: NEED TO SUHMIT ;

SAFETY PROCEDURES !

.

| The Coramission is free to consider a licensee's general emergency procc- ;
^

dures when resolving risk issues, regardless of the fvt that the Commission's J

regulations do not require the licensee to submit thost emergency procedures
as part of an application.
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TECIINICAL ISSUES

The following technical issues are discussed: Radiation detection equip-
ment; Evacuation plan; Dose and dispersion calculations; Fire safety issues;
Emergency plans; Emergency procedures; Transuranic (TRU) mateiial, stor-
age of; Dispersion: Accident dose estimates; NUREG-1140; Regulatory Guide
1.145. ,

MEMORANDUM AND OR7ER
(Petitions for Reconsideration)

In CLI-95-1, the Commission addressed numerous issues related to the
application of the University of Missouri (" University" or " Licensee") to use
uranium and cerain transuranic elements for research in its " TRUMP-S Project."
41 NRC 71 (1995). Both the University and the Intervenors (three organizations
and ten individuals) have filed petitions for reconsideration. The University
seeks clarification of a license condition placed upon it by our order, and the
Intersenors take issue with our resolution of a host of safety and procedural
issues. Ihr the reasons set forth below, we clarify our earher order as requested
by the University, and we deny the Intervenors' request for reconsideration.

I. IIACKGROUND

llecause CLI-95-1 already sets forth the background of this proceeding in
considerable detail, we will provide here only a brief description of the case's
history. In 1990, the Commission's Staff ("NRC Staff") issued to the University
two license amendments which collectively authorized the Licensee to possess
and use certain specified quantities of uranium, neptunium, americium, and
plutonium at its Columbia, Missouri campus. The Unisersity intended to use
the materials in research known as the " TRUMP-S Project," which aims at
developing an inexpensive means to reduce the volume of waste requiring high-
level radioactive waste disposal facilities. See 41 NRC at 88.

Three organizations and ten individuals intervened, objecting to these amend-
ments on the grounds that their issuance would be inconsistent with the public
health and safety and would damage the common defense and security of the
country. After a lengthy informal hearing, the Presiding Officer issued a Final
Initial Decision in which he concluded that the University's possession and use
of the radioactive elements at issue were consistent with the public health and
safety and did not harm the common defense and security. However, to decrease
further the risks associated with such possession and use, the Presiding Officer

.
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imposed certain additional safety conditions on the licensee. LBP-91-31, 34
NRC 29, clarified, LBP-91-34,34 NRC 159 (1991). Both the University and
the Intervenors appealed these two decisions.

In CLI-95-1, we affirmed LBP-91-3 and LBP-91-34 with several modifi-
cations, and thereby approved the University's license amendment applications,
subject to nine conditions. More specifically, we affirmed the Presiding Offi-
cer's conclusions regarding all procedural issues raised on appeal as well as his
decision to exclude three areas of concern (nuclear proliferation, waste disposal,
and decommissioning funding); we concluded that the dose and dispersion risks
associated with the release of TRUMP-S radioactive material are acceptably
small; and we modified and supplemented the fire safety conditions that the
Presiding Officer had imposed upon the University.

Both the University and the Intervenors seek reconsideration of CLI-95-1.
The University challenges one of the nine conditions imposed by the Commis-
sion, and the Intervenors challenge numerous technical and legal underpinnings
of CLI-95-1.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Licensee's Petition for Reconsideration

In CL1-95-1, the Commission imposed a number of requirements on the
University as a condition for the grant of its license amendments, including the
following:

b . the Umveruty must modify the Emergency Clanes and Action Levels in its
,

MURR Jacihty Emergency Plant') m the followmg . . respect []-
, ,...

it The classificatwn scheme must clanfy that either a " prolonged fire" affectmg nu-
clear materials or a "ugnahcant release possibly approachmg EPA [Emironmental
Protection Agenc)] PAG IProtective Actwn Guidelmej lescis" of such matenals
would constitute a " Site Area EmerFency."

41 NRC at 172.
De University questions the wording of this condition. The University agrees

with the Commission that a "significant release (of nuclear materials} possibly
approaching EPA PAG lesels" at the site boundary should be classified as a Site i

Area Emergency, but argues that a " prolonged fire" affecting nuclear materials )
'

in the Alpha Lab would not necessarily cause a "significant release possibly

'"rnergency Plan fiw the Uruscruty of Minnun Rencarch Reactiw Imhry?'lacihry lacenne No R-103. thdet )
No 54IM6 (dated Aug II.1989. reprmied Dec M.19fi9)iheremafter "Lmergency Plan ~ or $tt'RR 1.mergency |
Ptsn"I. subnutted by NRC Staff mio the record of thn proccethng on Aufun 1419W
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approaching EPA PAG levels." He University's proposed remedy for this
problem is that the Site Area Emergency classification would apply only to
a " prolonged fire" that could cause a "significant release." Licensee's Petition
at 2 3.

He University's point is well taken and, in fact, accurately reflects what
the Commission intended in imposing this condition. Our order's phrase
"' prolonged fire' affecting nuclear materials" was intended to be nothing more
than a shorthand version of the following language from the University's own
Emergency Plan:

Ipirolonged fire or explouon within the facihty that can result in a release of radioactisity
that would cause exposures of the pubhc or Staff approaching I rem whole body or 5 rem
thyroid

which appeared earlier in the same paragraph of our order. CL1-95-1,41 NRC
at 156 (emphasis omitted), quoting MURR Emergency Plan at 25-26, Table 1.
"NOUE" action level 5.

To remove any possible confusion, we modify Ordering Paragraph 2.b.ii to
read:

The clasufication scheme must clanfy that either a " prolonged fire or explosion within the
facihty that can result in a release of radioactivity that would cause exposures of the public
or Staff approaching I rem whole body" or a "sigmficant release possibly approaching EPA i

PAG levels" of such nutenals would constitute a " Site Area Emergency."

The Intervenors oppose this modification, contending initially that the Uni-
versity lacks the equipment necessary to measure accurately any "significant I

|relea<es" from airborne alpha-emitting transuranics outside the MURR facil-
ity. They argue that the MURR Emerfency Plan focuses on a reactor accident, ,

which would involve gamma-emitting material detectable by geiger counters, '

but that geiger counters are useless in detecting alpha emissions. Answer of )
Intervenors-Appellants, filed May 1,1995 (" Answer"), at 1-2. The Intervenors '

are incorrect. De University does have the capacity to detect alpha emitters
both directly and indirectly, as indicated by record evidence and discussed in
CL195-1. Sec 41 NRC at 132. Actual radiation measurements, in any event,
normally come after the-fact. Site area emergencies are declared on the basis
of predictive judgments based on site conditions.2

The Intervenors next assert that the facility is in a public area, without
boundaries to keep the public sufficiently far away from the facility (at least

2 The Intervenors also argue that the Usuveruty has no plans to statwn people at appropnate locatmns putude
the taahry to nrasure doses over tinw so as to detertrune dw tine at which doses eseced PAG levels Answer at
2 However. tte intervenors point to no record evidence thas suppons their poutwn that the Uruveruty will rol
IAc appropnare radiaimn nrasurenrnis uhen necessary
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200 meters, according to the Intervenors) to avoid receiving a dose in excess
of the PAG.' Answer at 2. (The University claims that its site boundary is
actually 400 meters from the facility.) The Intervenors' argument ignores record
evidence that the University does in fact control the area around the facility.
See Licensee's Exhibit No.10, Affidavit of .I. Charles McKibben Regarding
Adequacy of Site, at 4 12. Given the likely time available between the start
of a fire and the radionuclides * escape through the doors of the building (the
escape route in the worst-case scenario), the University should easily be able
to remove members of the public from an area with only a 150-meter radius.'
This is because the University currently has in place both "an agency-approved
emergency plan that includes an evacuation area considerably larger than the
one that would be required for a stand-alone Alpha Lab" (CLI-95-1,41 NRC
at 153) and also procedures and personnel necessary to evacuate buildings or
fields within 400 meters of the facility (Licensee's Exhibit No.10, suptc. at 3
18,4 112).

Finally, the Intervenors argue broadly that the Commission in CLI-95-1
unfairly " massaged" cenain numbers in its dose and dispersion calculations,
selected the least conservative numbers to use in those calculations (specifically,
for x/0, release fraction, and the quantity of transuranics involved in a fire),
concluded from those calculations that the risks of an offsite dose equivalent
exceeding the EPA PAG are insignificant, and thereby sent a " message" to the
University that "there is no need for safety." Answer at 2-3. The Commission
stands by its technical calculations for the reasons explained in considerable
detail in CLI 95-1. See, e.g. 41 NRC at 145-52. We cannot agree with
the Intervenors that our decision, which resulted in the imposition of nine
safety-related license conditions on the University (in addition to those already
imposed by the Presiding Officer), somehow suggests Commission approval of
"a lackadaisical attitude toward safety." Answer at 3.

IL Interrenors' Petition for Reconsideration

Intervenors' petition for reconsideration in places resorts to intemperate, even
disrespectful, rhetoric in attacking the Commission's decision. Sec. e.g., Petition
at 6 (" kangaroo Commission"). 22 ("giving the words ' arbitrary and capricious *

3 The PAG Imut set by the f.PA is |- to 5-rem esposure dunng a 1-hour penod U S Imironnental Protectum
Agency. Manual of Protectusc Aaum Gmdes and Prottarve Aarons for Nuclear inaJents. as p 2 6. Table 2-1.
I PA 4m R-924)I tociober 1994) The Comnussion has bawd us own 1. rem effectne dow equnalent standard
on the ness conwrvaine end of the i PA's 1. so 5-rem spectrum Sir NUkl.G-Il40. "A Regulatory Analysis on
i ncrFene) Preparedness for Evel Cycle and other Radnictne Material Licenwes." January 1988. at av

8 The Comnusuon an Ctj 951 found tiia the PAG lesels would not be excwded outude a rmhus of about 150
neiers - nol 200 priers as suggested by the Inservenors 41 NRC at 152 n 126.153 (102-rem wlmle-body dose
at IM) nriers)
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a bad name"),23 (" Arbitrariness elevated to a h|gh art"). While colorful, this
style of advocacy does not help elucidate the issues before the Commission.
Even so, we have examined carefully each of the Intervenors' arguments for i

reconsideration, but f'md them unpersuasive,

I, Fire Safety issues
|

De Intervenors assert that the Commission " punted" on fire safety and I

improperly " ignored" the City of Columbia's fire ordinances, the BOCA Code,
a Department of Energy Order, an Office of Personnel Management Circular,
National Fire Protection Association ("NFPA") documents (specifically NFPA
801, NFPA NIO, and the NFPA Handbook), and regulations promulgated by the
Occupational Safety and licalth Administration. Petition at 1-2. According to
the Intervenors, the Commission was " required" to consider "these authorities
as a guide." Id.

The Intervenors' position is entirely misconceived. Far from ignoring the
various fire-safety documents in the record, the Commission explicitly relied
on them where appropriate. Sec 41 NRC at 135-36 n.92,161 nn.141 & 142,

!162 n.145, in addition, the Presiding Officer canvassed these same materials
extensively (see LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 50-93), and while the Commission did
not go so far as to endorse his finding that a fire was not even " credible," we
did find " correct in general" his view "that the chances of a severe fire are very
small." CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 128. We saw no need, however, to go over in
detail the same fire-safety ground as the Presiding Officer. This was because
we were convinced that, "even in a worst-case scenario (i.e., a fire leading to
offsite radiation exposures), the risk to the public from a fire affecting the
TRUMP-S materials is still acceptably small." /d.

The Intervenors also take issue with our statements that our " responsibility
is directed to the hazards associated with nuclear materials rather than to all
questions of fire safety at licensed facilities," and that we are "not a general fire
safety or occupational health agency." Petition at 2. But these statements merely
reiterate the Commission's statutory charter to protect against radiation hazards.5
It is, of course, true that the Commission's radiation-protection mission requires
it to consider questions of fire safety, but this does not convert the Commission
into the direct enforcer of local codes OS11A regulations, or national standards
on fire safety, occupational safety, and building safety. licre, the Commission
considered questions of fire probability, fire consegsences, and fire protection
and was able to find adequate protection against radiation hazards from fire. See
CLI 95-1,41 NRC at 127-63.

5 3re ALA llS7c(2A 84a(It 182a. 42 U s C ll2077tcx2K 2014(aNik 2232(a) {l988t 5er alw 10 CI R
66 30 3haN2t 70 2Aak35
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There is one additional fire-safety matter raised in the Intervenors' petition.
They challenge the Commission's decision, when considering the adequacy of
the fire-safety conditions imposed by the Presiding Officer, to "derate" 90% of
the fire load in the MURR basement. P tition at 25, citing CLI-95-1,41 NRC
at 16461. According to the Intervenors, derating is a " peculiar" concept.

In fxt, derating is an accepted practice in rating fire load, as demonstrated in
portions of the NFPA's Fire Protection Handbook that the Commission cited in
its opinion. See 41 NRC at 161 n.141. We thus disagree with the Intervenors'
fire-safety expert, Fire Chief Wallace, on this issue.

2. Exclusion of the issue of Nuclear \\' apons Proliferatione

"Ihe Intervenors object to the Commission's refusal to consider their claim
that the 'IRUMP-S Project increases the risk of nuclear weapons proliferation
and therefore is inimical to the common defense and security. Petition at 3,
2A27. In CLI-95-1, the Commission explained in detail why this issue was
not germane to the subject matter of this proceeding. 41 NRC at 165, quoting
10 C.F.R. 9 2.1205(g). In brief, the Commission ruled that the Intervenors
had failed to show that weapons proliferation was reasonably related to, and
would arise as a direct result of, the specific license amendments at issue in this
proceeding. 41 NRC at 165-66.

In their petition for reconsideration, the Intervenors recast their position in
an attempt to establish a direct connection between the TRUMP-S Project and
nuclear proliferation. They say that the release of information learned from the
TRUMP-S Project would five other nations access to technology enabling them
to obtain plutonium in a form usable in bombs, even if the United States itself
never adopts the ta.hnoloFy, Petition at 26.

It is not a pdrpcsc of the TRUMP-S Project, however, to enhance bomb-
making capacity or to proside a supply of plutonium for use in bombs. Rather,
the research has the benign purpose of developing less-costly means of radioac-
tive waste disposal. See CLI-95-1,4 i NRC at 88. The Intervenors' proliferation
concern assumes that a side-effect of the TRUMP-S information would be to
provide information that foreign powers interested in nuclear weapons might
find useful. But, as we said in CLI 95-1, "[w]e are loath to halt basic research
in its tracks on the purely speculative ground that its fruits may someday be put
to improper use." 41 NRC at 1%.

Such improper use is by no means inevitable. The Intervenors' argument, )
for example, ignores federal restrictions on the University's publication of the '

methodology and results of the TRUMP-S experiments, including a requirement
that it receive security clearance from the Department of Energy if the University

!
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wishes to publish such information.* See 10 C.F.R. Part 810; AEA 6 57b,
42 U.S.C. 6 2077(b). More specifically, prior to publishing its methodology
and results, the University would need either to ensure that such information
constituted a " generally authorized activity" appropriate for public dissemination
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 810.7, or to obtain from the Department of Energy
" specific authorization" for the publication pursuant to 10 C.F.R. t 810.8. His
clearance process constitutes an intervening step outside the control of the NRC
and the University that separates the experiments' results from the proliferation
feared by the Intervenors.

3. Commission's Alleged Failure to Enforce Its Regulations on
Applications

The Intervenors criticite the Commission for stating that an application must
not automatically be rejected whenever Staff or an intervenor finds a flaw in
it. According to the Intervenors, the Commission's statement indicates the
Commission's unwillingness to enforce its own regulations (particularly 10
C.F.R. 5 2.1233(c)). Petition at 7.

The Commission answered this precise argument in CLI-95-1. 41 NRC at
95 96. We by no means encourage defective apphcations, but we also do not
take the Intervenors' absolutist position that an application, ho".ever minimally
flawed, must be rejected altogether, and may not be mods .) or improved as
NRC review goes forward. The Intervenors' position is incompatible with the |

dynamic licensing process followed in Commission licensing proceedings. See
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and ,

'

2), ALAB-728,17 NRC 777. 790, review declined. CLI-83-32,18 NRC 1309
(1983).

Throughout their petition, the Intervenors stress alleged shortfalls by the NRC
Staff in its review of the TRUMP-S application, as if the adequacy of the Staff
review is what the Commission must decide. See, e.g., Petition at 16-17. We

,

expect the Staff, of course, to consider thoroughly all its licensing decisions.

6 De Intenenori error is surpnsmg. given anwher poini they make: that the T RUMP-S contract itself " attempts
to prevent" foreign natmnals' atcess to the TRUMP.s resuhs Penuon at 26 This is not really true as a contractual
natter - the contract appears to contemplate some foreign sparucularly Japanese) access suppon Services
Agreerrrni betwwn RockwellIniernanonal Corp and the Umversity of Missoun dated Aug 10.19M at 711.hbt
1011hd)2 3. and f lysheet #111. Intenenors' Exhibit No 19 at 505. 508. and $18 Cf Excerpts on TRUMP-S
fiom the Mmutes of the January 10. 1940 Meeung of the twtope Use subcomnuttee of the Reactor Advisory
Comnunce at 1. appended as Attachnent 3 to Licensce's IThibit No 9. Afhdavit of Dr Susan M Umghorst
Rrgarding Adequacy of Safety Procedures. Adnumstrauve Controls and txensee's Personnel Quahficanons tihe

|
resuhs of the T RUMP-S expennents "would be a sigtuhcatit desclopment for . . counines where wa3te disp isal

|
opnons are hnuted (such as Japan. which is fund ng this projeco") However, the contract does cross-referrnce I

the Dol restnetions "]t]he (Unnersity) must comply with the applicable Dol regulanons regardmg sensitive |

nutlear icthnolog) '' Support services Agreenent between Rockwell Internanonal Corp. and the Umversity
of Missuun, dated Aug 10.194 at f lysheet al 11. Intervenors' Exhibit No 19 at 518

|
I
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But in adjudications, the issue for decision is not whether the Staff performed
well, but whether the license application raises health and safety concerns. See
CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 121-22.

4. Environmental Report

The Intervenors offer three objections to the Commission's ruling that the'

University did not need to submit an environmeual report as a part of its
applications: (1) the Commission allegedly faile i to address the fact that the
use of students to perform the TRUMP-S experimats is inherently riskier than
the use of professionals to conduct those experiments, and that, under such
circumstances, the Commission's regulations required the University to file
an environmental report; (2) the TRUMP-S experiment, by its very nature,
allegedly increases the risks at MURR, thereby necessitating the submittal
of an environmental report; and (3) the Commission allegedly ignored its
own requirement that an environmental report be filed for projects involving
plutonium processing. Petition at 12-13, referring to CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 103-
M.

As noted in cur earlier opinion, however, the NRC's rules categorically
exclude from NEPA review all amendments, such as the TRUMP-S amendments,

for the "use of radioactive materials for research and development." See 41 NRC
at 124, discussing 10 C.F.R. 5 51.22(c)(14)(v). The purpose of an environmental
report is to inform the Staff's preparation of an Environmental Assessment
("EA") and, where appropriate, an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS").
See, e.g.,10 C.F.R.151.45(c) ("[t]he environmental report should contain |

sufficient data to aid the Commission in its development of an independent I

analysis").' Where (as here) Staff is categorically excused from preparing an
EA or EIS, a licensee need not submit an environmental report. See National
Institutes of //calth. DD-95-5,41 NRC 227,235 (1995)."

As noted in CLi-95-1, the intervenors could have sought a waiver of
the categorical exclusion here upon a showing that it did "not serve the
purposes for which the regulation was adopted." 10 C.F.R.12.1239(b), cited in

7 The Commisuon impmed the regulmory requirenrnas regarang subnuttal of " environmental information" (of
which an enuromnental report is one kmd) for the espress purpose a f implementing secnon 102t 2) of the National
Environnental Pohey Act ("NEPA"A 42 U.s C. 9 4H2(2)(which requires the preparanon of EAs and/or LISs)
ser 10 C F R 15141 ("tt]he Comnussma may require an apphcant . to subnut such mformanon ao the
Comnussion as may be useful in anang the Comnussmn in complying with section 102(2) of NLPA"). Cf 10
C F R S 3140 (encouragmg apphcants to consuh with NRC Staf f bef ore submimng environnwnial reports or ottre .

|
envirannrntal informatmnt

Ahhough the above analyus is sufhenent to dnpow of all three of the Inter enors' argunrnas regarang the |8

absence of an environnental report from the Uruversity's apphcations. we also note that the intervetans fail to !

address either our reasons for condu&ng that the use of graduate students poses no sigmficantly meneased nsk
to puhhc health and safety (CLI 95-1,41 NRC at 103) or our lengthy explananon of why we do not conshier the
Alpha Lab to be a plutonmm processmg plant (u/ st 124-27L

I
|
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CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 125 n.70. The Intervenors quibble over how CLI-95-1 L

de<cribed the waiver provision, see Petition at 18-19 n.3, but f ail to explain
why our rules prevented them from arguing that the categorical exclusion for
research ought not apply to the TRUMP-S project.

5. Allegedly inconsistent Treatment of NUREGs and Regulatory Guides

ne Intervenors assert that the Commission relied on its own NUREGs and
Regulatory Guides only when they supported the Commission's pesition, but '

refused to abide by them when they demonstrated that the licensee failed to,

j meet the standards set forth in those documents. Petition at 7-8.
j When determining issues of public health and safety, the Commission has the
j discretion to use the best technical guidance available, including any peninent

NUREGs and ReFulatory Guides, as long as they are germane to the issues !
4

i then pending before the Commission. However, the Commission's decision i

; to look to such documents for technical guidance in no way contradicts the |
1 Commission's rulings (elsewhere in CLI-95-1) that NUREGs and Regulatory |
) Guides are advisory by nature and do not themselves impose legal requirements ;
1 on either the Commission or its licensees. A licensee is free either to rely on j

NUREGs and Regulatory Guides or to take alternative approaches to meet legal j<

! requirements (as long as those approaches have the approval of the Commission j
? or NRC Staff). See CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 97-98,100-01, !
'

i
;

6. Allegedly inconsistent Treatment of New Emergency Planning |
} Regulations and NUREG-il40 |

! he intervenors alleFe that the Commission acted inconsistently in deciding !
'

; that new emergency planning regulations were inapplicable to this proceeding !

| yet also relying extensively on NUREG-ll40, the basis for those regulations, in
,

j its examination cf the dose and dispersion issues. Petition at 22-24, referring J

! to CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 101-03 and 143-52, respectively, j
; In fact, no such inconsistency exists. The fact that the emergency planning !

| regulations had not yet gone into effect when the University filed its applica- I

tions did not preclude the Commission from seeking technical guidance from |,

'

a document (NUREG-1140) that provided the scientific foundation for those ;

regulations. As noted in the preceding section of this Order, the Commission,
'

in deciding issues of public heahh and safety, is free to use any NUREGs and;

I
4

i
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Regulatory Guides as guidance, as long as they are germane to the issues then [
'

pending before the Commission?

,

7. Allegedly inconsistent Treatment of the Emergency Plan

'Ihe Intervenors argue that the Commission inconsistently held both that the !

MURR Emergency Plan applies to the Alpha Laboratory (CLI-951,41 NRC ;

at 129) and that certain parts of the Plan cannot, by their terms, apply to the ;

Alpha Laboratory and must be changed (id. at 130). Petition at 19-20. In so j

arguing, the Intervenors ignore the fact that emergency plans can have different !
subsections that apply to different portions of a facility. The Commission sees f

no inconsistency in declaring that the Plan as a general matter applies to all ;

laboratories in the MURR facility (including the Alpha Lab) but requires a few |
modifications to reflect the addition of the Alpha Lab to the facility. This is i

!analogous to our approving a license application subject to conditions.

3

' 8. Alleged inconsistent Treatment of Licensee's Emergency Procedures

The Intervenors criticize the Commission for relying on the Reactor Emer- ,

gency Procedures to " downplay" the risks associated with the TRUMP-S Project i

and at the same time ruling that the Intervenors have no right to demand that
the license amendment application be accompanied by emergency procedures ,

specifically applicable to the TRUMP-S Project. Petition at 20. Again, the !
Commission sees no inumsistency here. The Comminion is free to consider a
licensee's general emergency procedures when resolving risk issues, regardless !

of the fact that our regulations do not require the licensee to submit specific
emergency procedu es as part of an application.* ,

!,

I

'In a related arpunwni, the Interveruvs question she nwamng of the Comnussion's statenwnt that NURIG f
1140 underwent "the pubhc Ponce and comnrnt process" Pehtion ni 23 n 4. rarmy Ct1951, di NRC at
14M The Cumnussmn's staienwrt was intended to in&caic that the dose calcularmo rnetimdology set forth m
NURIGil40 was a subject of the nouce and comnwns process aluch ultimately led to the pronustgation of the
two new tinwrgency Planmns regulaimns See final Rule, "Lnwrgency Preparedness for fuel Cycle and Other
Rad uactive Maienal Licensees." 34 red Reg 14.051,14 052 ( Apr 7.1989 ("The conservanvr accident scenanos
and done calculatmns wh ch fornwd the techmeal basis for the proposed rule are described in . . NUREG-
1840*), Draft Report for Comnwns. NURI.G-Il40. at I dune 1985) cThis Idraft) regi: Story guide evaluates
the need for a proposed rule to reqmre addmonal energency preparedness for certain . . , nutenal bcensees")
Ahhough the above<sted draft of NURinll40 was origmally pubbshed m June 1985, it was repnnted Apnl
1987, contemporaneously with die issuance of Nouce of Proposed Rulenskmg. 52 led Reg 12.921 (Apr 20
1987), uluch led to alw issuance of de Fmal Rule cited above.
"The Iniervenors abo questmn how tie Cocinussioti can conclude that !!w procedures are adequate when the
Comnussma has not seen more than the few procedures that the Ltervenors subnutted into tir record Petiuon
at 20. As we in&cated m CLI 95-1, the adequacy of the enwrgency procedures is ime even before un m this
proceedmg di NRC at 148 n 101.
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9. Alleged Needfor a TRllMP S Ervrgency Plan

The Intervenors argue that the Commission erred in ruling th:.t the existence
of the University's Reactor Emergency Plan made it unnecessary for the licensee
to submit a plan dealing specifically with emergencies arising from the TRUMP-
S Project. Petition at 10-12, citing CLI 95-1,41 NRC at 129-43. Intervenors
assert that the Reactor Emergency Plan addresses types of accidents (fuel damage
events) quite different from those that could arise from the TRUMP-S Project
(a fire resulting in release of extremely fine radioactive particulates into the air).
Petition at 11,

'Ihe Intervenors also assert that the primary risk from a reactor accident comes
from gamma-emitting radionuclides, and thus the primary emergency equipment
identified in the Reactor Emergency Plan are gamma-detection devices. They
argue that, by contrast, the principal risk from a TRUMP-S accident comes from
alpha-emitting materials for which the Reactor Emergency Plan's equipment
would be useless, so that there would be no way to measure radioactive
contamination after an accident. Id. at Il-12. Finally, the Intervenors note
that the Reactor Emergency Plan has never been the subject of a contested
proceeding in which its adequacy has been tested. Id. at 12.

None of this is persuasive, however. First, the Interver' ors have failed to rebut
or even address the Commission's reasons, stated in CL1-95-1, for believing
that it would be unwise as well as unnecessary to have two emergency plans
for the MURR facility. See 41 NRC at 130. Second, they do not discuss
the modifications that CLI-95-1 ordered in the MURR Emergency Plan to take
account of the TRUMP-S project. Sec 41 NRC at 130,154-56,172. Third,
they disregard the MURR Emergency Plan's explicit references to laboratory
accidents." Fourth, they fail to address the Commission's explanation, se: forth
in CLI-95-1, of the University's capacity to detect alpha emitt:rs. See 41 NRC
at 131-32. Finally, the fact that the MURR Emergency Plan was not the subject
of a hearing prior to this proceeding raises no inference that it is inadequate.

10. Amount, Storage, and Disposal of Transuranic Material

in CLI-95-1, the Commission imposed, as a condition on the TRUMP-S
license amendments, the requirement that the University use no more than I
gram of any actinide at any one time in the TRUMP-S experiments. See 41
NRC at 148 n.ild,173. Because I gram of Am.241 contains 3.43 curies, the

'lur inuance. the f nrrgency Plan specihes that "[61ontainnem. laborurun buddme and site boundary airborne
radmacusity and radianon levels sha'l be deternured by stack momtor. mea radianon nwnitors and portable
nmmtonnF equipurnt ' t nrrgency Plan. supra note 1. al 14 in 5 2.2. 5 3 2 temphaus addedi See shu
Imervenors' I shibn No 19 (Umveruty docunrm entuled "Emergeng Plan for 1 RUMP.S at Ml'RR") at 420
c"!tr Mt'RR enrryerwy plan cnmains a desenpten of tte cienems of advance planmng to cope wnh enwrFency
snuanons comrcted unh the opetalmn of ML'RR. mcludmg expenmenn omducwd unhm the All'RR faahru
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Commission based its dose / dispersion analysis on the assumption that only I
gram of Am-241, or 3.43 curies, would be involved in a fire. The Intervenors
raise three objections to this ruling.

a. Presumption That Licensee Complies with Condition

'Ihe Intervenors first object to the Commission's decision to base its dose / dis-
persion analysis on the 1-gram (or 3.43 curies) license condition, and point to
the fact that the license permits possession and use of 10 curies of Am-241.
Petition at 21. They ask us to base our findings on the assumption that the
University will iiolate an explicit and unambiguous condition of its license. We
see no reason I., do so, and the Intervenors have offered no persuasive argument
why we should. They point out that license conditions sometimes are violated,
which b undoubtedly true, but here it seems unlikely in the extreme that a
University violation of the 1-gram restriction would happen to coincide with a
fire in the MURR facility. We decline to rest our fire safety analysis on that
hypothetical possibility.

h. Consideration ofActinides When in Storage

Second, the Intervenors object to the Commission's decision that a fire
analysis need not consider americium and plutonium when they are in storage.
They argue that people enter and exit the storage facility frequently and that the
storage facility is a place "where various flammable events may occur." Petition
at 21.u

We disagree. The actinides are placed in storage before and after being used
in experiments. Prior to using the actinides in experiments, ll e University stores
the actinide material in the reactor fuel vault, a highly secure facility housed
inside the reactor containment building." The Intervenors have referred us to
no record evidence (and have provided us with no other reason) that would
convince us that this reactor fuel vault is a location "where various flammable
events may occur" or where the likelihood of a fire is at all credible. After
use, the actinides are placed in the archived storage vault, which, as the record

'I llie Intervenors offer a sinular argunent m suppon of their objecuon to our affirnumee of the prehcanng
escluuan of their waste duppsal issue. Petinon at .1 ifry assert that the current atmence of a hcensed dnposal
facihty for uansurame or nuned waste neans that the wastes from the 1 RUMP S Project will remain on the
timwernty e ampus mdefimsely. pe %ps for decades. and that the wage storage facihty is ds signed irither for
hanJhng su:h wasies nor for safely stonng them mdehmicly This is of parucular concern in the Iriiervemrs
because lhese wastes allegedly "would be kept with other flammable matenals for decades m a setung where a
fire is a menous hkrhhood." M at 27 f or the reasons set hwth in CLI-90l,41 NRC at 167-6M, we reject this
arFunent see aim discussmn of arch 6ed storage vault. m/ra. al pp 40401.
U t scensee's I shibit No 4, Affidavn of Cimier B Edwards, Jr . Regardmg the Adequacy of Alpha Laboratory
1quipnwnt. Iire Related l eatures m the Alpha t.aborainry and Ceneral Basenwnt Area. and the StoraFe Aml
Transfer of ActimJe and Archived Maienals. daied Nov 13.199fA at 10142
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reflects in detail, is a racility in which extensive shielding is provided by lead,
steel, concrete, and earth. See id. at 13-14 1 61-65. Again, the Intervenors'
petition offers no evidence that this facility would fail to provide both secure
storage and protection against fire.

From the description and location of the archived storage vault, we find that
it is constructed of heavy noncombustible materials and is located so as to
minimize the surface area potentially exposed to fire as well as to protect the
vault and its contents from any fire-related building hazards. We conclude that
a fire affecting the contents of the archived storage vault is not credible.

c. Alleged Storage of Actinides in Waste Facility

'Ihird, the Intervenors assert that at the conclusion of the TRUMP-S Project,
the entire TRUMP-S supply of americium and plutonium will no longer be in
the storage facility but will instead be located in the waste facility, in forms far
more vulnerable to fire and closer to other materials of substantial fire hazard.
The Intervenors also call our attention to the flammability of the transuranics
and also to the long period (allegedly years or decades) when that waste may
have to sit awaiting removal to a federal disposal site. Petition at 21-22. We
see no evidence in the record to support this contention. Rather, the record
indicates that after the conclusion of the experiments, the University will safely
store the actinides in its archived storage vault, just described, urttil DOE takes
possession of the waste.

11. The Commission's Selection of a x/Q Value

In CLI-95-1, the Commission rejected the Interrenors' argument that we
were required to apply Regulatory Guide 1.145, dealing with accidental disper-
sion from nuclear power plants, to the determination of the x/G value for the
TRUMP-S Project. The Commission chose to rely instead on the x/O value de-
rived in NUREG-1140, dealing with accidental dispersion from materials license

facilities. 41 NRC at 149-51. The Intervenors challenFe the Commission's con-
clusion that Regulatory Guide 1.145 was designed to address dispersion from
nuclear power plants, rather than materials facilities. They assert that all disper-
sions must be treated alike, regardless of the type of facility, and that Regulatory
Guide 1.145 is binding on the Commission. But that Regulatory Guide's title
- " Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential Accident Consequence As-
sessments at Nuclear Power Plants"- plainly indicates its limited application.
Moreover, as previously noted, Regulatory Guides do not have the force of law.
Thus, this claim is doubly without merit.

He Conunission explained in CLI-95-1 its reasons for looking to NUREG-
1140 rath . than Regulatory Guide 1.145 in determining the x/O value for the
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TRUMP-S project: it is more recent than the Regulatory Guide and, because it
rests on a sophisticated analysis targeting materials licensees, it results in more
reliable modeling of postulated accidents.'4 See also note 9, supra. We find no
error in our prior analysis on this point.

12. Release Fraction

ne Intervenors assert that the Commission, in its dose and dispersion
calculations, was confused about the distinction hetween the entrainment fraction

,

and the release fraction (RF). According to the Intervenors, the Commission cited
two scientists, Schwendiman and Mishima, as measuring RFs (citing CLI-95-1,
41 NRC at 148-49), yet elsewhere claimed that studies on which the Intervenors'
expert relied (which included those of Schwendiman and Mishima) concerned
entrainment rather than RFs (citing 41 NRC at 148 n.116). Petition at 22-23.

We are well aware of the difference between RF and entrainment. See CLI.
95-1,41 NRC at 146 n.110. In concluding otherwise, the Intervenors misread
CLI-95-1. On the one hand, we stated that Schwendiman and Mishima, who
were cited repeatedly by both the University and the Intervenors, were also
cited in NUREG-1140 when the Staff developed RFs for fires. On the other
hand. without citing Schwendiman and Mishima, we stated that the Intervenors'
" TRUMP-S Review Panel derived much of its data from experiments on
entrainment which, as previously noted, does not equate with RF." 41 NRC
at 148 n.ll6 (emphasis added). The two statements are not contradictory.

The Intervenors also object that the Commission did not review the dispute
between them and the University regarding the correct RF value. Petition at 23.
Given that the Commission had already engaged in a detailed examination of
this issue in a recent rulemaking (see note 9, supra), and given further that the
detailed examination was related directly to the issue at har in this proceeding
(i.e., the appropriate release fraction for a materials license facility), we saw no
need to " reinvent the wheel" by examining it again in this proceeding.

"

13. Other Matters

The Interrenors accuse the Commission of describing the TRUMP-S Project
inaccurately. Petition at 6. This argument is inappropriately raised on reconsid-
eration. Petitions for reconsideration are alm to appeals from Initial Decisions

8'comrary to the Imervenors' suFgestmn. duperuon is not simply dnperunn. regardless of the type of facihty
,

from whnh the radmnuchdes come lYunon at 24 n 5 Accidents at differem types of fanhues would resuh an the |
release of differeru physical forms of raihonuchden and would consequently lead to qune dif terem dupersmns Un
fact, the Intervemirs make thu very pomt m armther sectmn of their Pentmn. at || ) Airborne concentranons of
paruculates (the phyutal form of all plutomum and/or anrncram that nught tv released m a TRUMP S acciden0
would be less than airtwrne tontentranons of gases athe form of mmr rashonettve matenal released from a reactos
accadem). due to plunr deplenon trum gravnauonal setthng. turbulent ddfuuon, impacuon with the ground, und
stavengmg of matenal dunng precipitanon NURI GCR t657. SANDK4-OlM6. "Prehnunary Screemng of f uel
cycle and Hypnnlutt Matenal1.nenses for I;nwrgency Plamung" at 36 (M.irch 19M5)
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- they lie only from unfavorable actions by the Commission, not from dic-
rum or factual background sections in an order with which the party disagrees

,

but which have no operative effect. See CL1-951,41 NRC at i19 n.63. We 1

therefore need not rule on this argument.''
Finally, the Intervenors reiterate other previously raised contentions regard-

ing decommissioning, personnel qualifications, TRUMP-S safety procedures,
proper interpretation of the Commission's procedural regulations, the order of
evidentiary submissions, the required degree of specification for special nuclear
material,'* the adequacy of Staff's safety review, the need for a licensee to
submit a safety analysis, and the need for Staff to prepare a safety evaluation
report, an environmental impact statement, and/or an environmental assessment.
Petition at 3-4, 5-6, 8-10, 13-19. Because the Commission already has fully
considered and rejected all such arfuments (CLI-95-1, 41 NRC at 95 96, 98
n.12, 99-101,104-13, i 16-18,121-28,168-71), we see no point in revisiting
them here. I

i

III. CONCLUSION

The University's petition for reconsideration is granted to the extent described
above, and the Intervenors' petition for reconsideration is denied.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission *

; JOllN C. HOYLis
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,4

this 22d day of June 1995.

U Moreover, as for two of the three alleFed maccuracies. the Imervemns are not auenmg thal Cll-951 contams
fahe information. but only ihai the Comnusuon did not mclude cenaan infornation that the Interseturs would have
pteterred to see in the "Hadyrouth!" sectum of that order As to the interwnors' third pomt 6 c.. the Conumsuon
nusspoke en surFesting that the Umted states currently has high-level dnposal fatahties an operanont they are
currect. but our nustaken chmacternatum of the currem stalus of TRU waste Os is actually stored on snel as
mconsequetmal to the nurus of out decision
3* The Intervenors meorrectly surFest that the Constunuon taled so tonuder Ptolessor Warl's arguments on this
issue lhe Comnusuun conudered the Intervenors' posumn on this inue, as set fonh m Interwmirs' Exhibit
No 20. tWclaranon of 1RUhfP-S Reucw Panel. daied tiec J4.1990. at 11 14 - a docunent that Dr Warf
coauttawed Cl.1951. 41 NRC at IN er ny Insular as Professor Warf's views are mcompauble with the
ennduuons of Ct.1951 the Comnusunn disagrees with his views
*Com msuoner Jadson slid not parucipate m this deciuon
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATOF.Y COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gail de Planque
Shirley A. Jackson

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3
50-425-OLA 3

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, et al.
(Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,

Units 1 and 2) June 22,1995

The Commission denies Georgia Power Company's motion that in effect
requests the Commission to stay indefinitely inquiries being conducted by the
NRC Office of Investigation.

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: EFFECT OF OTilER PROCEEDINGS ,

it is not unusual in our practice for an adjudicatory proceeding and an 01 f
investigation on the same general subject matter to proceed simultaneously, even !

where issues may overlap.

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS: STAY OF PROCEEDINGS
'

'

Despite this practice, the Commission has been willing to stay a parallel
proceeding if a party shows substantial prejudice.

i

a
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ORDER

A. Introduction

ne Georgia Power Company ("GPC") has filed before the Commission a
" Motion for Order Preserving the Licensing Board's Jurisdiction" that in effect
requests the Commission to stay indefinitely inquiries being conducted by the
NRC Office of Investigations ("OI"). The GPC motion asks us to direct 01
"not to pursue investigations related to discovery or pleadings" in an ongoing
Licensing Board proceeding. GPC Motion at 1. The NRC Staff and the
Intervenor, Allen Mosbaugh, oppose the stay. We deny the motion for the
reasons stated below.

H. Standard of Review

It is not unusual in our practice for an adjudicatory proceeding and an 01
investigation on the same general subject matter to proceed simultaneously, even
w here issues may overlap. This allows the NRC to use all of its tools for carrying
out its broad responsibilitics to protect public health and safety. Recognizing
this practice, the Commission in 1984 issued a Policy Statement that established
Fuidelines for 01 to make in camera, ex parte disclosures to the Licensing Board
when information gathered during the course of a separate ongoing investigation
is potentially relevant to an adjudicatory proceeding. See Statement of Policy;
Investigation, Inspection, and Adjudicatory Proceedings. 49 Fed. Reg. 36,032
(Sept.13,1984).

Despite this practice, the Commission has been willing to stay a parallel
proceeding if a party shows substantial prejudice, e.g., where discovery in an
adjudicatory proceeding would compromise an OI investigation (the converse of
the situation in this case). See Oncology Services Corp., CLI-93-17,38 NRC 44
(1993). liere, however, GPC's objections do not rise to the level of substantial
prejudice required to enjoin an ongoing, customary agency activity.

C. Discussion

Despite GPC's suggestions to the contrary, the Licensing Board and OI appear
to be fully aware of their respective roles and are following the Commission's
policy statement requiring (in some instances) OI. Board consultations. OI
is keeping the Licensing Board informed of its investigations through Board
Notifications and through an earlier in camera, ex parte Staff briefing. Moreover,
to the extent that the 01 inquiry does cover matters that could theoretically also
be the focus of an inquiry by the Licensing Board into conduct of GPC counsel,
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the Licensing Board has not initiated such an inquiry. We see no evidence that
,

it would be hindered in doing so because of the O! investigation. !
GPC asserts that the OI investigation will provide an avenue for Mr. Mos- |

baugh to obtain affidavits that were refused him on privilege grounds during )
discovery in the adjudicatory proceeding. In support of this assertion, GPC |

argues that Mr. Mosbaugh will be able to use the 01 proceeding to circumvent
the Licensing Board's privilege ruling. Ilowever, beyond conclusory assertions,
GIC has offered no explanation how Mr. Mosbaugh would get these affidavits
from 01. Indeed, as we understand it, GPC already has refused to give the
affidavits to 01, claiming that they are privileged. We are aware of no direct
or obvious route by which the affidavits would pass from GPC to OI to Mr.
Moshaugh. Therefore, the threat of Mr. Mosbaugh obtaining the privileged
affidavits through the O! investigation is speculative, to say the least, and does
not provide a legitimate reason for staying the 01 investigation.

Finally, GIC has failed to demonstrate any other form of prejudice to
its interest arising from the parallel O! investigations and the adjudicatory
proceeding. GPC claims th.it the adjudicatory proceeding diverts its employees'
and counsci's attention away from the adjudicatory hearing. But this is true in
any case of parallel proceedings and is insufficient, in and of itself, to halt either
one of the proceedings. liere, GPC has offered little to demonstrate that the OI
investigation actually has interfered with GPC's ability to make its case in the
adjudicatory hearing.

GIC's motion provides only one specific example of interference. GPC
asserts that O! requested an interview with a GPC employee w ho also is a witness
in the adjudicatory proceeding. Ilowever, acci.rding to the Staff, the interview
never took place and OI has agreed voluntarily not to interview the employee
until after he has testified in the pending hearing. See NRC Staff Response to
Georgia Power Company's Motion for Order Preserving the Licensing Board's
Jurisdiction, at 4 (May 17,1995).

CONCLUSION

In summary, GIC has failed to meet its heavy burden of showing that contin-
uing the 01 investigation would create substantial prejudice to GPC's participa-
tion in the proceeding now under way before the Licensing Boaid. Accordingly,

,
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GPC's Motion for Order Preserving the Licensing Board's Jurisdiction is
DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

For the Commission ;

.

JOlIN C. HOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 22d day of June 1995.
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,

'

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

'

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
:
,

Before Administrative Judges:
,

Charles Bechhoefer, Presiding Officer
Jerry R. Kline, Special Assistant

|

; in the Matter of Docket No. 030-30266-ML-Ren
'

(ASLBP No. 95-701-01-ML-Ren)
1 (Byproduct Materials License

No. 30-23697-01E)

INNOVATIVE WEAPONRY,INC.
,

(Albuquerque, New Mexico) June 1,1995 1

|

|
*

'
In a proceeding involving an appeal from the NRC Staff's denial of a

requested renewal of a byproduct materials license, in which (based on a transfer
of the license to a new entity) the Staff rescinds its prior license renewal denial,"

the Presiding Officer Frants the Staff's unopposed motion to terminate the
proceeding.

.

RULES OF PRACTICE: MOOTNESS
4

Although the NRC is not strictly bound by the mootness doctrine, its'

adjudicatory tribunals have generally adhered to the mootness principle.

!
' MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
i (Terminating Proceeding)

This proceeding involved an appeal from the NRC's denial of the requested
renewal of License No. 30-23967-01E by innovative Weaponry. Inc. (IWi-New
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Mexico), together with a Demand for Information (DFI) directed to Mr. Barry
Mowry,IWI New Mexico's President. Pending resolution of IWi-New Mexico's
appeal, the license remained in effect in accordance with 10 C.F.R. i 30.36. On
November 15,1994, the Presiding Officer issued a Notice of Hearing (59 Fed.
Reg. 60,025 (Nov. 21,1994)).

This proceeding is subject to the hearing procedures set forth in 10 C.F.R.
Part 2, Subpart L (6 2.1201 et seq.) In accord with 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1231, the NRC
Staff on December 19, 1994, forwarded the hearing file for the proceeding to
the Presiding Officer and the parties.

On December 23,1994, the NRC Staff moved (without opposition) to hold
the proceeding in abeyance until January 31,1995, pending its consideration of
new information (an application to transfer control of the license from IWI-New
Mexico to Innovative Weaponry, Inc., of Nevada (IWI-Nevada)). 'Ihe Presiding
Officer granted the Staff's request on January 5,1995. The Presiding Officer
later granted further Staff unopposed requests to hold the proceeding in abeyance
(Orders dated February 27,1995, March 17,1995, and May 3,1995).

On May 4,1995, the Staff filed a Motion to Terminate the Proceeding. It
states that on April 3,1995, the Staff transferred the license from IWI-New
Mexico to IWl-Nevada and that on April 4,1995, it rescinded both the denial of
the renewal application and the DFI. Before filing this motion, the Staff sought
additional information from IWI Nevada and Mr. Mowry. The Staff received a
response by letter dated April 21,1995. Based on this information, the Staff
concludes that the issue raised by the hearing request -i.e., whether there was
an adequate basis for the Staff's denial-is moot because the license has been
transferred, the denial has been rescinded, and Mr. Mowry is no longer involved
with activities authorized by the transferred license.

Although, as the Staff observes, the NRC is not strictly bound by the mootness
doctrine, its adjudicatory tribunals have generally adhered to the mootness
principle, See, e.g., Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (One Factory Row, Geneva,
Ohio 44041), CLI-93 8, 37 NRC 181,185 (1993). I find no reason not to do
so here and to terminate this proceeding on mootness grounds.

Mootness exists when there is no reasonable expectation that the matter will
recur and that interim relief or intervening events have eradicated the effects of
the allegedly unlawful action. Ilowever, even when an agency order no longer
has effect, as here, a matter may not be moot if it is " capable of repetition, yet
evading review." Id. Although the Staff indicates that it may in the future issue
a new DFI to Mr. Mowry (Motion at 5 n.5), that possibility does not vitiate
the applicability of mootness principles to this proceeding. Mr. Mowry could )

|

'
i
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assert any legal rights he may have were such a DFI to be issued.' Similarly,
although the Staff has apparently not yet granted the renewal of the license to
IWI-Nevada, that organization would have a right to appeal any such denial.;

(As set forth earlier, the transferred licen e remains in effect pending final Staff
action on the renewal.10 C.F.R. I 30.36.) That being so, the mootness principle
applies and the exception is not here applicable.

The Staff states that it has not sought to determine whether the other parties
to this proceeding might have objection to its termination motion. Because the
time for response to the motion has ehn ed and we have received no response,
I am treating the Staff's motion as unopposed and, for the reasons stated, I am
granting it. 'Ihis proceeding is hereby terminated.

This Memorandum and Order is effective upon issuance and will constitute
the final action of the Commission thirty (30) days after issuance, unless any
party petitions the Commission for review pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.786 or the
Commission takes review sua sponte. Any petition for review must be filed
within fifteen (15) days of service of this Memorandum and Order.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Charles Bechhoefer, Presiding Officer
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
",

June 1,1995

|

!
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA :
iNUCLEAR REGULATOF'Y COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
4

Before Administrative Judges:
,

Thomas S. Moore, Chairman
Frederick J. Shon

James H. Carpenter

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 030-05980-ML&ML-2
030-05982-ML&ML 2

(ASLBP Nos. 92-659-01-ML
j 92-664-02-ML-2)

SAFETY LIGHT CORPORATION,
et al.

(Bloomsburg Site Decommissioning and.

'

License Renewal Denials) June 8,1995

in this Memorandum the Licensing Board sets forth its reasons for previously
granting an NRC Staff motion for summary deposition on the issue of whether
the agency has regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries and its four wholly
owned subsidiaries.

'

a RULES OF l'RACTICE: LAW OF Tile CASE
#

Although in some circumstances the law of the case doctrine may be a rule of
,,

practice, that doctrine only applies to successive stages of the same proceeding.
'

See IB Afoore's federal Practice 0.4 Nil] (2d ed.1995).

I
'

!

.
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RULES OF PRACTICE: LAW OF Tile CASE

nat doctrine provides that once the law of the case is determined on appeal
by a superior tribunal in a proceeding, the inferior tribunal lacks the authority to
depart from it in that same proceeding. Any change in the law of the case must i

be made by the superior tribunal itself or by a yet higher authority to which the
superior tribunal owes obedience. See 1B Afoore's Federal Practice 10.(MO[1]
(2d ed.1995). |

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

Re doctrine of collateral estoppel long has been held applicable to adminis-
trative adjudicatory determinations. See United States v. Utah Construction &
Afining Co., 384 U.S. 394,421-22 (1966); commissioner v. Sunnen. 333 U.S.
591 (1948), See also 4 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise 5 21:2 (2d ed.
1983). And issue preclusion is a settled principle of NRC adjudicatory proceed-
ings. See, e.g., Alabama Power Co. Ooseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1
and 2), CLI-74-12,7 AEC 203 (1974).

RULFS OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

As in judicial proceedings, the purpose of the administrative repose doctrine
"is to prevent continuing controversy over matters finally determined and to save
the parties and boards the burden of relitigating old issues." Carolina Power
and Light Co. (Shearon llarris Noclear Power Plant), ALAB-837,23 NRC 525,
536 (1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

In contrast to the doctrine of res judicata that is applicable only when a final
judgment is rendered, "for purposes of issue preclusion . *tinal judgment'
includes any prior adjudication of an issue in another action that is determined
to be sufficiently firm to be accorded conclusive effect." Restatement (Second)
ofJudgments 6 13 (1980).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

Ibr a prior determination of an issue to be sufficiently firm to support issue
preclusion, the earlier decision should not be "avawedly tentative." Restatement
(Second) of Judgments i 13 cmt. g (1980). Additionally, the fact "that the parties
were fully heard, that the court supported its decision with a reasoned opinion,

413
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_ [and] that the decision . . . was in fact reviewed on appeal are factors supporting
the conclusion that the decision is final for the purpose of preclusion." Id

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

Finally, even when all of the requirements for applying the doctrine of
collateral estoppel are met, the doctrine still must be " applied with a sensitive
regard for any supported assertion of changed circumstances or the possible
existence of some special public interest factor in the particular case." Alabama
Power Co. (Joseph M. Earley Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-182,7 AEC
210, 216 (1974).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

"To produce absolution from collateral estoppel on the ground of changed
factual circumstances, the changes must be of a character and degree such as
might place before the court an issue different in some respect from the one
decided in the initial case." 1B Afoore's Federal Practice 0.448, at 111.-642

(2d ed.1995).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

Similarly, "a change or development in the controlling legal principles" or
a " change [in] the legal atmosphere" may make issue preclusion inapplicable.
Commissioner v. Surmen, 333 U.S. 591,599-600 (1948).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

Whatever other public policy factors may outweigh the application of the
doctrine of collateral estoppel, the correctness of the earlier determination of an
issue is not among them. Simply stated, issue preclusion does not depend on
the correctness of the prior decision United States v. Afoser,266 U.S. 236,242 |

(1924); AlcLaughlin v. Bradlee, 803 F.2d 1197,1204 (D.C. Cir.1986). See IB I

Afvore's Federal Practice 10.44112), at !!I.-519 to 111.-521 (2d ed.1995).

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMM ARY DISPOSITION

Because the Commission's summary disposition rules borrow extensively
from Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, it has long been held that
federal court decisions interpreting and applying like provisions of Rule 56 are i

appropriate precedent for the Commission's rules. See, e.g., Cleveland Electric l
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,

:

filuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-443,6 NRC i

741, 753-54 (1977).

- RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMAR( DISPOSITION

Pursuant to Rule 56(c) and by analogy the Commission's summary disposi-
tion rule, "[o]nly disputes over facts that might affect the outcome of the suit
under the governing law will properly preclude the entry of summary judgment.
Factual disputes that are irrelevant or unnecessary will not be counted." Ander- :

' son v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,248 (1986);,

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION
,

Similarly, summary judgment, as well as summary disposition, "will not lie
if the dispute about a material fact is ' genuine', that is, if the evidence is such
that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the nonmoving party." Anderson
v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION

! Stated otherwise, "there is no issue for trial unless there is sufficient evidence

favoriig the nonmoving party for ajury to return a verdict for that party. If the
evidence is merely colorable or is not significantly probative, summary judgment
may be granted." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc.,477 U.S. 242,249-50 (1986).

J

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: INTERPRETATION

ne plain language of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act is exceptionally
broad and the reach of the provision is all encompassing. The title of sec-
tion 184, " Inalienability of Licenses," only reinforces its breadth inasmuch as
" inalienable" means " incapable of being alienated, surrendered or transferred."

i n'ebster's Third New International Dictionary 1140 (l97|).
1

1 ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: INTERPRETATION

{ The reach of the statute is manifest from its comprehensive language, and
section 184 contains absolutely no limiting provisions. The terms " voluntarily or<

involuntarily, directly or indirectly" and the phrase "through transfer of control'

of any license to any person" are words and phrases of inclusion indicatirg a
"

congressional intent to expand the scope of the section to the maximum extent.

415.
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: INTERPRETATION i

On its face, section 184 not only broadly prohibits all manner of transfers,
assignments, and disposals of NRC licenses, but also all manner of actions
that have the effect of, in any way, directly or indirectly, transferring actual or i

Ipotential control over a license without the agency's knowledge and express
written consent. |

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

As a consequerece of the merger and the merger agreement, the new parent
corporation now possessed the ultimate authority to exercise dominion over
the corporate affairs of its wholly owned subsidiary, including the power to
direct, manage, and regulate all activities concerning the material license. He
very definition of a subridiary corporation is one that is controlled by another
corporation by reason of the latter's ownership of at least a majority of the
shares of stock. Black's lew Dictionary 1428 (6th ed.- 1990). See 18 Am. Jur.
2d Corporations $ 35 (1985).

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184 '

If the statutory proscription against the transfer of control of NRC licenses
could be avoided by the expedient of a corporate restructuring, complex or j

otherwise, then section 184 would be a toothless tiger.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184 ,

|

As long as section 184 and any other regulation or license condition is i
not violated, a material licensee may transfer its assets without notifying and |
obtaining the aFency's permission. ;

I
!

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184
,

i

When the transfer of control of NRC licenses is involved, section 184 requires
the agency's express written consent, not just that the agency be notified.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

The language of the Atomic Energy Act itself demonstrates that Congress
placed no importance on the corporate form in enacting section 184 i

!

|

|

|
|
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

The inclusion of a " corporation"in the definition of a " person" in section Ils
of the Atomic Energy Act and the use of the latter term in the inalienability of
licenses provision in section 184 indicates that Congress intended a corporation
to be treated in the same manner as all other entities.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

Corporate law principles, which are applicable only to the corporate form of
organization, are entitled to no consideration under section 184 and do not thwart
NRC regulatory jurisdiction over a corporation for violating that provision.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

Congress, in effect, already has pierced the corporate veil for corporate vio-
lators of section 184 by definitionally including corporations in the inalienability
of licenses provision. See Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. v. Ouimet Corp., 711
F.2d 1085,1093 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 961 (1983).

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

It long has been established that the hetion of corporate separateness of state-
chanered corporations will not be permitted to frustrate the policies of a federal
statute.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SEC'IION 184
i

The statutory frustration principle permits the NRC to disregard the corporate !

form and impose liability on the parent corporation shareholder for the obliga- ,

tions of its subsidiary. And, this is true whether or not its intent was to avoid
the statutory prohibition of section 184 for " intention is not controlling when
the fiction of corporate entity defeats a !cgislative purpose." Kamnaugh v. Ford
Motor Co.,353 F.2d 710,717 (7th Cir.1965). i

MEMORANDUM
.

) in LBp-94-41, we approved a settlement agreement of the five pending Safety
Light proceedings and terminated all proceedings.' Among those proceedings |,
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was the consolidated proceeding involving a challenge to (1) an NRC Staff denial
of renewal applications for two byproduct material licenses originally issued to
the United States Radium Corporation (" Radium Corporation") and (2) a Staff
order setting the criteria and schedule for decommissioning the radioactively
contaminated Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania manufacturiv site formerly owned by
that licensee.2 in an earlier bare bones order in the '.onsolidatcJ proceeding,8 we
granted the Staff's motion for summary dispositivn on the oaestion whether thed

agency has regulatory jurisdiction over USR Indu;tries, Jr.c., and its four w holly
owned subsidiaries, USR Lighting Products, Inc., USR Chemical Products, Inc.,
USR Metals, Inc., and U.S. Natural Resources, Inc. ("USR Companies"), each
of which the Staff named as among the responsible parties in the license renewal
denials and decommissioning order.5 Although the consolidated proceeding was
settled along with the other Safety Light proceedings, this Memorandum ties up
a loose end and sets forth fully our reasons for granting the Staff's summary
disposition motion and concluding that the NRC has regulatory jurisdiction over
USR Industries and its four wholly owned subsidiaries.

I. ISSUES PRESENTED

Section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act broadly prohibits the direct or indirect i

transfer, assignment, or disposal of any NRC license through the transfer of )

control of the license to any person without the Commission's knowledge ;

and written consent.' Here, the Staff's summary disposition motion squarely I

raises the question whether the 1980 transmogrification of the publicly held
Radium Corporation into a wholly owned subsidiary of a newly created USR
Industries and the subsequent conveyance by that subsidiary (after a corporate
name change) of all the nonregulated assets of Safety Light (nee Radium
Corporation) to four other freshly formed subsidiaries, followed, in turn, by
the conveyance of all the stock in those four subsidiaries to USR Industries,
all without the Commission's written consent, contravenes section 184 so that
the NRC has jurisdiction over USR Industries and the other USR Companies.
In addition, the Staff's motion raises a second narrower quesuon whether the

2.t he ute is kwated on approumascly 10 acres along the north bank of Itw Susquehanna River about 2 5 nules
from Bhwmuburg. Pennnharua

'(Aler (Aug l). lWh (unpubbihedi
d Src NRC staff's Monon for Summary Dnpouuon as to NkC Junsdieuon over USR Indusines, Inc., USR

t.ighung. Inc luc]. U5R Chemical Prmiucts. Ins , Usk Metah. Inc . and U s Natural Resources. Inc Oune 30.
IW2)Irwremafier staff's Mouon]

'The agency's regulatory Junsdicuon mer the cunent nanrd beensee of the two subject snaienal heenses. safety

laght Corporatmn, mas not contested m the consohdaicd proceedmg
Sn 42 U s C. 4 2234 The language el ection 1K4 is repeated m the Comnusuon's reFulanons.10 C i R

I 30 %to
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later 1982 sale of Safety Light by its parent (USR Industries) to the subsidiary's
operating management, again without the Commission's written consent, runs
afoul of section 184 so as to give the agency jurisdiction over USR Industries.
USR Industries and the other USR Corpanies contest the NRC's assertion of
jurisdiction over them and oppose the summary disposition motion.'

The identical jurisdictional issues involving the same corporate restructuring
were also presented in two other separate proceedings that also were before us.
Those proceedings involved Staff enforcement orders against, inter alia, USR
Industries and the other USR Companies as responsible parties for these same
byproduct material licenses. Because of the identity of the jurisdictional issues
in these separate enforcement proceedings with the consolidated proceeding,
we start by briefly outlining the procedural history of all the proceedings. We
then set forth the licensing history of the byproduct material licenses at issue.
Next, we describe the corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation and the
subsequent sale of Safety Light. We treat these matters in detail because the
parties' summary disposition filings give only a brief glimpse of these events,
while many of the details helpful to a full understanding of the corporate
makeover are buried in the stack of documents filed as exhibits. Having
unearthed the details of the transactions, we include them in this Memorandum
so that in the event these issues arise again, the history of these events will
appear in one place. Finally, we turn to the arguments of the parties.

II. PROCEDURAL lilSTORY

'Ihe instant consolidated proceeding began with the Staff's February 7,1992
letter denying the long pending license renewal applications of Safety Light
for byproduct material licenses No. 37-00030-02 (the "02" license) and No.
37-00030-08 (the "08 license"). As grounds for its action, the Staff declared
that the licensees had failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
# 30.35 regarding decommissioning funding for the Bloomsburg facility." On
the same date, the Staff issued an order directing the licensees to satisfy the

7 $re Answer of USk industnes. Inc.. UsR 1.ightmg (uc|. Inc . USH Chenucal products. Inc . UsR Metalt Inc..
U.S Natural Resources. Inc . and Safety 1.sght Corporanon m oppoutmn to the NRC staff Motwn for summary
thspmmon (Aug 15. lW2L 5taienent of linputed Iacts. I shibus to the Statement of thsputed Iacts m Support
of tir Answer of UsR Industnes. Inc . er ut. m oppoutwn to the NRC Staff Mouon for summary thspouuon
( Aug li. IW2) thetemafier collecovely UsR hidusines' Answer |

1.ven ihmgh heensee Safety taght does rmi cimiest the ageng's assertum of junsdhuon over it. Safery
I.ight nevertheless has Jamed UsR Industnes and the other USR Compurnes an oppvung the Staff's Moimn for
sumnury thspouuon This scenung meongruary n pernuticJ under the Comnussmn's summary dnposmon rule.
utuch prmnies that "ja/m other pam um) sene an answer supponmg or oppoung the nmimn (for sumnwry
dnposmon)" 10 C i R I2 740 a) temphasm supphed:1

" liner from Robert M Hernero, ihrecios ornce of Nudear Maienal safety and Sateguards CHMSs s. to
Safety laght Corpranon, et al tieb 7. lW2)
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decommissioning requirements of 10 C.F.R.130.36 in accordance with certain
prescribed criteria and a specified schedule.'

In describing the contamination at the site, the order stated:
,

Although the filoomshurg ute has not been charactented completely, the record indicates
' that not only are buddings and equipment contam:nated with strontium-90 (Sr-90), cesium-

137 (Cs 137), and other radionuchdes, but outdoor areas (ie., sod, groundwater) are also
contaminated at levels that render the site unsuitable for unrestricted release. Since 1982.
Oak Ridge Anociated Univeruties (ORAU). Chem-Nuclear Systems. Inc. (CNSI), and the
Department of Energy's Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory (RESL) have
conducted hmned studies, analyzed sud and water samples from various locations on the
ute, or both. Most of the samples exhibit radioachve contanunanon, and the levels of
contaminanon of many samples are higher than those the NRC considers acceptable for
release for unrestncted use. ORAU measured the highest concentratmns found in individual
samples from the site: ORAU measured 15.4 picocunes Sr-90 per gram of sod. 631+

i

picocunes Cs-137 per gram of sod, and 62,000 picocuries Sr 90 per hter of groundwater,
which are approximately 3,42, and 7760 times the appropriate release cntena, respectivee

) Isic). Despite the hmited number of samples and the hrruted nature of studies conducted to
l date, the OR AU, CNSI, and RESL data show that there is widespread contarmnation on ute

which must be remedsated before the 6ite can be released for unrestricted use.'

; Previewing their arguments now before us, in their joint answer to both Staff
; -actions, USR Industries and the other USR Companies denied that they ever

had been NRC licensees or possessed any NRC-regulated matetials and that
the agency lacked jurisdiction over them." After considerable procedural
skirmishing, the proceedings encompassing the license renewal denials and
the decommissioning order were consolidated. 2 The Cemmission reversed
that Board determination, but it nevertheless ordered the two proceedings
consolidated."

At the time the Staff denied Safety Light's license renewal applications, -

'
there were two agency enforcement proceedings already pending against, inter
alia, Safety Light, USR Industries, and the other USR Companies. Those
proceedings involved a number of material licenses, including the 02 and 08;

licenses, and were before identically constituted licensing boards that were
treating the proceedings together. The first proceeding began with a March
16, 1989 immediately effective Staff order directing the licensees to prepare
and implement a plan for characterizing and decontaminating the Bloomsburg

1

4

D7 f ed Hrg 6136 (1992)
*/d at 6136 37 (footnotes onutted)
" Anmer and Request for Hranng 0 eb 27.1992) at 3a

U LHP-9213A. M NRC 205 t1992) Srr alw Memorandum anJ order (Granung m l%rt and tWnving in Part
NRC staff's Mation of Apnl 13.1992) oune 1,1992). Quef Ademmstranve JuJges' Memorandum (Deugnatmg,

Presahng ofhcet) dune 9.1992), LHP-92-16A. 36 NRC lll t1992).

"CLI-92-13,36 NRC 79 (1992) 3re aho Comsmumn order [GranunF nterlocutory Renem] Ouly 2.1992)I
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site." The second proceeding began with an August 21, 1989 Staff order
directing the licensees to establish and fund a $1,000,00(, trust to ensure the |
adequate characterization of the extent and type of radioactive contamination at i

'

the Bloomsburg site." In providing that the August 21 order also should be
immediately effective, it stated that the licensees'

r

failure to provide assurance of adequate fundmg to complete implementation of a satisfactory
'
,

sue charactentation plan, the uncertainty regardmg the nature and exent Isic] of contami-
nation at the Bloomsburg facthty, and the statements made by the Corporations pnnetpal |*

officers as to the huuted (mancial resources avadable for site characterization let alone de-
contamination, demonstrate that addstional actions are imnedsately needed to protect public
heahh and safety. ?

In the enforcement proceedings, USR Industries and the other USR Compa-
nies moved to dismiss the March 16 and August 21 orders on the ground that
the NRC lacked regulatory jurisdiction over them. The Licensing Board, as then
constituted, denied the licensees' motion holding that the NRC had jurisdiction
over USR Industries r.ad the other USR Companies. With respect to the com-
plex 1980 corporate transactions, the Board concluded that

[t]here was no notice given of the transfers of controlhng interest in the stock which could
involve transfers of ou nership and control of a hcense, requinng NRC wntien consent, in
shon there was not even an attempt to comply with the mandatory regmrements regardmg
" transfer of control of any hcense" upon untten consent by the NRC after secunng full
mformation The statute requucs a full. fair dnclosure to be made by licensees of actions
myolving the transfer or control of heenses, so that the NRC can make an mformed judgnent
wtether such actions are in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act. Cle rly financial and
other considerations related to decontamination of the site of licensed nuclear byproduct
actiut es could and should be reuewed by the NRC in fuththng its statutory responsibihnes.
Ilowever, the NRC never had an oppodumty lo resiew the effect of the sigmhcant changes
in the heensed corporation because of the nondnclosure of the facts by the panies to this
proceedmg As a result of noncomphance with the statutory requirenwnts, the transfers
of control of the bcenses by corporate restructunng were invahd as to the NRC which is

Uobhgated by statute to disregard them

Similarly with regard to the 1982 sale by USR Industries of its subsidiary Safety
Light, the Board determined that

there was no afhrmative disclosure of changes m 1004 stock ownership and transfer of
control over heenses, and no wnnen consent by the NRC pursuaru to the statutory mandate.
The prohibitions agamst unapproved transfers of control of heenses enacted by Congress

H 54 i ed Reg 12.015 ilw9;.
H 54 l ed Reg .46 078 0989L
'*/d ai 36_074
0 i HP47. 31 NRC 116.128 OMb (foomans ununed
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cannot be ignored or avoided by hcenseen or by tte NRC itself. The attempted transfers of
ownership and control by the USR Compames were ineffective to chnunate NRC juns&ction
over the succeedmg enuties because the transfers were in vie!ation of statutory requirements.
The strong pubhc pohey established by Congress cannot be defeated or croded by using
corporate forms to shield hcensees from their obhgations to protect the public health and
safety. USR Industries rem:unis] responuble for decontanunating the Bloomsburg site

] under the hcenses, and the NRC has jurisdiction over them to compel compliance in this
enforcerrent proceeding."

Upon interlocutory review, the now defunct Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board determined that the 1982 sale of Safety Light by USR Industries
contravened section 184 of the Atomic EnerFy Act and it affirmed the Licensing

;

Board's ruling that the agency had jurisdiction over USR Industries.'' The'

Appeal Board specifically left open, however, the question whether the agency
had jurisdiction over USR Industries' four wholly owned subsidiaries as a result
of the 1980 corporate restructuring 2n

Immediately after this Licensing Board was established to hear the challenges
of Safety Light, USR Industries, and the other USR Companies to the Staff's
denials of the license renewal applications for the 02 and 08 licenses and
the Staff's decommissioning order, the Licensing Board presiding over the
enforcement proceedings was reconstituted so all the proceedings were before
identically constituted Boards.2' Thereafter, we decided to proceed with the
consolidated proceeding on the license renewal denials and the decommissioning
order and, in effect, hold the proceedings involving the enforcement orders,

in abeyance. The enforcement proceedings were not consolidated with the
,

proceeding on the license renewal denials and the decommissioning order. We
,

took this step in an effort to hold only one trial instead of three because of
the likelihood that the two Staff enforcement orders would become moot in
the event we upheld the Staff'= denial of the license renewal applications and
sustained the Staff's decommissioning order. In turn, this approach minimized
the expenditure of the licensees * limited assets on legal fees and litigation1

expenses in circumstances where those assets were needed for the costly cleanup
of the Bloomsburg site We then provided the Staff with the opportunity to221

file the motion for summary disposition on the jurisdictional issues.22
,

|

| |

|
"M at 128-29 )j

" ALAN 931. 31 NRC 350 (1990 i

24'M at 368 69 I

I21 57 Ied Reg iI311 t1992)
22 5sr t.BP-92-16A 36 NRC ai 19 21
21 , ,, gg 99j
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111. CilRONICLES

A. Licensing flistory

Radium Corporation employed natur dy occurring radioisotopes in its busi-
ness long before the enactment of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. With the
advent of the Atomic Energy Commission's (AEC) licensing authority under that
act, Radium Corporation received its first license to possess and use byproduct
material at its Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania site on March 16,1956. That license,
No. 37-30-1, authorized Radium Corporation to possess and use up to 1 curie
of actinium-227 "[f]or preparation of scaled sources for experimental use within
the laboratory and for resale to AEC licensed users."24 Shortly thereafter, on
June 20,1956, the AEC issued the 02 license to Radium Corporation.25 'Ihat
license replaced the initial license, which was then canceled. The 02 license en-
titled Radium Corporation to possess and use at its Bloomsburg site substantial
quantities of any byproduct material with an atomic number between 3 and 83
for "RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT as defined in [ original] Section 11(q)
Atomic Energy Act of 1954" and for " PROCESSING FOR REDISTRIBUTION
to AEC licensed users."2* At the top of the first page of the 02 license, as in
the case of Radium Corporation's initial license and all subsequent licenses,
the license stated, inter alia, that "[t]his license shall be deemed to contain the
condians specified in Section 183 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, and is
subject to all applicable rules, regulations, and orders of the Atomic Energy
Commission now or hereafter in effect and to any conditions specitivl below."27
in turn, section 183(c) provides that "[n]either the license nor any right under the
license shall be assigned or otherwise transferred in violation of the provi; ions
of this Act."28

Since its issuance to Radium Corporatian, the 02 license has been renewed
and amended frequently, in addition, Radium Corporation received a number
of other byproduct material licenses for Bloomsburg site activities such as the
manufacture of self-luminous sources and the application of tritiated luminous
paint to timepiece hands and dials,2' but none of these licenses is involved in the
consolidated proceeding. As pertinent here, Radium Corporation applied again
to renew the 02 license on April 25,1969? That renewal application sought

24Sg,,g s Mouon. Exh I. tacene No 37.301 (Mar 16.1956)
25 As ongmally iniued. Ilw 02 hcenw was designated lacenw No 37 42 but m subwqueni years the NRC s

hcenu numbenng system wu changed so that the beenw now cames the number 374XX)M02
2" staff's Motmu. I sh 2. tacenw No 37..42 dune 20.1956)
27 /J See genera /h 10 C l It i 14 34ta)
2"42 U.S C. I 223 hs)
29 5ee- e g staff's Monon. I th 3.1.kenw No GL 122 (May 16.1962)(subsequently No 374x10Dl0G) ed.

I th 4 tacense No 37.47 ( Ap 16.19td) oubwquently No .474K1040111
*/J, I th 6, Apphcanon for Hypoduct Maienal t.icene ( Apr 25.196W
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authorization to possess the byproduct material with atomic numbers between 3
and 83 then at the Bloomsburg site for "[djecontamination, clean-up and disposal
of areas previously used for research, development and processing under this
license" and "[dlistribution to authorized recipients of material of value that are
[ sic] not radioactive scrap"I' In a letter accompanying the renewal application,
Radium Corporation also requested that a new license be issued to authorize the
remainder of the activities it wished to continue at the Bloomsburg site that were
not already covered by its other licenses, in addition to a short-term renewal of
the 02 license "to allow for completion of decontamination and disposal in areas
which were used for processing under this license."3

In response to this renewal application, the AEC issued amendment 36
'

to the 02 licerse on August 5,1969, renewing it until July 31,1970. The
amendment authorized Radium Corporation to possess any byproduct material
in the contaminated facilities and equipment at the Bloomsburg site for the
purpose of"[dlecontamination, clean-up and disposal of equipment and facilities
previously used for research, development, and processing under this license."33
On the same date, the AEC also issued the 08 license to Radium Corporation
authorizing it to possess and use at the Bloomsburg site substantial quantities
of a number of radioisotopes for, inter alia, "[p]rocessing for distribution to
authorized recipients" and "[r]esearch and development as defined in 10 CFR
30.4(q)."M Since 1970, the 08 license has been amended several times, the
last time on January 8,1987." The 08 license has remained in effect past
its stated expiration date of December 31,1987, pursuant to the Commission's'

regulations allowing license continuation pending agency action on a timely
renewal application and a final decision on the challenge to the Staff's February
7,1992 denial of the renewal applications.

After several additional license renewals, Radium Corporation once again-

applied to renew the 02 license on June 7,1977." Just over a year later
on June 9,1978, the Staff wrote to Radium Corporation requesting that "you
supplement your application with a detailed report concerning the status of
your decontamination efforts."3" Specifically, the Staff directed that the report

>

II /J at n
?2 1J.. Lah 2. Letter from O L olson, Ducctor. Nuclear Ihviuon. Umted States Rad um Corporatmn, to Robert

E. Hnt,kman. Isotopes Hranch U S Aronue Energy Comnussmn ( Apr 24.1%9) ttiled as a supplement to Exh.

2 by the Staff on oct 23.199D
33 /J. laceme No 37.00030-02. Anwndnent 36 ( Aug 5,1969)
M /J, I-ah 7. License No 37 000 40 0M ( Aug 5.1969)
M'

USR Industnes' Answer. Exh 16 ljcense No 37 00010-04 Anwndnwn 10 (Jan H.1987) Scr 57 Fed Reg
at6136

36 5cc 10 C F R I 30 37ib)
37 5taff's Memon. Enh 2. Apphcation for Hypniduct Maienal Luenw LJune 7.1977)
"ld, tetter from I redenck Combs Radioistmipes 12cenung Branch, thviuon of fuel Cycle and Matenal Safery,

to Umted states R.kl um Corporatwn. Attn J Daud McGraw (June 9,1978t
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" identify those areas which are still contaminated and the types and quantities
of contamination in those areas, provide a description of yoar current program

.

'

| for surveying these areas and surrounding environs, and outline your plan for
completing decontamination of this facility."" Radium Corporation responded
in an October 23,1978 letter stating "[elnclosed is the information you requested

j in your letter of June 9,1978. Specific operations are scheduled only through
June of 1979. At this time, a complete evaluation of survey results collected
will be carried out to determine further operations."*

The report enclosed with Radium Corporaion's October 23, 1978 letter,
which was entitled " Decontamination Program [,] U.S. Radium Corporation [,]
Illoomsburg f acility," contained two parts. Part 1, labeled "Present Status,"
began with r preface ataling tinat

4

[tJhe purpose of tir ptant survey was to idennfy. to the best of our abihty, the status of

; the enure plant site. The survey was not designed to determme the full extent of any
icontanunahon found in a specific area, but rather to deternune what areas or buildings did'

h.ive any sigmficant levels of contanunation, and a rough estimate of the work and equipment
needed to carry out such decontammanon This type of survey was sorely needed because
records of the early lustory of radioactives [ sic] operations on the site (1948-1956) were
incompletc.''

The report then brictly described the status of twenty-six numnered areas af the
13|oomsburg site. Ibr example, with respect to " Area #9 - Sik>" the repcrt states
that "[t]he silo was used solely for remote storage of certain types of high-level
sources. Contamination is basically background; however, a thorough survey
has not been conducted."" With respect to " Area l1 - Personnel Office" the
report states that

[ijn the basement of the former personnel office as an old well of some nort that was
apparently used for waste tasposal purposes. No records are available as to w hat was disposed ,

of m this well- by whom. why or when it apparently has a concrete cap Radiation lesels j
diover the cap are 0-0 25 mR/hr beta gamma

Part 11 of the report was labeled " Proposed Schedule for Further Study and
Decontamination Operations" and began with a brief preface stating that

i

l

-"lJ
*/J. tsiter from Terry D Brou n, Nudear operanoni Manager. Umsed seases Radium Corpormum, to i redenck

Combs. U S Nuclear Regulatory Conmusuun K)ct 23,19710
4' /J. Decomarmnanon Program. U S Radium Corporaimn. Bloonnburg I-acihiy (undaied)
CId
''id
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I

iblased upon the site contanunation status contained in Part I of this prograrn. a tentative
sdiedule for the decontanunation program has been deseloped covenng the next nine snenths.
It will be modshed by considerations such as weather conditions and survey resuhs.

In June of 1979. a schedule for the next twelve rnonths will be developed. based upon
new survey results and any other new information avastable."

The preface was followed by a schedule that detailed the decontamination steps
and further surveying Radium Corporation would conduct from October through
December 1978 for eight of the areas at the Bloomsburg site and the actions
it then would take from January through June 1979 for five other areas at the
site.45

lbilowing receipt of Radium Corporation's report, the NRC issued amend-
ment 40 on January 25,1979, renewing the 02 license until February 29,1984.d*
Like the earlier licenses, amendment 40 authorized Radium Corporation to pos-
sess the byproduct material contaminating the facilities and equipment at the
Bloomsburg site for the purpose of "[d]econtamination, cleanup, and disposal
of equipment and facilities previously used for rescarch and development under
this license."d7 in addition, amendment 40 included new license conditions 13
and 14. Condition 13 stated that "[a] report of status and schedule of work
for the 12 months [ sic] period commencing July I shall be submitted no later
than July 1."4" Condition 14 provided that "the licensee shall possess and use
[the] licensed material [ described in the license] in accordance with statements, ,

representations, and procedures contained in . [the] application dated June
7,1977 as amended October 23, 1978."* This was the status of the 02 and 08

'A ld
"' id
"lJ. Liceme No 374stl030 02. Anendment 40 dan 25.1979)
"' id
*1d ni 1-2.
"/d at 2 Any ambiguity that condshon 13 of heense anendnrnt 40 imposed an annual reportmg reymrement

about Ra&um Corporauon's deconianunanon acuviars as its Bloomsburg site was clanhed the near year by
Ra&um Corporatmn's July 17.19M0 lener comnutnrns to the NRC.1 hat letter from Jack Miller. Manager.
Nuclear operanons. United States Rasum Corporahon. su John D Ksnneman. Chrf. Matenals Ra&ological
Prosertmn Section. Umted states Nuclear Regulaun Comnunuon - Regmn 1. was wnnen in response to an
NRC mspecnon report hn&ng Ra&um Corporauon's failure to hie the decontanunanon status ieport an item of
nemcomphance in pertment part, Ra&um Corporanon's lener stated

Further to your letter dated June 24. 1980. which we received on June 30.1980. it appears that die
smgle sicm of noncompharte resuhed from an improper amerpretauon of Condsuon 13 of the above-
capnoned hcense by Mr Terry D Brown. hwner Manager of Nuclear operanons

As we advised the USNRC by she letter dated lebruary 20.1980 (copy attachedt Mr Dnmn is no
longer employed by Umfed staics Rasum Corporanon. his former resptmubihues having been assumed
by the undersigned (

As Manager. Nuclear operanons. I hase joirrd Dr John G MacHatchin. Ra& anon Safety othcer, en
estabhshing an af firnuitne review procedure deugned to insure that proper mterpresalma of our heense
requntenenes is maintairrd and that the skuus report weit be submused so the MC annually w.thm she
July I date spenhed

USR Indusines' Answer. r sh 22 4 emphasis supphed)
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material licenses held by Radium Corporation at the time the licensee underwent
major structural surgery in 1980.

B. Corporate Restructuring

By way of background, Radium Corporation was initially incorporated in
Delaware in 1917 and maintained corporate offices at 170 East Hanover Av-
enue, Morristown, New Jersey." Prior to its total restructuring in 1980, Radium
Corporation was managed and operated on a highly centralized basis with three
divisions: the chemical products division that manufactured luminescent phos-
phors; the lighting products division that produced instrument panels; and the
metal products division that made specialty wa:ch dials.5' The metal products
division was located at the Bloomsburg site and also included Radium Cor-
poration's safety lighting products business that manufactured safety lighting
products and tritiated chromatograph foils and accelerator targets - activities
requiring byproduct material licenses from the NRC.s2 Before its 1980 meta-
morphosis, Radium Corporation also owned oil and gas interests and a number i

of subsidiaries including Unatco Funding Corporation and Metreal Corporation.
Unatco, a Panama corporation, was formed in June 1979 to make international
venture investments. Metreal, a Pennsylvania corporation, was formed in Jan-
uary 1979 and owned the contaminated land and buildings at the Bloomsburg
site picviously owned by Radium Corporation, which were leased back to the
parent corporation for, inter alia, the safety lighting products business." In ad-

'
dition to the Unatco and Metreal subsidiaries, Radium Corporation also owned

!

* Staff's Monon. rsh it. Proxy statenene of Umted States Ra&um Corporauon tMay28.1980) and Prehnunary
Prospectus of UsR Indusmes. inc. (May 16.1980) av 1. 21, filed as part of sEC Iurm s-14 Registranon Staienrnt .

of USH indusmen inc. (May 16.19 Mot I

N 14. Enh 9, Pmay Statement of United states Radium Corporanon and Prospectus of USR Indusines. Inc. (July
11.1980) al 14 [heremafter Prony statenrnt| filed as part of the Anrncan Stock Escoange I.astmg Appheauon of
USR industnes. Inc. (r eb 11.198 8)[heremaller AMEX Apphcanon) staff's Monon Exh. 9 includes. in a&hten
to the Pror f Statenent the folkiming documents as pan of the AMEX Appheation that mill be cited as folkms' )
letter from Ralph T. McElvenny. Jr., Chanman of the Board and Chief Liecuuve othccr. Umsed states Ra&um )
Corporanon, to stocktmiders (July !!.1980) [hereinaf ter stotLimider liner] and Nouce of Annual Meeung (July
11. 1980). Exhihti A to Proxy statement. Agreenent and Plan of Merger rMay 16.1980) [herematter Merger
Agreenem]. and Exhibit B to Proxy Statement. Ceruhcate of incorporaimn of UsR Industnes. Inc. (May 14
19M0)

Ahhough Ra&um Corporation's July 11.19NO Pren tatenrnt clearly states that the corporatwn only had three )$2 s
divisions and that the safety hghting products business was operated together with the nrtals products divismn. I

contemporaneous correspondence sugpsis that Rasum Corporanon somesmes m&cated that the regulated safety ;

bghtmg products business was another dmsion hw example,in a July 17.1980 letter from Ra&um Corporanon !

to the NRC the neuerhead reads "Umsed staics Raaum Corporanon. Nuclear Products Divismn " the letter is
signed, however, by Jack Miller m his capacity as " Manager Nuclear operauons? UsR Indastnes' Answer.
I sh 22. See als ed. Eth. 24.1stier imm Jack Miller. Manager. Nuclear operatmns. Umted States Ra&um
Corporanon. Nuclear Products thvismn, to Paul Gumn, Umted states Nuclear Regulaiory Commission (Sept 19 )

'

19801 nut in an october 14.19M0 letter imm Ra&um Corporanon to the NRC, the letterhead d es not contain
the " Nuclear Products Division" designanon even though it is signed by Jack Wiler in his capacity as " Manager. |
Nuclea operanons? 1d. Enh 25 I

" staff's Monon. Exh 9. Pmmy staienent at 14.
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four other nominally capitalized subsidiaries that it formed in 1979 as part of
its restructuring process: USR Chemical Products, Ir.c , a New Jersey corpo-
ration; USR Lichting Products, Inc., a New Jersey corporation USR Metals,
Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation; and U.S. Natural Resources, Inc., a Texas cor-
poration."

Until its 1980 restructuring, Radium Corporation was a publicly held, Amer-
ican Stock Exchange-listed corporation directed by a four. person board of di-
rectors." In October 1978. Mr. Ralph T. McElvenny, Jr., became Chairman
of the Board and Chief Executive Officer ("CEO"), having been first elected
to the Board in August of that same year." Mr. McElvenny also owned the
controlling interest in and, since 1977, was Chairman and CEO of Titan Wells,
Inc., a company involved in oil and gas exploration and production that owned
26.08% of the shares of Radium Corporation's outstanding common stock."
Further, Mr. McElvenny was the sole director of USR Chemical Products, Inc.,
USR Lighting Products, Inc., USR Metals, Inc., and U.S. Natural Resources,
Inc. - the four wholly owned subsidiaries Radium Corporation formed in 1979
as part of its restructuring process.58

In 1980, Radium Corporation undertook the remaining steps to complete the
corporate makeover that ultimately resulted in it becoming a renamed, wholly
owned subsidiary of a new parent corporation. The newly named subsidiary,
however, owned only those assets requiring NRC material licenses while Radium
Corporation's other assets resided in four sister subsidiary corporations. In !

describing its restructuring plan in a letter to stockholders accompanying its ;

1980 proxy statement, Radium Corporation's Chairman, Mr. McElvenny, stated
that, "[allthough the objectives of the plari are simple, the mechanics may at
first seem somewhat complicated."" The simple objectives of the plan were,

'

then detailed in the 1980 proxy statement as follows:

|

4

"Id, IWy Statement at 15. id. I shs 12.11.10.11 Certshcases of incorporanon of UsR Chenucal Products.
Inc., USR tjF nng Products. loc.. UsR Metal. Inc. and U S Natural Rewurces. Inc . respechsely.h

"Id. rah 9, AMI.X Apphcanon at 2. id. Prosy Statenrnt at 4
56 /J. Prosy statenrnt at 7 Two other Rabum Cmporanon directors. linan P Burns and Jmeph G Kostrzewa

also cane on the board of ducciors m 197M. The fourth boari nrmber. Harry J Dabagian. #4eudent and Chwf
operatmF othccr of Radium Corporanon smce september 197M. becane a director m 1977. t svmg preuously
served as Vice Preudent and General Manager of the Chemical Products Dmuon Mr iturns was a seruor partner
in one of the law firms that rendered IcFal nernes to Radium Corporanon and Mr kontrzewa was sennw %ce
Preudent and 1reasurer of Traverse Corporanon. one et two congwues that operated Rshum Cgwanon's od
and gas mierests Id ai 5-7.11.
"Id at 1 M
"Id , l.shs 11. 12. 13. Certshcates of incorporanon of USR taghnng Producis. Inc.. USR Cheaucal Products.

Inc nnd U S Natural Resources. Inc.. respechvely Src ahn m , I sh 15. C onsent of sole Ducetor (Nov 24.
1980) tattactrJ to November 24.1980 Agicenent between Radium Corporalmn and UsR Metals. lnd
"staII's Monon, I sh 9. stotLholder tsiter
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The objective of the nerger and the transfers desenbed ahose is to rearrange the business
of United Staics Radiurn Corporation into a structure better ruited to sneet the current and

, future needs of the total enterprise.

The restructuring is further intended to hmit the rit.Ls and habihties associated with each
business of the Corporation to the assets associated with that business. Managenent beheves
that each of the Corporauon's busincues should be free-standing to the extent possible;
that is, that none of the buunesses should have to depend upon the others for support,
or be burdened with the nsks and liabihties assocaused with those other businesses. As a
related snatter, the Corporation believes that it would be advantageous to conduct those of
its businesses which are not licensed and regulated through corporations which are separate
and distinct from a corporation whose business is hcensed and regulated. The Corporation's
safety hghting products business is the oidy business of the Corporation which is hcensed
and regulated *

The mechanics of Radium Corporation's restructuring plan - the compli-
cated part - were also outlined in the 1980 proxy statement and an exhibit
thereto entitled Agreement and Plan of Merger. First,'on May 14,1980, Ra-
dium Corporation formed another nominally capitalized subsidiary, incorporated
in Delaware, named USR Industries, Inc.6 In turn, USR Industries formed an
additional nominally capitalized, wholly owned subsidiary, also incorporated in
Delaware, dubbed Industries Merger Company, Inc. (" Merger Company").62

'1hereafter, pursuant to the May 16, 1980 Agreement and Plan of Merger
("MerFer Agreement") among Merger Company, USR Industries, and Radium
Corporation, Merger Company merged into Radium Corporation effective Au-
gust 27,1980.63 This union left Radium Corporation as the surviving corporation
and ended Merger Company's existence. Further, under the Merger Agreement
and on the effective date of the merger, each outstanding share of common stock
of Radium Corporation automatically converted into a share of common stock of
USR Industries, each outstanding share of common stock of Merger Company
converted into a new share of common stock of Radium Corporation, and each
share of common stock of USR Industries outstanding immediately prior to the
merger was canceled." As a consequence of these actions, Radium Corpora-
tion (the former publicly held parent corporation of USR Industries) became
the wholly owned, privately held subsidiary of USR Industries." In addition,
the Merger Agreement called for Radium Corporation to amend its certificate
of incorporation to change its name to Safety Light Corporation."

'"ld. Prosy Statenwnt at 1617
63 /J. Ceruhcare of incorporanon of USR Indusines.
62 /d. AMLX Apphcanon at 3. sd, Prony Staienrnt at 16
"Id Merger Agrectnent at A-2. sd. AMLX Appheauon at 1.
"14. Merger Aprenrnt al A 3. ad. Proxy stateneni at 20
"Id. Proxy Staienene ai 12.1516
"Id. Merger Apeenent at A4

|
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Although the terms of the Merger Agreement changed the corporate form of
Radium Corporation from a publicly held corporation to that of a wholly owned
subsidiary of a new parent corporation, the merger itself effected few immediate,

substantive changes. Following the merger, shares of USR Industries' common ,

stock represented the same interest in the same assets as shares of Radium |
;

Corporation common stock represented prior to the merger.67 Similarly, the |
consolidated financial statements of USR Industries immediately after the merger |

'were substantially the same as the consolidated financial statements of Radium
Corporation immediately before the merger.** The number of authorized, issued, j
and outstanding shares of USR Industries common stock after the merger was the j

same as that of Radium Corporation before the merger'' Following the merger,
the shareholders who previously owned Radium Corporation common stock
owned the same proportion and amount of USR Industries common stock and
no exchange of stock certificates was required '" Also, after the merger the stocka

options for shares of Radium Corporation stock held by the Chairman and CEO
of Radium Corporation, Mr. McElvenny, and one of the directors, Mr. Burns,
only could be exercised for USR Industries common stock.78 Additionally, on
the effective date of the merger, shares of Radium Corporation common stock
were to be removed from listing on the American Stock Exchange and shares
of USR Industries common stock were to be listed.72

'lhe officers and directors of Radium Corporation at the time of the merger
remained in their positions following it. In addition, the Chairman and CEO, as
well as the other three Directors of Radium Corporation, initially assumed the
same positions at USR Industries " The certificate of incorporation and bylaws
of Radium Corporation did not change because of the merger, although the
Merger Agreement called for Radium Corporation to change its name to Safety
Light Corporation." Similarly, USR Industries' certificate of incorporation and

! bylaws at the time of the merger remained substantially the same as those of
Radium Corporation."

In contrast to changes in the corporate form of Radium Corporation that
occurred with the implernentation of the Merger Agreement, the substantive
changes in its corporate existence occurred thereafter. The final steps in |

; its corporate transformation involved a series of asset transfers from Radium

'7 /J. hoty staienent at 16
*"ld at 12
**/d, Merger Agreenent si A-l; id. Proxy statenrnt al 16
7"/J Prony sinienent at 16. 21
Il ld at 20 21.
"Id as 20
"ld at lit, ed. Merger Agreenrnt si A-4,
"Id, Merger Agicenent at A410 A-4
"Id. Prmy statenrnt at 20
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Corporation to four of its wholly owned subsidiaries, followed by the transfer
of stock in those subsidiaries, plus the stock of an additional subsidiary, to
Radium Corporation's new parent, USR Industries. Specifically, in late 1980,
Radium Corporation conveyed, without ompensation, the entire assets of its
lighting products division to its wholly owned USR Lighting Products, Inc.,

'

subsidiary. The transfer was accomplished by means of an agreement between
Radium Corporation and USR Lighting Products that was executed on behalf of
the former by its Chairman and CEO, Mr. McElvenny, and adopted on behalf of
the latter by its sole director, Mr. McElvenny.7* Similarly, with the exception of.

its NRC-regulated safety lighting products business which it retained, Radium
Corporation assigned all the rest of the assets of its metal products division
to its wholly owned USR Metals, Inc., subsidiary." According to its proxy
statement, Radium Corporation also was to transfer the assets of its chemical
products division to its wholly owned USR Chemical Products, Inc., subsidiary
and transfer its oil and gas interests to its whoPy owned U.S. Natural Resources,
Inc., subsidiary.78

To complete its corporate restructuring, Radium Corporation then conveyed
all the shares of stock of these four subsidiary corporations, plus the shares
of its wholly owned Unatco Funding Corporation subsidiary, to its new parent
corporation, USR Industries.7' These asset transfers left Radium Corpention
with only its NRC-regulated safety lighting products business (regulated by the

"

08 license) and its wholly owned Metreal, Inc., subsidiary - the subsidiary
1 from which it leased the contaminated land and buildings at the Bloomsburg,

Pennsylvania site (regulated under Radium Corporation's 02 license). All of
Radium Corporation's other assets now were the property of USR Lighting
Products, USR Chemical Products USR Metals. U.S. Natural Resources, and
Unatco, which, with the stock conveyances from Radium Corporation to its
new parent, were now, like Radium Corporation, wholly owned subsidiary
corporations of USR Industries.

According to Mr. McElvenny, the Chairman and CEO of both USR Industries
and Radium Corporation during the period of the corporate reorganization, no
one at either Radium Corporation or USR Industries notified the NRC of the |
corporate restructuring before it occurred or asked the agency for its approval !

because they did not believe it was required."" Similarly, Mr. McElvenny also

76 /J. lah 14. Agreenwn Hetweer Radmm Corporanon and l'SR laghung Products. Inc. (Nov 24.19MO) and*

Conwns of sole Director (Nos 24.19MOL sd.1ah 9. Prosy statenrnt at 15
"ld. Lah 15. Agccenrni Hetween Radmm Corporanon and t'sR Metals. Inc (Nos 24.19H0 and Conwns of

sole Dircenw (Nos 24.19MO)
'/J. I sh 9. Pron} swenent ai 15 Hoth of these subudisy wrporimons appsently are now machve

c orimranons
'' IJ
""lJ. lah 16, Drpounon of Ralph T McIlwnny at 181-t12
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knew of no explicit written consent approving any of these transactions sent by
the NRC to Radium Corporation or USR Industries,8' and the NRC has never |

given its explicit written consent to any aspect of the corporate restructuring of
Radium Corporation.s2 j

lbliowing the completion of Radium Corporation's restructuring in late 1980, !
Radium Corporation notified the NRC in a December 19,1980 letter referencing j

the 08 license that the " United States Radium Corporation Nuclear Products !
Division, has recently changed its corporate name to Safety Light Corporation."82 4

'

%c letter then stated "[als discussed, during one of your last plant visits, we
would like to incorporate this change and the resultant operational changes in the

'

renewal of the captioned license. As you suggested, we are r:-submitting our
entire renewal application in place of the one originally sent to you in 1978.""
Thereafter, in a January 21,1981 letter to the NRC referencing the 02 license,
Radium Corporation stated that

This as to advise you otheially that, effective 24 Novenber 1980, our Company narre
was changed from United States Radium Corporation to Safety Light Corporation.

Our facthey location is the sane as before, with the exception that the maihng address has
been modified to ipecify our actual buddmg rather than the general plant site. Therefore,
in future, kindly address all correspondence to the followmg:

Safety Light Corporation
4150-A Old Herwick Rd.
Bloomsburg. PA 17815

"Our telephone nunber remams unchanFed .

Notwithstanding the representations in the December 19,1980 and January
21, 1981 letters to the NRC, it was not until June 22, 1981, that Radium

''is ai 182 83
s2id. Lxh 22. Athdavit of I rancis M Centello ar 7.
"i ld, I sh 17, t.ctter frorn Jad Miller. Preudent, safety L>pha Corporanon. to U s Nutlear RcFulatory

Comnusuon (Dec.19.19 Mot This letter also appears as UsR Industnes' Answer. Lah N
" staff's Monor E sh.17. The discussion referenced in the DecenAcr 19. 1980 lener apparently occurred

dunng an cather August 14.1980.necimg between three nenbers of the NRC Staff and four representanves
of Radium Corporanon wtrn the Staff vmied the filoomsburg facahiy to discuss Radium Corporanon's pendmg
Apnl12.1978 hcense renewal apphcanon fiw the 08 heense. A subsequent NRC conhrmatory lener mdicated
that Rathum Corporanon had agreed to resubnut us hcense apphcanon because "[tpr ongmal apphcanon was
f'ed Apnl 12.1978, and as now outdaied (e g. user changes, pendmg cornpany nane chanFe, ete ) . (and]
[Ilhe manaFenent structure of the organuanon has changed substannally" USR Industnes' Answer, Enh 7,
tetier from Paul R Gumn, Maienal lxenung Isranch. Dmsmn of Iuel Cycle and Maienal Safery, to Umred
staics Radium Corporauon (oct 3.1980) See alw ed. I.xh 5. Memorandum from Myu Campbell. Matenals
inspectir. MRPS. for John D Kmneman. Quef, Matenal Radiological Prosecuan secuan, I'l &MSB ( Aug 20.
19H01 re necimg between U.S Radium Corporanon and NRC L.ieenung, ed, Lah 6. Memorandum from Muhael
E. wangler, Masenals Ikensmg Branch, to l'iles tundated) re prelicensmg vmt to U S Radium Corporanon.
liceme No 374xiO104m
" staff's Monon. Eth.18. lctier from Jad Miller preuJent, safety Light Corporauon. to U S Nuclear

Regulatory Comnusuon (Jan 21,1981) This lener also appears as USR Indusines' Answer. I sh 9
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Corporation's Board of Directors - now made up of three Directors - adopted
a resolution changing its corporate name to Safety Light Corporation." That
action was followed on June 24,1981 by USR Industries' adoption, as the sole
shareholder of Radium Corporation, of a resolution consenting to the corporate
name change.87 Six months later, on December 21,1981, Radium Corporation
filed with the Office of the Secretary of State of Delaware a name change
celtificate of amendment to its articles of incorporation.88

C. Sale of Safety Light

After finalizing its subsidiary's corporate name change, USR Industries
disposed of Safety Light by selling it to Lime Ridge Industries, Inc. - a
Pennsylvania Corporation owned by the President and two Vice Presidents
of Safety Light.'' The sale to Safety Light's operating management was
accomplished by means of a May 24, 1982 stock purchase agreement between
USR Industries and Lime Ridge whereby USR Industries sold all of the issued,
outstanding shares of capital stock of Safety Light to Lime Ridge for $35,000
and a promissory note for $315,000."" Under the explicit terms of the stock
purchase agreement, no personal liability for payment of the debt attached to
the Lime Ridge shareholders and Lime Ridge granted USR Industries a security
interest in the shares of Safety Light by pledging the shares pursuant to an
escrow agreement?' In turn, Safety Light guaranteed Lime Ridge's obligation
and secured its guarantee by granting USR Industries a security interest in Safety
Light's equipfnent, inventory, and accounts receivable and Lime Ridge further
secured its obligation under the promissory note by granting USR Industries a
similar security interest?2 Finally, Lime Ridge agreed to merge into Safety Light
within 90 days, after which the shares pledged by Lime Ridge to USR Industries
would be released from escrow?5 Prior to the execution of the May 24,1982

** Staff's Monon. Lah 19. Unamnu,us Conscur of Board of Directors dune 22. 1981)
'l /J, I sh 20. Acnon of sole StockholJer m Lieu of Meetmg dune 24. 1981).

"lJ. t.xh 21. Cernficane of Anrndnrnt (Dec 21. 1981).
"*/J. Exh 24, stak Purchaw Agreenrnt (May 24.1982t This staff exhibit conusis of a stack of 22 docunrnis

labeled ~ Safety Ligtw Corporauon 19M2 sale tbcunrnis " The Stod Purchase Agreenent has an scheJules and
i

tour exhibns and is followed by the remiunder of the docunrnis Becauw truwt of the docuanefits are rnade up i

of muluple pages and non all of them carry page numbers, the doeunrnis are cited by title and date and a page |

number has been asugned. if neccuary I

*/J at 2, ed. Lah A. Pronussory Note (May 24 19N2:
'l ld. Stock Purchase Agreenrnt at 3. #d. I th H. Pledge and Escrow Agreenrnt (May 24.19M21
'2 ld, stock Purchaw Agreenrni at 4. sd. Enh C. Gu;uamy of Payment (May 24.1982). id. Eth D. secunty

Agreenent (May 24.1982)i

) "IJ. Stock Purchaw Agreenrnt at 4-5 The agreemeni for the sale of Safety t.sght also prouded that Safety
Light and Hs subudiary. Metreal - the lessee and cu ner, respectnely, of the Bloomsburg site - would enter
mto a lesw for a pornon of th.u property u nh USR Metals. now the wholly ou ned subudiary of USR Industnes ,

pouesung the nonregulated ancis of the former nrtals products diviuon of Radium Corporanon IJ at i 3. lease 1

(Consmud)
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stock purchase agreement for the sale of all of the stock of Safety Light to its
operating management, neither USR Industries nor Safety Light informed the
NRC of the intended sale.'d Similarly, neither USR Industries nor Safety Light
sought the written consent of the NRC for any aspect of the transaction, and the
NRC has never given its written consent to any aspect of USR Industries' May
24,1982 sale of Safety Light to the subsidiary's operating management."

Ten months after the sale of Safety Light in 1982 and some 14 months
following Safety Light's January 21,1981 letter notifying the NRC that Radium
Corporation had changed its name to Safety Light, the agency responded to
that correspondence by issuing amendment 42 to the 02 license? ne March 7,
1983 license amendment changed the name on Radium Corporation's 02 material
license to Safety Light? Coincidentally, the next day NRC inspectors conducted
an unannounced routine inspection of the Bloomsburg site and discovered that
ownership of the facility had changed. According to the September 20,1983
report of the earlier March 8,1983 inspection,

{t}he inspectors learned from discussions with the licensee's management that actual
ownership of the Bloomsburg facshty had changed on November 24.1980 [ sic). when
U.S Radium sold the facihty and a portion of the activities previously conducted at
the Bloomsburg facthty to the current President and Vice President of the Safety Light
Corporation The remamder of the previot.s activities conducted by U.S. Radium at the
Bloomsburg facihty were transferred to U,S R. Metals Corporation.'"

The agency's transmittal letter enclosing the inspection report also instructed
Safety Light to provide

the details of the recent change in ownership of the Safety Light Corporation. includmg the
date of the transaction, a discussion of the reorgantiation which occurred when the name of

Agreenrni ( Apr I,19H2). 1he lease was for pornons of two buildings and related nghts of way. casenents.
and fanknes at the !!!oomsburg use where the meials products dmuon of Radmm Corporanon had carned on
us uruegulMed manufactunns operauons The lease was for an mmal 5-} ear term at $416 67 per month and gave
tJSR Metals four opuuns to renew for succemve 5-year terms with a rent mercase for each term ai 504 of the

aghcable Comunwr Prwe Indes for northeastern Pennsylvama trase Agreenrnt al i.
staff's Monon. I ah 16. Depounon of Ralph T. WE henny at 2%05;id. Esa 22. Af6dani of Francis M

Costello al 5. ed. f.nh 25. Deposmon of John T Miller ai 16), ed. Esh 26. Depouuon 14 Charles R Wh e at
6de

"/J.. Enh.16. ai 205, ed . I sh 22. at 7. ed. E nh 25. at 164. id. Enh 26. at 73 74
"Larber on January 20.14M1 - exactly 2 years atter Safely taght's January 21.1981 letier noufying the agency

of the nane change - the NRC mued anrndnrnis to Radium Corporanon's other hermes changmg the name d
the hcensee to Safety Light tisk industnes' Answer. Enh 10. Laceme No 37 fX10 40.o7L Anrndnrut 07 (Jan
20.1983L License No. 374101009G. Anrndmeni 06 (Jan 20.1983). tacense No. 374X)3010G. Anwndnrnt
04 tJan 20.19101
'7 5taff's Motmn. I sh 2. Licene No 374X1030E Anwndnrnt 42 iMar 7.1983) This hccme aho appears

as LJsR Indeines' Answer. I sh 10
* /J. Lih 27. Impecuon Report Nos 10-5980/not. 10-5981/8 001, 345982/8 L01, 30-5335/83-01, 34

8444/8L04 (Sept 20.19Mh at 4 anached to letier from Timmas T. Manm. Director, rhviuon of Engmeenng
and Techmeal Programs (Region I, NRC] tongmal signed by John D Kinneman for Mr Manm) to safety light
Corporanon tsept 22.198h theremafier Marun triter)
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the hcensee changed from U.S. Radium to Safety Light Corporation on Nosember 24.1980
a description of the current organizauon of the Safety Light Corporation and a description of
who es hnancially responsible for the ultimate decontamination of the radioactive matenals
buned on your property?

In its letter, the NRC also instructed Safety Light to "promptly submit a report
of the status and schedule for decontamination activities for the 12-month period
commencing on July 1,1983."'*

Safety Light responded to the NRC request for information in a November
11,1983 letter stating, in pertinent part:

1. As previously stated in correspondence of 21 January 1981 and properly incorporated
into all our exisung hcenses, effective 24 November 1980, our Company name was
changed from United States Radium Corporation to Safety Light Corporation. There
were no organizational changes made due to the name change.

2. On 24 May 1982. USR Industries. Inc., 2203 Timerloch Place. The Woodlands TX;
fmahzed the sale of the stod of its wholly-owned subsidiary Safety Light Corporation
to a group of execuuve officers of Safety Light Corporation.

The followmg individuals now own 100% of the stod of Safety Light Corporation: John
T. Miller-President. Daud J. Watts-Vice President. Charles R. White-Vice President

3 Safety Light Corporauon is the corporate entity which has full corporate power to carry
on its business and is respamsible for the properties and assets now owned and operated
byit)"8

Safety Light's November 11,1983 letter thus clearly revealed to the agency
that when Safety Light was sold to its operating management it was a subsidiary
of an entity called USR Industries, Inc., a corporation theretofore unknown to
the NRC. The agency nonetheless did not pursue its inquiry into the corporate
lineage of Safety Light and the availability of adequate resources to decontam-
inate the filoomsburg site for some 21/2 years. During this prolonged inter-
val, however, the agency did amend another of Safety Light's material licenses

*/J, I sh 27. Martin !stier at 12 This letter aim appears as USR Induzines' Answer. Exh 12
3"" Staff's Monon. I sh 27 at 2. At the sane hme that the Regional ofhce instructed Safety lj hi 10 provide itg

with the details of fw sale of the company. the Chief of the Malenals secuon for Region 1. John D Kmneman. sent
a urnwrandum to NRC Headquaners settmg out his current understandmg of the events surrounang the sale ofi

Safety Light The menmrandum alm quesnoncJ mhether Safety Light had adequaic rewurces to decontanunate the
Illoomsburg sne USR Industnes' Answer. Exh 21. Menorandum from 14n D Kmneman for John w. HNkey.
Maienals Licenung Ilranch. NMSS (Sept 22.19N.1) in recomnenang thal the 02 matenal hcense shoulJ contam
a schedule for decontanunanon of the property. Mr Kmnem;m stated that "[tJhc wording of tjcense Con &iion No.
I1, skies noi make se clear that the hcensee has lo subnut an annual plan or schedule for decontanunanon acovisies "
/J at 2 in this regard. at should be noted that Mr kmneman was the addreswe of Ra&um Corporanon's July
17,1980leuer responang to the agency's citauon of the hcensee (alm appresed by Mr Kmnenun) for failure to
hie an annual decontar unauen status report, as required by con &uon 13 of hcense amendnrne 40 in which the
hcensee cornnuttcJ to tihng an annual staaus rrport Src supra nose 49
"" Staff's Monon. Lah 2.1. l eiter from J.kk Mdler. President. Safety Light Corporauon. to U S Nuclear
itegulatory Ctutimissiori(Nov.11.19 Nil This letter abo appears as UsR Industnes' Answer. Exh 11
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authorizing it to distribute luminous signs, although that license is not involved
in this proceeding.'"2 Then, on June 19 20, 1986, and again on November 12,
1986, the NRC inspected the Bloomsburg site.'" During these inspections, the
agency's inspectors requested that the licenree provide the NRC with a site plan
and the location of every company occupying the site and the location and lev-
els of contamination found by the licensce's surveys.'"' In a February 6,1987
response, Safety Light provided the NRC with a site plan of the Bloomsburg
site that detailed the contaminated areas and also showed the elaborate division
of the buildings and g ounds among Safety Light, its subsidiary Metreal, and
their lessee, USR Metals.""

Although the agency inspected the Bloomsburg site in June and November
1986, the NRC did not finalire its report of that inspection until March 22,
1988."* It then sent the inspection report to USR Industries on April 20,1988.""
According to the report of the inspection, the agency found three apparent
violations."* First, the agency determined that the failure of USR Industries
and Safety Light to apprise the NRC of the sale of Safety Light and obtain
prior approval of the transfer of the 02 and 08 material licenses constituted an
apparent violation of 10 C.F.R. I 30.34(b). Second, the agency concluded that
the licensee's failure to file an annual report of the status and schedule of site

"U USR Indusines' Answer. Enh 16. Latenac No 37 000 tNNG. Anwndment On Ouly 22.1986) h should be
mited that dunng str lengthy pened m which the NRC did not further invesugate Safety laght's corporaic hashwy.
the Maienals lxensmg Hranch of NMSS corresponded wnh Region I regardmg the renewal of Safety laght's
02 nutenal hcense In an August 9 1944 mira-agency nrrrorandum, the lacenung Isranch mdicated that it had
reviewed the status of Safety Lspht's 02 hcense that was then under imrly renewal and slated that it now was
clear that Safety I;pht had been sold to the current owners without any NRC reuew or approval The Licenung
Hranch nevertheless. recomnrnded that Regmn i process Safety laght s January 27.1984 renewal apphcanon
ami obtain troen the beenwe a decomnusuonmg schedule I'mally, the lacensmg Branch reconunended that the
regmnal othce send USR Indusines a letter it had drafred statmg that the NRC had not recened pnor Imtsce of the
sale of Safety taght or approsed tir sale and that it was tesrwmg wtrther USR Industnes nuphi be held hable
for any decontanuaanon otiliganon mit nrt b) Safety Light USR Industnes' Answer. I nh 14. Menoramium
from Jaim W N lhckey, Secuon leader. Industnal Section. Matenal lacensmg firanch. IC. NMSS. for Jotm.

D. Kmnenum. Chef. Naclear Malenal Setnen A. Repon I ( Aug 9.1984t The regmnal office neser sent the
L Aensmg Hranch's pnsposed letter. appsently because the Reymn I staff could Imt reach a conwnsus on the
approach the agency should take touard USR Industnes UsR Indusiner Answer. Exh 3, Deposmon of kdm D
Rmneman at 66-67.
"" Staff s Momm. Lah 22. Athdaut of f rancis M Costello ai 6. sd.. Eth 29. Inspecuan Report Nos Oto-
0$982/146 01. 0% 0$4Mvh64)I (Ms 22. IvkM) at I theremafier March 1988 Inspectmn Report), attached to
letter imm Wilham T. Russell. Regional Adnunntrator (Region 1. NRC) to USR Industnes. Inc ( Apr 20.19881

!heremafter Russell treter]
*l4. lith. 29. Much 1988 inspettmn Report at 3-4
""Id. Eth ?tl. Legend and Sne Plan attached to Istier from Jack Mdler. Pteudens. Safety 1;ght Comoranon to
U.S Nu6 lear Repdamry Comnussmn treb 6,1987) Both before and after recemng this Satery L.ght response.
(tr agency contmoed to mue hcense anendnrnts to Satery Light a sanous snarenal hecmes on January 8.
1987, the hitC mued amendnwn to to the 08 nuienal heense and on June 16. 1987. the NRC assued another
anenJnent to Safety Light a matenal h6enw authonting Jninbution of turrunous signs USR Industnci Answer,
Ith 16
* Staffs Monon. Enh N Mush iN Inspecimn Report
"# Id. Lah 29. Rosell liner
"*Id. I sh 29. March lux 8 Impecemn Report a 2
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decommissioning work for each 12-month period since July 1,1979, constituted
an apparent violation of condition 13 of the 02 license. Third, the agency found
that licensee's failure to complete decontamination of portions of the site in
accordance with the schedule contained in licensee's letter of October 23,1978,

constituted an apparent violation of condition 14 of the 02 license."" Finally, the
agency's transmittal letter included a demand for information pursuant to section
182a of the Atomic Energy Act"a directing USR Indu 'es to provide, within
30 days, sworn, written responses describing all relationships and transactions
between USR Industries, United States Radium Corporation, and their successors
and subsidiaries affecting the Bloomsburg site. The NRC's information demand
also directed USR Industries to provide the agency with a decommissioning
plan for the site, including an estimate of the cost of decommissioning, and to
propose a method to ensure the availability of sufficient funds to implement the
decommissioning plan.'"

Based upon the information contained in USR Industries' response to the
agency's demand for information, the Staff issued the previously described
enforcement orders of March 16, 1989, and August 21, 1989, that are not
part of the instant proceeding."2 In each enforcement order the Staff named
as responsible entities not only Radium Corporation and Safety Light but also
USR Industries, USR Lighting Products, USR Chemical Products, USR Metals,
U.S. Natural Resources, Lime Ridge, and Metreal. Subsequently, on February 7,
1992, when the Staff denied Safety Light's license renewal applications for the
02 and 08 licenses and issued the decommissioning order for the Bloomsburg
site - the Staff actions before us in this consolidated proceeding - it named
all of these same corporations as responsible entities."'

IV. PARTIES' ARGUMENTS
>

A. Collateral Estoppel

In its motion for summary disposition, the Staff argues that the doctrine
of collateral estoppel precludes USR Industries fror.i relitigating in the instant
consolidated proceeding the issue of the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction over it
because that identical jurisdictional issue was previously decided against USR
Industries by the Appeal Board in ALAB-931. " That decision resobed the
interlocutory appeal, by way of directed certification, of USR Industries and

""Ser surra p 426
""42 U s C i 2232(a)'

'" Staff's Motum.1.sh 29. Russell lxner. App 11
SN ANyVU pp 420 25,

"I Su supro pp 419-20
'# Suff's Monon at 39-47.
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its four wholly owned subsidiaries (i.e., USR Lighting Products, USR Chemical
Products, USR Metals, and U.S. Natural Resources) from the Licensing Board's

,

denial of the USR Companies' motion to dismiss the Staff's March 16 and j
August 21,1989 enforcement orders."5 |

As previously noted, the Licensing Board in LBP-90-7 ruled that the NRC I

had regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries and the other USR Companies
because both the 1980 corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation and the
1982 sale of Safety Light by USR Industries violated section 184 of the Atomic ,

Energy Act."* Upon the interlocutory appeal of USR Industries and the USR !
Companies, the Appeal Board squarely held that USR Industries' 1982 sale of
its Safety Light subsidiary, without the Commission's consent, was a transfer ;

of control of the 02 and 08 material licenses within the meaning of section ;

184 of the Atomic Energy Act, thereby giving the NRC jurisdiction over USR
Industries for purposes of the enforcement order proceedings."' The Appeal
Board left open, however, the issue of the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over
USR Industries' four wholly owned subsidiaries that were created as part of the
1980 corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation."'i

In its opinion in ALAB-931, the Appeal Board began its analysis with the
language of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act and posed the jurisdictional
issue before it as requiring the Board to decide what constitutes "the direct or
indirect transfer of a license through a ' transfer of control' of that license."""
The Appeal floard then addressed each of USR Industries' arguments on that
jurisdictional question.

Before the Appeal Board, USR Industries first asserted that the 1982 sale of
Safety Light stock to three members of Safety Light's operating management
was not a transfer of the license within the meaning of section 184 because of
the established tenet of corporate law that the transfer of stock in a corporation
does not act to transfer any of the assets of the corporation. Based on the lack
of any supporting legislative history of section 184, the Appeal Board rejected
this assertion, concluding there was no indication that Congress intended to
incorporate that principle or any other tenet of corporate law into the section.

The Appeal Board also examined and rejected USR Industries' argument
coi.cerning the significance of the fact that section 184 speaks only to the transfer
of a license. According to USR Industries, because section 184 as originally
proposed would have encompassed the transfer of a licensee, the difference
between this language and the enacted language indicated a congressional

"' ALAB-911. 31 NkC at .455
''Sn sym pp 421-22.
"7 ALAB-911. 3 6 NRC at 45-68
'*IJ ai %8
'*ld as %)
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intent not to include transactions like the 1982 sale of Safety Light stock.'2"
Similarly, USR Industries argued that such a legislative intent could be found
in the difference in langusge between section 184 and section 310(d) of the
Communications Act'28 - an earlier encted regulatory scheme on which
many of the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act generally were based. The
latter provision, in prohibiting transfers of Federal Communications Commission
station licenses without agency permission specifically speaks of, inter alia,
transfers of control of corporations holding licenses, In rejecting these USR
Industries' arguments, the Appeal Board stated that the legislative history of
section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act was silent regarding the reason for casting
that section in terms of the transfer of control of the license and it concluded
that

there is no cause to beheve that Congress would have desin d certain transfers of total
ownership of licensed radio stanons to require pnor agency approval in circumstances where
idenucal transfers of total owrership in corporations holdmg nuclear hcenses would not
require such approval. Indeed, given the manifest pubhc health and safety implications
of actnines under nuclear hcenses, it is reasonable to assunw that Congress would have
been even more interested in clothir 3 this Comrnission with tne authonty to pass advance
judgnent on the acceptabihty of transactions such as those now in issue.122

Having concluded that there was no congressional bar to Commission over-
sight of the !?':2 transaction, the Appeal Board turned its attention to the ques-
tion of whethcr that arrangement was a direct or indirect transfer of control of
the licenses issued to Radium Corporation. In this regard, the Appeal Board
concluded:

[wJe discern no room for reasonable doubt that a transfer of control took place. In this regard.
we find totally irrelevant the fact that, as the USR Companies stress, under corporate law, a

,

transfer of shares of stod does not serse as a transler of corporate assets Apart from the |
absence of anything to indicate that Congress intended that doctnne to gosern the apphcation ;

of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act, our concern here is with the transfer of control
over the hcen',es issued to U S. Radium. Irrespective of whether thew heenses themsches
(as a corporate asset) are deemed to have been transferred v hen USR Industnes sold its
100% interest in as Safety Light ince U S. Radium) subsidiary to the three individuals. it
canrmt be senously maintamed that the effect of the sale was not a transfer of conuol

liefore the sale, those who possessed dominion over the full range of the operations
of USR Industries had the authonty, if they desired to exercise it, to call the tune with
respect to Safety Light's actmties under the beenses by reason of Safety Light's status as a
wholly. owned subsidiary This is so even though the 1982 purchasers of Safety Light
also happened to be its Presideni and two %ce Presidents Upon consummation of the sale,
USR Industries' management necessanly rehnquished all nght to dictate how the beensed

'1"U as %%M
'2' 47 U s C 4 310(dt
122 AIAB-CI. 31 NRC at 3M
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activines should be conducted Rather, the full nght to direct those aethities - and thus to
82'control the hcenses themselves - became vested in the new owners of Safety Light.

In making this determination, the Appeal Board in ALAB-931 also rejected
,

several additional arguments of USR Industries. According to USR Industries,
because the same radiation safety officer and employees under the supervision of
the licensee's radioisotope committee had " control" of the license and licensed
activity both before and after the 1982 sale there was never a transfer of that
control. De Appeal Board found that conditions contained in the 02 license
designed to ensure that only qualified employees were involved with licensed
activities did not place those employees in control of the license within the
meaning of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act.i24

Finally, USR Industries argued that the NRC interpreted the concept of
control in section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act differently for Part 30 material
licenses than for Part 50 reactor licenses. USR Industries claimed that in initial
applications for reactor licenses, nnlike initial applications for material licenses,
the agency requires the names, address, and citizenship of the utility's directors
and officers. This difference, USR Industries claimed, was proof that the agency
did not believe that control of Part 30 material licenses is vested in corporate
directors and officers. In rejecting this argument, the Appeal Board stated:

No doubt, the Commission has its reasons for requinng unhties seekmg to construct or to
operate massive nuclear power plants to provide information that is not hLewise required
of a corporate appheant for a byproduct matenal heense, which generally are of much
smaller dimensions. There is, howeser, no cause to suppose that one of those reasons is that

the Commission percenes fundanwntal dif ferences m the concept of control of a Part 50
heense, as compared with thai of a Part 30 bcense. Indeed. the Commission's implenrnimg
regulations in the two Parts are identical to the extent relevant here.

In sum, ahhough there are obs tous differences between Part 30 and Part 50 heenses (and

the processes necessary to oblam themt none of those dilferences is pertment to the matter
of where " control" of the bcense hes within the nranmg of the Atomic Energy Act and
the implementmg regulanons. In the mstance of a corporate Part 30 or Part 50 heensee,
that control is to be found in the person or persons uho, because of ownership or authority
exphcitly delegated by the owners, pos,ess the power to deternune corporate pohey and thus
the direction of the actntties under the bcense. Flere, to repeat, control over the hcense in
question thus was m the hands of USR Industnes at the tmic of the sale of its wholly-owned
Safety Light subudiary and, upon that sale, the control was transferred to the purchasers

Wwithout the NRC's consent

In its answer to the Staff's summary disposition motion, USR Industries
does not directly respond to the Staff's argument that the doctrine of collateral

Id at365
O id ai %6

/d at 367 (footnoics onytted)
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estoppel bars it from relitigating here the same jurisdictional issue previously
decided against USR Industries by the Appeal Board in ALAB-931. Rather
than confront the Staff's argument, USR Industries takes the position that the
Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling in ALAB-931 is only the " law of the case"
and, therefore, we should reconsider the question of the agency's jurisdiction
over USR Industries in this proceeding. In support of this proposition, USR
Industries contends that because the law of the case doctrine is only a rule
of practice, we have the necessary authority to reconsider the jurisdictional
issue. It then argues, without any elaboration or specification, that we should
exercise our discretion to revisit the issue in the instant proceeding because
the Staf f has submitted new facts and arguments not previously raised and

,

USR Industries should have the opportunity to present additional evidence
in response.'26 Finally, in a concluding footnote, USR Industries claims that
"[f]or these same reasons, the related doctrines of collateral estoppel and res
judicata should not prevent reconsideration of the issue of jurisdiction over USR
Industries."i21 Citing the Commission's Clinch River decision,'2" USR Industries
asserts that these doctrines need not apply to an administrative agency when
overriding public policy interests favor relitigation of a matter. It argues that
revisiting the jurisdictional issue is appropriate here in order to lay to rest the
Staff's assertion that the 1982 sale of Safety Light violated section 184 of the
Atomic Energy Act.'2'

: USR Industries' reliance on the law of the case doctrine to avoid the
preclusive effects of the Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling in ALAB-931 is
misplaced. Although in some circumstances the law of the case doctrine may
be a rule of practice as USR Industries suggests, that doctrine only applies to
successive stages of the same proceeding.'* The instant consolidated proceeding
involves the Staff's February 7,1992 license renewal denials of the 02 and
08 material licenses and the Staff's decommissioning order of the same date.
This consolidated proceeding is a separate and distinct proceeding from the
enforcement proceedings in which the Appeal Board handed down ALAB-931.
The latter enforcement proceedings have not been consolidated with the license
renewal denials and decommissioning proceeding with which we deal here. This
being so, the law of the case doctrine simply has no relevance to the current
consolidated proceeding and that doctrine cannot be used as the foundation for
an argument to avoid the preclusive effects of ALAB-931,

32* UsR ladurnes' Anmer at 27-29
127 j 3, 39 , 3 9.f
'"l'mted 5 ases Department of fnern (Chnch Roer Hreeder Reactor Plano, Ct 142-21 16 NRC 412, 420
(198D
'2'UsR indutiines' Anmer at 29 n 19
'*5cc IB Janrs W Moore ci al , Moorr's fedrral frm in r 10 404(ll(2d ed 1995hheremafier Monrr's federal
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Nonetheless, even if we assume that the instant consolidated proceeding is
somehow part of the earlier enforcement proceedings in which ALAB-931 was
decided, the law of the case doctrine still provides no basis for USR Industries to
avoid the preclusive effects of the Appeal Board's ruling. That doctrine provides
that once the law of the case is determined on appeal by a supr rior tribunal in a
proceeding, the inferior tribunal lacks the authority to depart from it in that same
proceeding. Any change in the law of the case must be made by the superior
tribunal itself or by a yet higher authority to which the superior tribunal owes
obedience U' Thus,in the posited circumstances, we would be required to follow
ALAB-931 because it was rendered by a superior tribunal upon an interlocutory
appeal at a previous stage of the same proceeding. Consequently, even in
this assumed situation, USR Industries' argument evidences a fundamental
misapprehension of the law of the case doctrine and its argument does nothing
to avoid the preclusive effects of the Appeal Board's earlier ruling that the NRC
has regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries.

Further, the Staff is correct that USR Industries is barred by the doctrine of
collateral estoppel from relitigating here the identicaljurisdictional issue decided
against it by the Appeal Board in ALAB-931. Although variously stated, one
familiar formulation of the doctrine of collateral estoppel, or issue preclusion,
was provided by the first Justice liarlan:

The general pnnciple announced in numerous cases is that a nght, question. or fact
distmctly put in issue and directly deternuned by a court of competent jurisdiction. as a
ground of recovery, cannot be disputed in a ',ubsequent suit between the same parties or
their pnvies; and even if the second suit is for a diff(rent cause of action, the right. question,
or fact once so deterrtuned must, as between the same panics or their pnvies, be taken as

]
conclusively estabhshed, so long as the judgment in the first suit remains unmodified 02

,

!

That doctrine long has been held appbcable to administrative adjudicatory de- |
terminations ' and issue preclusion is a settled principle of NRC adjudicatoryu

proceedings.'" As in judicial proceedings, the purpose of the administrative
repose doctrine "is to prevent continuing controversy over matters finally de-
termined and to save the parties and boards the burden of relitigating old is-
sues."05

Agency precedents, w hich track judicial ones, establish that, in order for issue
preclusion to apply,

III/d
U1 Southern Paapc R R v Unsted States. I68 U s I. 4%A9 (|n97>
U'See Unned Stairs s. Utah Conurmswn & Ahnung Co,364 U s 394. 421-22 (|466L Commnuoner s Sunnen. !

3D U.s 591 (1944) See aho 4 k Daus. Adminsurarne Im Trrarne 1212 (2d ed 1983) j
'"Scr. e p . Alabama Power Co (Joseph M Iarley Nuclear Plant. Umts I and 2L CLI-7412. 7 AEC 20)(1974)
D'Caruhna Pouvr and Inht Co. (Shearon Hams Nuclear Power Planit ALAB-lO7. 21 NRC 525,536 (1986)
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the individual or entity agamst whom the estoppel is assened must have been a party or 1

in pnvity with a party, to the carher htigation. The issue to be precluded also must be the
same as that involved in the prior proceedmg and the issue must have been actually raised.
htigated. and adjudged (by a tnbunal of competent jurisdiction]. Additionally, the issue must
have been material and relevant to the dispos ion of the first action, so that its resolution
was necessary to the outcome of the carher proceedmg.'" j

!

Stated somewhat more succinctly, the application of the doctrine of collateral )
estoppel requires that we consider the questions of identity of parties, identity '

of issues, and issue materiality.
In the circumstances presented, the doctrine is fully applicable and USR

Industries has submitted no supportable grounds to thwart its impact. Initially,
however, we note that USR Industries effectively has abandoned any defense to
the applicability of the doctrine with respect to the issue of the NRC's regulatory
jurisdiction over USR Industries stemming from the 1982 sale of Safety Light in
violation of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act. In its summary disposition
motion, the Staff met its burden as the moving party by fully briefing the issue i

of the applicability of the doctrine and demonstrating how each requirement of
the preclusion doctrine was met. USR Industries' only response has been to
ignore the Staff's argument, in such circumstances, we are under no obligation
to construct USR Industries' defense for it. Rather, we justifiably may treat the
legal issue as conceded by USR Industries."'

In any event, all of the elements for the application of issue preclusion on the
question of the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries are present
here. Turning first to the issue of party identity, USR Industries was named as |
a responsible party in the Staff's enforcement orders of March 16 and August |
21, 1989,"" and USR Industries requested the hearings"' that ultimately led, I

upon its interlocutory appeal, to the Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling in )
_

ALAB 931. Thus, USR Industries clearly was a party to the earlier enforcement
proceedings in which the issue of jurisdiction was litigated.

With respect to the matter of identity of issues, we note that the doctrine
of collateral estoppel is fully applicable to questions of jurisdiction.'" In
the instant consohdated proceeding, the question of the agency's regulatory
jurisdiction over USR Industries is identical in every material respect to the
jurisdictional issue that was raised, litigated, and adjudged in the enforcement

|
,

I"ld at 536-37 (focinole cuanons omittedi
"7

C/ Shearun 11arns. A1.All N31. 23 NRC s 53M4. DuAe Amer Co (Catawba Nuclear stauon. Units I and
2L ALAR-355. 4 NRC 397. 413 0976r. Consumers l'emer Co thhdland Plant. Unns I and 21. ALAD-270.1
NRC 473. 476 09751
"" 54 i ed Reg 12.0M 0989). 54ied Reg 36.078 0 989
"' Answer and Request for Heanng ( Apr 17.1989) at 5. Answ er and Request for Heanng (Sept 8.1989) at 5
'*See, e g. Stoll v. Gattisch 305 U s 16%,172 0938L Baldson v town State Traselung Alen's Ass'n. 283 U.S
522. 524-26 a19311
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proceedings. Specifically, in its answer to the Staff's March 16 and August 21,
1989 enforcement orders, USR Industries denied that the NRC had regulatory
jurisdiction over it."' USR Industries then affirmatively raised the issue of
the agency's jurisdiction over it before the Licensing Board in a motion to
dismiss the Staff orders."2 After the Licensing Board denied its motion to
dismiss,"$ USR Industries filed with the Appeal Board a motion for directed
certification of the Licensing Board's action."4 The Appeal Board accepted
USR Industries' interlocutory appeal, and, in ALAB-931, affirmed the Licensing
Board's ruling with respect to the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over USR
Industries,"' The Appeal Board's ruling in ALAB-931 - like the Licensing
Boafd's initial ruling in LBP-90-7 - leaves no doubt that the issue of the
agency's regulatory jurisdiction over USR ladustries was raised, argued, and
decided in the enforcement proceedings. Nor is there any question that under
the Commission's Rules of Practice the Licensing Board and then the Appeal
Board had the requisite authority to entertain and dispose of USR Industries'
motion to dismiss and the subsequent interlocutory appeal on this issue."*

There also is no question that the issue of the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction
over USR Industries was relevant and material to the eventual disposition of the
enforcement proceedings Without regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries,
the agency's enforcement orders directed to that corporation would be without
force and effect. Thus, the last requisite for applying issue preclusion is fulfilled
because resolution of the jurisdictional issue was necessary to the outcome of
the enforcement proceedings.

Moreover, even though the Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling in ALAB-
931 was in response to an interlocutory appeal, its decision is sufficiently
final to warrant imposition of the doctrine of collateral estoppel and preclude

"I Answer and Request f<w Heanng (Apr 7.1989) at 5. Answer and Request fir Heanng tsept. 8.1989i at 5
"2 Motmn to Lbnnu onleis hsued March 16.1989. and August 21.1%9 (Nov 20,1989) See ubo NRC Staft"s
Response to Monon of USR Indusines. Inc . USR l.rghnng. Inc., USR Chenucah. Inc.. USR Metals. Inc . and
U $ Nanosal Remurces. Inc , to thsnuss orders haued March 16.19M9. and August 21,19M9 (Dec 15.1989).
Reply of UsR Industres. ' enc., UsR laghnng, Inc.. USR Chenucal Products. Inc.. USR Metals. Inc., and U.S
Natural Resources. Inc., in Support of the Mouon to [hnuss orders issued March 16.1989and August 21.19M9
dan 3.199fb
"'t.BP-947, 31 NRC 116 0990t
* Mauon of USR Indusines. lac , USR taghung. Inc.. USR Chenucal Producis. Inc . USR Metak. Inc . and
U S Natural Resoinses. Inc., f ar thrected Cernficanon (Feb 7.19Wh See uho Supplenrntal Monon of UsR
Indusines. Inc , UsR taghung. Inc . UsR Cleriutal Products. Inc.. USR Metals. Inc.. and U S Natural Resources.
Inc , for Directed Ceruticanon d eb i 3.1990L NRC Statt's Response io Monon and Supplenental Monon of USR
Induunes. luc., UsR taghung. Inc . USR Chenucal Productt Inc USR Metak. Inc , and U S Natural Remurces.
Inc., for Direued Ceruhcanon d eb 28.1990h Subnusuon of UsR fndustnes. Inc , Companng secnon 310 of

' the f ederal Communicatmn Aci of 1934. as anended. to Section 184 of the Atonne 1 nergy Act of 1954 (Mar
7.1990). NRC Staff Response to subnusuon of USR Induzines. Inc, Companny Secuon 310 of the f ederal'

Conunumcanon Act of 1914. as anwnded. to Secuon t 84 of the Atonne f.ncrgy Act ul 1954 (Mar 16.19Wh.
"I AtAB-911. 31 NRC 350 (1990t
"*5ee 10 C l' R li 2 718,2 721,2 730ie). PuNu Sena e Co of Acu Hamp@c (Seabrook Stanon. Umts I and
2). AtAB-271,1 NRC 47h (1974
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reliti ating the identical issue here. In contrast to the doctrine of res judicataF

that is applicable only when a final judgment is rendered, "for purposes of
issue preclusion . ' final judgment' includes any prior adjudication of an.

issue in another action that is determined to be sufficiently firm to be accorded
conclusive effect."'47 h>r a prior determination of an issue to be sufficiently
firm to support issue preclusion, the earlier decision should not be " avowedly
tentative."'" Additionally, the fact "that the parties were fully heard, that the
court supported its decision with a reasoned opinion, [and] that the decision

was in fact reviewed on appeal are factors supporting the conclusion that. .

the decision is final for the purpose of preclusion."'"
Precisely because the jurisdictional issue was resolved by the Licensing Board

in the enforcement proceedings and then thoroughly tested on appeal before the
Appeal Board, it is appropriate to apply the preclusion doctrine here. The Appeal
Board's affirmance in ALAB-931 of the Licensing Board's jurisdictional ruling
with respect to USR Industries was not tentative or preliminary but was intended
as the terminative determination on the question of the agency's regulatory
jurisdiction over USR Industries. The type and quality of procedures under
which the jurisdictional issue was litigated before the Licensing Board in the
enforcement proceedings were identical to those that would be applicable if the
issue were again litigated in this consolidated proceeding. Both proceedings
are formal adjudicatory proceedings conducted pursuant to Subpart G of the
Commission's Rules of Practice,10 C.F.R. Part 2. Thus, USR Industries already
has had a full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue in the enforcement

; proceedings and there is no valid reason for giving it a second bite of the apple.
Finally, even when, as here, all of the requirements for applying the doctrine

of collateral estoppel are met, the doctrine still must be " applied with a sensitive
regard for any supported assertion of changed circumstances or the possible
existence of some special public interest factor in the particular case." * In4

the instant case, USR Industries has not shown any changed circumstances or
asserted any valid public interest factors sufficient to avoid the imposition of
the preclusion doctrine to the issue of the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over
it. Nevertheless, we note that USR Industries does make the bald declaration
in its misplaced argument on the law of the case doctrine that "the NRC Staff |
has submitted new facts and arguments not previously raised with respect to
jurisdiction" and, therefore, "USR Industries should not be prevented from
vigorously presenting additional evidence in response.""' USR Industries fails

I"Resrarement tsrumdb ef JuJgments i11 0980)
* ld ems g
SU gj ,

""Alahama /%rr Co dowph M leicy Nucles Plant. Unds I aml 2), ALAH 182. 7 Al'C 210. 216 09741.
remanded. Cl.17412,7 AI.C 2010974i i

"' UsR inslustnes' Answer at 2N !
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to identify, much less support, what facts and arFuments the Staff makes in
this consolidated proceeding that were not made previously in the enforcement
proceedings. Nor has it identified what new evidence it seeks to offer or
explained why such evidence was not presented in support of its motion to
dismiss in the enfoacment proceedings. Indeed, our comparison of the filings of
USR Industries and the Staff before the Licensing Board and the Appeal Board
in the enforcement proceedings with the filings of the parties in the instant
consolidated proceeding fails to reveal any new material facts or significant
arguments that were not fairly made in the enforcement proceedings.n2

In any event, even if the Staff asserts some new facts or arguments in support
of the agency's regulatory jurisdiction in its summary disposition motion, that
occurrence, without a great deal more, does not translate into the kind of
" supervening, material change in factual or legal circumstances" that is necessary
to vitiate imposition of issue preclusion."3 "To produce absolution from
collateral estoppel on the ground of changed factual circumstances, the changes
must be of a character and degree such as might place before the court an issue
diffeient in some respect from the one decided in the initial case.""4 Similarly,
"a change or development in the controlling legal principles" or a " change
[in] the legal atmosphere" may make issue preclusion inapplicable.65 No such
factual or legal changes are present here and USR Industries asserts none.
Furthermore, the Licensing Buard's jurisdictional ruling in the enforcement
proceedings was issued in response to USR Industries' motion to dismiss for lack
of regulatory jurisdiction over it. By raising the jurisdictional issue in a dismissal
motion before it had undertaken any discovery, USR Industries controlled not
only the timing of its filing but also the extent of the factual development of the
issue, so it should not now be heard to complain about newly asserted, albeit
unspecitied, facts and arguments by the Staff in the instant proceeding.

Finally, there are no special public interest factors present here to preclude
applying the doctrine of collateral estoppel. USR Industries claims that the
jurisdictional issue was wrongly decided in the entorcement proceedings and
argues in a footnote that there is a "significant public policy interest in correctly
determining the issue of jurisdiction.""^ USR Industries' argument is devoid of
merit. Whatever other public policy factors may outweigh the application of the
doctrine of collateral estoppel,"7 the correctness of the earlier determination of

W Ser supra noten 142 & 144
"I larIrA Al,Ah 182,7 Al C at 213
"A IB Maver's federal Pran tu r 10 448. at in -642 See Montana s Unused Stater 440 U S 141.159 (1979)
nioldmg that change in factual setung met auf hewns to create a new legal muel
"'Sunara.113 U s at $v9 600
"* USR Industnes' Answer at 29 n 19
"'Ser. e p . Mene md Corp v Mut Contment imestment to. 320 U s sst. 664-70 (|Y44 >
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an issue is not among them. Simply stated, issue preclusion does not depend
on the correctness of the prior decision?'

The premise of preclusion itself is that justice is better served in most cases by perpetuating
a pombly mistaken decision than by pernutti g rehtigation. If rehtigation were pernutted
whenever it might resuh in a more accurate determination, in the name of " Justice." the very
values served by preclusion would be quickly destroyed. The nsks of imposing a wrong
decision on later htiganon. moreover, are accounted for in many ways by the wide array of
hrrotanoris {on applymg the doctnnel"'

Nor is USR Industries' argument buttressed by its reliance on the Commis-
sion's Clinch Riwr decision.'" That decision involved a request for an exemp.
tion pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 50.12 rather than a formal adjudicatory proceeding
required by section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act. Whatever else that case may
stand for, it is simply inapposite to the question of the applicability of the doc-
trine of collateral estoppel to the formal administrative adjudications involved
here.

Accordingly, all the requirements for applying the doctrine of collateral
estoppel are met and USR Industries is estopped from asserting in the instant
consolidated proceeding that the NRC lacks regulatory jurisdiction over it. USR
Industries may not relitigate here the same jurisdictional issue decided against
it in ALAB-931.

B. Alternatise lloiding

Alternatively, even if we assume that the doctrine of collateral estoppel ,

is inapplicable to the issue of the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction over USR
Industries, we nevertheless would resohe that question precisely as the Appeal !
Board did in ALAB-931. Because the facts regarding USR Industries' 1982 i

sale of its Safety Light subsidiary, the jurisdictional issue, and USR Industries' I

arFuments before the Appeal Board in the enforcement proceedings, are all ,

identical to the f acts, issue, and arguments here, there is no basis to distinguish j
ALAB-931 from the instant case. Hence, we must follow that decision as a |

matter of stare decisis. Equally compelling, howeser, is the fact that the Appeal )
Board's reasoning in ALAB 931 rejecting each of USR Industries' various
arguments is fully explained and is correct. Thus, we not only follow that
decision, but we incorporate it here to asoid repeating that same analysis. We
do so notwithstanding the fact that the Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling was

f bird Stairs t Afmer, 266 U S 216, 242 (19241 Afsloughha s Brad!re. 80112J !!97.1204 (D C. Cu j"8

1986) See lit Afsare's federal Pracn,c 10 441[2}. at 111 519 to lit .521
""18 Chailes A Wnyhi ei al . federal Prarn,c and Procedure i 4426. at 265 (19811
3*CL.142 23.16 NRC 412 a19M2)
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rendered on review of the Licensing Board's ruling on a motion to dismiss
rather than, as here, on a motion for summary disposition. We are able to make
this determination because, contrary to USR Industries' assertion, there are no
Fenuine issues of material fact in dispute that preclude the grant of summary
disposition on the jurisdictional issue with sespect to USR Industries.

Along with its summary disposition motion, the Staff filed a statement of
undisputed material facts as required by 10 C.ER. 6 2.749(a). Among its factual
assertions regarding USR Industries' 1982 sale of its Safety Light subsidiary,
the Staff's listing includes statements 65, 66, and 67 asserting, respectively,
that none of the corporations involved in the 1982 transaction requested the
NRC's prior permission or consent to transfer control of the 02 and 08 material
licenses; that the NRC has never made a finding that the 1982 transaction was
in accordance with section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act; and that the NRC has
never given its written consent to the 1982 transaction as required by section
184.''' The Staff supports statement 65 with the deposition testimonies of the
Chairman and Chief Executive Office of USR Industries, and the initial President

and Vice President of Safety Light.'*2 Although this same deposition testimony
also supports factual assertions 66 and 67, the Staff specifically supports these
factual statements with the affidavit of the NRC's principal inspector for the
Bloomsburg site who served in that capacity from 1980 through 1989.8*3

In both its answer to the Staff's summary disposition motion as well as its
statement of disputed facts filed with its answer, USR Industries merely states
in a footnote, without more, that it disputes the Staff's statements 65,66, and
67.'" Nowhere in either its answer or its statement of disputed facts, however,'

does USR Industries challenge these Staff statements or provide any evidence
directly controverting them. Because USR Industries has neither controverted
Staff statements 65, 66, and 67 as required by section 2.749(a) nor provided
aindavits or other evidence demonstrating that there is a genuine issue of fact

J

'*' NRC staff's statemeni of Undispuicd Maienal Iacis as to whoch im Genume issue Remains (undatede at 10
162 /d at10 n37
'*3 /d at 10 nn 18 & 39 See npra pp 4U-34 and notes 94 95
'"See UsR Industnes' Answer at 4 n I. statenrnt c.f Disputed f acts (undated) at 2 n I in the sane mamwr,
l'SR Indusines also disputes Staff statenrnt 21 whwh asserts that there is no issue as to the NRC's regulatory
jurisdntmn over Metreal See UsR Industnes' Answer at 4 n I 30 n 20. Statenrnt of Dnpuicd lacts tundatedj
at 2 n 1 Contrary to UsR Industnes' asseruon. however. staff statement 21 presents no genuine mue of dnputed
mutenal fact and USR Industnes cannot now for the hrst tme challenge the agencfs reFulatory junsdictmn ovet
Meucal in response to the staff's l ebruary 7.1992 hcense renewal appheatmn deruals and decomnussmrung
order that naned, emer sha Mc.real as a responuble pany. Satery L;ght. USR industnes. and the other UsR
Comparues filed. on rebruary 27.1992, a jomi Answer and Request for Hearmg " See 10 C I R 6 2 705 The
answer kmed that the NRC had regulatory junsdwinm over UsR Industnes and the other UsR Compiuues The
answer did not deny that the agency had junsdictmn oser Meireal and the answer was not hied on behalf or
Metreal f urther. Metreal did not file a separate answer denymg that the NRC had regulator) junsdiction user
it Accordmply, because no dernal by, or on behalf of. Metreal eser has been hied with respect to the agency's
regulahwy Junsdwuon over n a6at under the Comnussmner's Rules of Practice matters not demed are adnuned.
USR Indusines cannot now challenge the NRC's junsdictmn over Metreal
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about those statements as required by section 2.749(b), Staff statements of
material fact 65, 66, and 67 are deemed admitted)" Accordingly, there are
no genuine issues of material fact to preclude the grant of summary disposition
on the jurisdictional issue with respect to USR Industries and there is no bar to
our following and adopting the Appeal Board's decision in ALAB-931.

Moreover, nothing raised by USR Industries' counsel during argument on the
Staff's summary disposition motion rises to the level of sufficient evidentiary
support to controvert the Staff's factual statements and demonstrate a genuine
issue of disputed material fact. At oral argument, USR Industries' counsel
opined that the 1983 discussion between Safety Light's management and NRC
inspectors at the Bloomsburg site, where the inspectors learned of the earlier
1982 sale of Safety Light and the Staff's subsequent correspondence for over 4
years exclusively with Safety Light (and not USR Industries), amounted to an
NRC finding of compliance with the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act and
NRC consent to the sale of Safety Light.* Although this argument is inventive,
the matters recited by USR Industfies' counsel simply do not controvert the
Staff's fully supported statement of undisputed material facts 65,66, and 67.
Even if the events asserted at oral argument are most generously considered,
they fall short of the mark. While these events might amount to colorable
evidence, under the standards governing summary disposition,'" they do not
constitute sufficient evidence from which a reasonable jury could find for USR

3

# secnon 2.74% of 10 C l R. provides that "talll matenal facts set fonh in die staienrne required to be served
by the novmg party will be drenrd to be aJnutted unless controverted by the staterrvi required to be served
by the oppuung pany " in a seemd unular provmon. the Comnusuon's sununary dnposmon rules hLe the
analogous summary judgnrnt provismn of Rule SNe) of ihr i ederal Rules of Cml Prosedure. stairs that

twihen a monon for summary dispounon is made and supponed as provided in this sectmn a party
sposmg the namon may not rest upon the mere alleFarmns or denials of his answer. his answer by

aft' davits or as otherwne provided an this section must set fonh specihc facts showmg that Bete is ai

genume rp- cf fact
10 C r R. I 2.749ib) rmally, and afasn hke the proviuon of Rule 56tc) of the iederal Rules. the armmary
dnpoution rules proude that the lacenung noard

shall render the decismn sought if tir hhngs in the pmceeding. depounons, answers to interrogatones.
and adnumons on file. toFether unh the catenwnts of the pames and the afhdavits. af any, show that
dere is no genuine assue as to any matenal fact and that the novmg puny is entuled to a decision as a ,

maner of law. )
10 C r R 6 2 749td) '

*Tr at 235 See wpra pp 414J6 |
'# Because the Comnusuon's sumnury dnposmon rules borrow cuenuvely from Rule 56 of the rederal Rules it

has long been held that federal court decmons mterpreung and applymg hke proviuons of Rule 56 are apprornate |
precedent for the Comnusuon's rules Sec. e # . Cleieland flea tre Illuminarmy Co (Perry Nuclear Power Plant,
l!nns I and 2). ALAH-441. 6 NRC 741. 753-54 (1977) Thus, pursuant to Rule 56(c) and. by analoEy the
Comnusuon's summary dnpuutmn rule, "lo)nly dnputes over facts that nught af fect the outcone of the suit under
de govermng law will properly preclude the entry of summary Judynrn Iactual disputes that are irrelesant or
unnecenary will not he counted " Andrnon v Ldvrn LoIA lac. 477 U S 242. 24t4 (1986) smularly summary
judgment. as well as summary dnpounon. "will not he af de dnpute about a material fact es 'genmnei that is, if
de rudence es such that a reasonable Jury could return a verdict for de nonmosmg party." IJ stated otherw se.
*thete is no usue for enal unless there is sufhnent eviderwe Immny the nonnovmg party for a jury to return
a serdict for that party if the endence is nerely colorable or is not sigmhcantly probauve. sumnury judgment
may be granted " 14 at 249-50 tenanons onutted)
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Industries on these rnatters. Consequently, these assertions also do not create a
genuine issue of disputed material fact that would preclude a grant of summary'

disposition in the Staff's favor,
i in its answer to the Staf f's summary disposition motion, USR Industries fur-

ther argues that the Staff's actions after discovering the 1982 sale of Safety Light
amount to consent to the stock sale. Specifically, USR Industries asserts that,
after Icarning of the sale of Safety Light, the Staff nevertheless communicated
only with Safety Light, issued various license amendments only to Safety Light,
and sent inspection reports only to Safety Light after conducting inspections at
the Bloomsburg site. According to USR Industries, these Staff actions amount
to NRC consent to the 1982 sale of Safety Light and such consent now deprives
the agency of regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries."

The operative facts of USR Industries' argument are not in dispute; nonethe-
less the conclusion it draws from the Staff's actions is incorrect. Section 184
of the Atomic Energy Act requires, inter alia, that the agency "shall give its
consent in writing" to the transfer of control over any NRC-panted license.
This statutory provision is clear and unambiguous. The NRC cannot ignore,
waive, or change this statutory mandate. Nothing short of the agency's written
permission expressly agreeing to the transfer of the 02 and 08 material licenses
from USR Industries to Safety Light will comply with section 184. Contrary
to USR Industries' suggestion, letters from the NRC to Safety Light on other
subjects or the agency's grant of unrelated license amendments to Safety Light
do not meet the consent requirement of the statute. " Implied consent," as USR
Industries' counsel candidly referred to its position at one point in oral argu.
ment,'" is insufficient under section 184 - even assuming the Staff actions
could somehow be interpreted as amounting to implied consent.""

W USR Industnes' Answer at 36-38
W ir at 235
U"Decause tie agens y cannot i nore the conmiand of secimn IK4 that it consent in unting to all hcense transfers,F
USR Industnes' addinonal argument that there as no baus for the agency to u nhhold its consent so the 1982 sale
of safety 1.ight cannot serve as a vahd defense to the agency's assertmn of pernJwrnm over USR Industnes
for violating the statute Moreover. UsR Industnes' aswrnon that NRC appnwal of she 1982 transactmn would
be comestens with the agency's own guidehnes and pracuces is based on a nelecnve and inaccurate reading
of the apphcable agency pohey shrective and mfornutmn nonce Su Pohey and Guidance Direente IC 842.
Processing Malenal t. scene Apphcalmns invoinny Change of ownenhip (I eb i1.1986) at 1.13 h ("In}ote

|
that if the change of ownership has already occuned wnhout untien consent from NRC, it is a violanon of NRC
regulanons"). NRC Informanon Notice No. 8425 Unauthonied Transfer of ownenhip ur Control of ljeenwd
Acnunes LMar 7.1989) at 1 t12 h & 2 i ("NRC appmvals for chanFe m ou nership or control may be delayed4

or derned if the following mformanon. where relemi. is not sindudtd sti the* subtinittal h p Jhe prescria or
ab ence of contanunation should be documenied it antanunatmn is present, will desontarrunanon occur before
transfer' If not. does the successor compan) agree to anunr full habahty for the decontammatmn of the facshty or
sne* i A desenpuon of any decontattunatwn plam mduding hnancial assurance arrangements of the transferce.
should be provided This should include mMmatmn shout fmw the transferee and transfenw propose to
dmde the transferor's assein. and responubihry fm any cleanup needed at the tmw of transfer ~)
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C. Agency jurisdiction Over the USR Companies

In its motion for summary disposition, the Staff also argues that the 1980
corporate makeover of Radium Corporation violated section 184 of the Atomic
Energy Act, thereby giving the NRC reguStory jurisdiction over USR Industries
as well as its four wholly owned subsidiaries, USR Lighting Products, Inc.,
USR Chemical Products, Inc., USR Metals Inc., and U.S. Natural Resources,
Inc. - the beneficiaries of all of Radium Corporation's former nonregulated
assets.U8 As in the case of the Appeal Board's analysis in ALAB-931 of
USR Industries' 1982 sale of its Safety Light subsidiary, the starting point for
determining whether the 1980 corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation
violated section 184 is the statute itself. That provision provides that no NRC
license

shall be transferred, aaigned or in any snanner disposed of. cither voluntanly or involuntanly.
directly or indirectly. through transfer of control of any hcense to any person, unless the
Cornnussion shall. after secunng full information, find that the transfer as in accordance with
the provisions of this lActl. and shall give its consent in wnung.02

The plain language of this section is exceptionally broad and the reach of
the provision is all encompassing. The title of section 184, " Inalienability
of Licenses," only reinforces its breadth inasmuch as " inalienable" means
" incapable of being alienated, surrendered, or transferred.""$ The reach of the
statute is manifest from its comprehensive language, and section 184 contains
absolutely no limiting provisions. The terms " voluntarily or involuntarily,
directly or indirectly" and the phrase "through transfer of control of any license
to any person" are words and phrases of inclusion indicating a congressional
intent to expand the scope of the section to the maximum extent. Indeed, it
would be difficult to write a broader or more encompassing provision. Nor is
the broad reach of section 184 surprising as a component of an userall regulatory
scheme that has been described as " virtually unique in the degree to which broad
responsibility is reposed in the administering agency."Ud Thus, on its face,
section 184 not only broadly prohibits all manner of transfers, assignments, and
disposals of NRC licenses, but also all manner of actions that have the effect
of, in any way, directly or indirectly, transferring actual or potential control over
a license without the agency's knowledge and express written permission. And
when the 1980 corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation is analyzed in
this light, we hase no trouble concluding that there was a transfer of control

U3 Staff's Mmmn ai 3709
02

42 U S C 6 2214
UInebarr's Thord Nees Internarwnal Dro, man ||40 097|Y
P4 5,rgel e MC. 400 | 2d 778. 7M3 :D C Cn 19hM)
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over the 02 and 08 licenses without the NRC's knowledge and written consent,
in violation of section 184.

In Part II.8, above, we spelled out the details of the 1980 corporate trans-
formation of Radium Corporation and we need not repeat all of those particulars
here. It suffices to note that before the 1980 restructuring, Radium Corporation
was a publicly he!rl corporation governed by a four-person board of directors,
which was elected by a majority vote of the shareholders.n3 As such, Radium
Corpolation possessed the exclusive dominion over all activities with respect to
the 02 and 08 material licenses, subject, of course, to the terms and conditions
of the license and the agency's regulations.

In contrast, after its 1980 restructuring through a reverse triaagular merger
and the operation of the Merger Agreement, Radium Corporation no longer was
a publicly held corporation that possessed exclusive control over its material,

licenses. Rather, Radium Corporation was a wholly owned subsidiary of a new
parent corporation USR Industries. As a wholly owned subsidiary, Radium,

Corporation no longer had independent authority ove- its corporate affairs and
exclusive control over the 02 and 08 material licenses. Its previous exclusive
authority independently to direct, manage, and regulate all activities with respect
to itr material licenses had been transferred by operation of the merger and the
effect of the Merger Agreernent to its new parent, USR Industries.

As a consequence of the merger and the merger agreement, the new parent,
USR Industries, now possessed the ultimate authority to exercise dominion over
the corporate affairs of its wholly owned subsidiary, Radium Corporation, in-
ciuding the power to direct, manage, and regulate all activities concerning the
material license."* The very definition of a subsidiary corpoiation is one that is
w.ntrolled by another corporation by reason of the latter's ownership of at least
a majority of the shares of stock.m Here, of course, USR Industries owned
100% of the shares of stock of Radium Corporation. Similarly, the definition
of a parent corporation is one that has control through stock ownership of a
subsidiary corporation."" Rus, the 1980 corporate restructuring resulted in a
transfer of control of the 02 and 08 material licenses from Radium Corporation to

* At the amie of the 1980 annual necting precedmg its corporate restruemrmg, there were 1.164136 uurstanding
shares of Ra&um Corporauon common skick and only one stocumider omned bencheially more than 5% of the
outstanding shares Titan wells. Inc.. held 26 OMW of the outstan&ng shares stule Radium Corporation's ofhcers
and directors collectively owned beneficially 33 97% of the cominon stock staff's Motion. tah. 9, AMI.X
Appheation at 1. ut. Proxy statenrnt ni .L4
U*See ALAB-911. 31 NRC at 364 n 46,365
U7 Blas &'s hm Durmnari 142d (6th ed low) Scr IR A- Jur !J Corporarmas 3 35 (19851
li"BlatO Law Dwamnars t il4 (6th ed 1990) Ser lll Am Jur 2d Corporaimas 6 35 (1985)
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USR Industries within the meaning of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act.'"
Because neither Radium Corporation nor USR Industries sought or received the !

|NRC's express written consent for this transfer of control over the 02 and 08
'

material licenses,:"" the 1980 merger violated section 184, thereby giving the
NRC regulatoryjurisdiction over USR Industries as the transferee of the ultimate
control over its new subsidiary's 02 and 08 material licenses.

Moreover, because the 1980 makeover of Radium Corporation transferred
control over the 02 and 08 licenses in violation of the Atomic Energy Act and
occurred without complying with the requirements of section 184, the corporate
restructuring of the original corporate holder of the 02 and 08 licensees is void
ab initio as to the NRC. An important consequence of this nugatory act is that
the NRC also has regulatory jurisdiction over all of USR Industries' wholly
owned subsidiaries that received the various pieces of Radium Corporation as
part of the corporate restructuring.

Specifically, as a publicly held corporation, Radium Corporation was com-
prised of three divisions - lighting, chemical and metal products - and it
aned a number of subsidiaries and other oil and gas interests. Prior to its

corporate makeover, all of the assets of Radium Corporation's three divisions,
as well as the worth of its wholly owned subsidiaries and its other assets, stood
behind its regulatory obligations as the licensee under the 02 and 08 material li-
censes. Radium Corporation then underwent major surgery that radically altered
its corporate form and worth.

In a nutshell, the corporate restructuring began with Radium Corperation
forming four nominally capitaliicd subsidiaries whose names paralleled its
operating divisions and its oil and gas interests. These subsidiaries were called
USR I.ighting Products, USR Chemical Products. USR Metals, and U.S. Natural
Resources. Next Radium Corporation formed another nominally capitalired
subsidiary, USR Industries, that, in turn, formed yet another subsidiary called
Merger Company. Pursuant to the terms of a Merger Agreement among Radium )
Corporation, Merger Company, and USR Industries, Merger Company merged 3

; into Radium Corporation leaving Radium Corporation the surviving corporation. ;

"
4

I I"In its ansmer a the staff s immon for summary deptmuon. USH Indusines does not argue that there could md
be a transfer of control over the 02 and OM hcenses because the sans mdmduals served as directors of Rad um
Corporauon both before and afwr the IWO nrrger and also served as the mmal directors of USR Industnes'

j We note. howeser. that tir commonahty of threctors has no bearms on whettrw the 19M0 corposaic restructunng
resuhed m a "trander of control of any bcense to any person" m ahin the neanmg of section 1844 This is so because
secuon Ils of the Alonuc l.ncrgy Act. 42 U s C 5 2014 st dehnes yrson" so mclude a corporanon Ttwrefore.
esen though Radium Corporanon and Usk Induunes had the same mdmduals sersmg on their respecine boards.

Ieach corporanon nevertheless ss a separate enury and thus a separate ' person" withm dr meamng of secuon
1M4 Morcoser. anunung arpendo that the klenuty of board nrmbers sonrhom was malenal. the mdmduals on
str R,id um Corporanon board after the 19M0 merger more different "hais" than those same mdmduals wore ns
nrmbers of the mmal USR Induntnes board Under the broad language of sceuon 164. this detterence of dunes
and rnponubihnen of the nrmbers of the respecuve boards after the nrrger would estabhsh. at a mmunum, an
indirect transfer of control oser wie 02 and 08 matenal heenses
N See supm pp 43142,

I
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This merfer, in conjunction with the stock conversion provisions of the Merger
Agreement, left Radium Corporation as the wholly owned subsidiary of USR
Industries. As a wholly owned subsidiary under the control of its new parent,
USR Industries, Radium Corporation completed its restructuring through a series
of asset transfers.

First, Radium Corporation conveyed, without compensation, the assess of
its lighting products division to its USR Lighting Products subsidiary. Next,
with the exception of its NRC-regulated safety lighting products business that it
retained, Radium Corporation assigned all the other assets of its metal products
division to its USR Metals subsidiary. Further, according to its proxy statement,
Radium Corporation was to convey the assets of its chemical products division
to its USR Chemical Products subsidiary and transfer its oil and gas interests
to its U.S. Fatural Resources subsidiary. As the final step in its corporate
makeover, Radium Corporation transferred all the shares of stock in these four
subsidiaries to its new parent thereby making each entity, like itself, a wholly
owned subsidiary of USR Industries. Similarly, it conveyed the shares of its
wholly owned Unatco subsidiary to USR Industries, leaving Radium Corporation
with only its NRC-regulated safety lighting products business and its Metreal
subsidiary from which Radium Corporation leased the contaminated land and
buildings at the Bloomsburg site.

Thus, at the conclusion of its corporate restructuring, the bulk of Radium Cor-
poration's former assets resided with its sister subsidiary corporations controlled
by USR Industries. Because the corporate makeover of Radium Comoration vi-
otated section 184 by transferring control of Radium Corporation's 02 and 08 i

material licenses to USR Industries without the express written consent of the
NRC, and the asset transfers to Radium Corporation's sister subsidiaries were
an integral part of that corporate restructuring, the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction
necessarily extends to the USR Companies that received Radium Corporation's
assets. Any other result effectively would be at odds with the purpose and intent
of section 184 by rendering the inalienability of licenses provision a nullity. If
the statutory proscription against the transfer of control of NRC licenses could
be avoided by the expedient of a corporate restructuring, complex or otherwise,
then section 184 would be a toothless tiger. Accordingly, in the circumstances
presented, the NRC also has regulatory jurisdiction over the USR Companies.

In opposing the NRC Staff's assertion of regulatory jurisdiction over it and
the other USR Companies. USR Industries makes a number of arguments. Each
of these arguments Itcks merit.

First, USR Industries argues th.t the NRC lacks jurisdiction over them
because Radium Corporation and its successor, Safety Light, have been the sole
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consecutive licensees at the Bloomsburg site.* Contrary to USR Industries'
argument, the fact that neither USR Industries nor any of the other USR
Companies have been named as licensees on the 02 and 08 material licenses is
not determinative of the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction over them. As previously

l explained, the agency's jurisdiction ove. USR Industries and the other USR

~

Companies stems from the unapproved restructuring of Radium Corporation in
violation of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act and the role USR Industries
and the USR Companies played in that corporate reorganization. Hence, it is
the transfer of control of the NRC licenses without agency approval in violation
of section 184 that gives the NRC regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries
and the other USR Companies and the fact that they have never been named
NRC licensees is irrelevant,

for much the same reason, USR Industries' second argument also is without
merit. It initially asserts that there are no regulatory requirements that an NRC
maierial licensee give prior notice, or any notice at all, to the NRC before it
spins off non-nuclear-related assets to its stockholders, which it claims is all
Radium Corporation did here. Next, USR Industries states, without elaboration,;

that prior to Radium Corporation's restructuring the NRC did not have notice of,
or reply upon, the existence of that corporation's assets in Franting the material ;

licenses and that Radium Corporation gme timely notice of its restructuring to |

the Securities and Exchange Commission in proxy and registration statements ,

'

that were disseminated publicly. From this, USR Industries concludes that the
transfer of Radium Corporation's nonregulated assets to other entities did not
give the NRCjurisdiction over those entities and "[t}o conclude otherwise would
lead to the unreasonable result that the NRC has regulatory jurisdiction over all
entities to whom its licensees donate or contribute any nonregulated assets of
value."*2

USR Industries is correct that there is no regulatory requirement that a
material licensee notify the NRC before transferring nonregulated assets to
its stockholders. Such an assertion is irrelevant, however, to the question of
the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries and the other USR ;

!Companies here. It is not, as USR Industries claims, the transfer of nonregulated
assets to stockholders per se that provides the basis for agency jurisdiction. As
already explained, the' restructuring of Radium Corporation violated section 184 '

'by transferring control of Radium Corporation's 02 and 08 material licenses to
|USR Industries without the agency's express written consent as required by the

Atomic Energy Act. It is that violation and the role USR Industries and the,

; other USR Companies played in the restructuring that gives the NRC regulatory
jurisdiction over them.

* UsR Indusines* Anmer as ILl4
M lJ as |s

*
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Indeed, as long as section 184 and any other reFulation or license condition
is not violated, a material licensee may transfer its assets without notifying and
obtaining the agency's permission. Nor is *.he fact that Radium Corporation no-
tified the SEC through the filing of publicly disseminated proxy and registration
statements relevant to the jurisdictional question. The SEC does not enforce the
provisions of the Atomic EnerFy Act and, in any event, notice to it is not notice
to the NRC. Moreover, when the transfer of control of NRC licenses is involved
as occurred with the restructuring of Radium Corporation, section 184 requires
the agency's express written consent, not just that the agency be notified.

As its next argument, USR Industrics assets that well-settled principL
corporate law preclude the NRC from holding it or the other USR Compa; . .
responsible for the liabilities of Radium Corporation, renamed Safety Light.
Specifically, it recites corporate law principles to the effect that a parent;

corporation is not liable for the obligations of its subsidiary and the separate
existence of distinct sister corporations should not be disreFarded solely because
the assets of one are not sufficient to discharge its obligations. USR Industries

I argues that neither the Atomic Energy Act nor the agency's regulations indicate
that the NRC is to reject these well-settled corporate law principles.'"

Although USR Industries casts its argument in terms of ultimate liability
and not initial regulatory jurisdiction, we already rejected USR Industries' basic
argument in our earlier alternative holding that the NRC had jurisdiction over
USR Industries because its 1982 sale of Safety Light violated section 184. In
reaching that decision, we adopted the Appeal Board's reasoning and decision
in ALAB-931.* As previously noted, USR Industries argued that the 1982
sale of its Safety Light stock to that corporation's operatinj, management was
not a transfer of control over the 02 and 08 licenses within the meaning of
section 184 because of the established tenet of corporate law that a transfer
of stock does not operate to transfer any of the corporate assets. In rejecting
that argument, the Appeal Board stated that "[wle find nothing in the legislative
history of section 184 that significantly aids the USR Companies' insistence that
Congtess enacted the section with that principle - or any other specific tenet
of corporate law - in mind."'" That reasoning, which we already adopted, is
equally applicable to the asserted principles of corporate law that USR Industries

1 recites here. Accordingly, these asserted tenets of corporate law do not immunire
USR Industries and the other USR Companies from the applicability of section
184, which provides the basis for the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over them.

Moreover, the language of the Atomic Energy Act itself demonstrates that
Congress placed no importance on the corporate form in enacting section 184.

I

'U ld at 17 lM
# ee supra pp 4474tlS

* At.AB 931.11 NRC at %3 f footnote onutted)
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That provision prohibits, infer alia, the direct or indirect transfer of control of
any license "to any person" without the Commission's express written consent.
Section lls of the Act then defines " person"in the broadest possible manner to
mean

(1) any individual, corporatwn, partnership, firm, associanon, trust, estate, pubhc or pnvate
institution. group, Government agency other than the Comnussion, any State or any pohucal
si..idmsion of, or any pohtical entity wahan a State, any foreign government or natwn or
any pohtical subdivision of any such government or nation, or other enuty; and (2) any legal
succcuor, representanve, agent, or agency of the foregoing.ta6

Thus, contrary to USR Industries' assertion, the inclusion of a " corporation" in
the definition of a " person" and the use of the latter term in the inalienability of
licenses provision indicates that Congress intended a corporation to be treated in
the same manner as all other entities. It follows therefore, that USR Industries'
asserted corporate law principles, which are applicable only to the corporate
form of organization, are entitled to no consideration under section 184 and do
not thwart NRC regulatory jurisdiction over it or the other USR Companies for
violating that provision,

'
Further, with respect to USR Industries' arguments about its ultimate liability,

Congress, in effect, already has pierced the corporate veil for corporate violators
of section 184 by definitionally including corporations in the inalienability of
licenses provision.'"' This being so, USR Industries' corporate separateness does
not shield it aFainst responsibility for the obligations of its former subsidiary,
Radium Corporation. Such liability attaches because USR Industries was the
transferee of control over the 02 and 08 licenses from the original licensee as
a result of the corporate makeover of Radium Corporation that violated section

'184.

In any event, we note it long has been established that the fiction of corporate
separateness of state-chartered corporations will not be permitted to frustrate the
policies of a federal statute. As the Supreme Court has observed:

I A State] may chose such rules of limitanon on the habihty of stockhold, is of her corporations
as she deures. And those laws are enforceable in federal courts llut no State may
endow ns corporate creatures with the power to place themselves above the Congress of the
Umted States and defeat the federal puhey . . which Congress has announced.'"

As we already have explained, USR Industries' conduct here offends the federal
statutory policy against inalienability of NRC licenses. To remedy this situation,

' "6 42 U s C. I 2014m
'"'See Prnswn Benent Guarann Corp v ouumer Corp,1|| | 2d 10M. |U93 (|M Cn L <en Jrnued, 4t>4 U 5
9t,1 (19n y
'" Anderwn r Albun, 321 U S 349. 3rd (1944 p (citanons onuned)

h
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the statutory frustration principle permits the NRC to disregard the corporate
form and impose liability on USR Industries, the parent corporation shareholder,
for the obligations of its subsidiary, Radium Corporation.'"' And, contrary to
USR Industries' assertion,"a' this is true whether or not its intent was to avoid
the statutory prohibition of section 184 for "[ijntention is not controlling when
the fiction of corporate entity defeats a legislative purpose."'"

He same principle of statutory frustration also permits the NRC to hold
the other USR Companics liable for the obligations of Radium Corporation.
The corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation that violated section 184
was effectuated through the instrumentalities of USR Industries and affiliated
subsidiary corporations that received the bulk of Radium Corporation's pre-
restructuring assets, in such circumstances, "[w]here the statutory purpose
could thus he easily frustrated through the use of separate corporate entities, the
Commission is entitled to look through corporate form and treat the separate
entities as one and the same for purposes of regulation."'': Accordingly USR
Industries' various afguments that corporate law principles preclude it and the
other USR Companies from being held liable for the obligations of Radium
Corporation also are wide of the mark."3

The foregoing reasons constitute the basis upon which we previously granted
the Staff's motion for summary disposition on the jurisdictional issue and con-
cluded that the NRC has regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries and its

< >

. !
!

.

.

1

'"'Sre, c y . Owmet, 71i f .2d at 1043. # P lambert Co t Snirran of Treasurt. 354 I 2d 819. 822 (1st Car

1969)

l*USR Induzines' Answer at 20
M Kasunaugh v ford Motor Co. 34312d 710. 717 (7th Car 1965)
W2 General Telephone Co of the Sourhnest v Umrrd State.n. 449 f- 2d SW 8%$ (Sth Car 197II
M UsR Indusines also asserts ihm. at the sme of us corporate restructunng. Radium Corporanon was under no )
obhganon to decontanunaic atw Bloomsburg use E ven assunung the vahdity of such a dubums assernon. any Ij
clean up regionubahirs with req >ett to the lihmnuburg ute are irrelesani to the que*non of the NRC's regulatory I

junsdicuen over UsR Induntnes and the other UsR Compames for their part m the corporate reuructunng that )
vmlated secten 184 That statutory provmon requires the agencis espren wntten consent for transfers of control |

over NRC bcenics. regardless of any outstandmg decontanunanon obhganons itere. whether or not Radium 1

Corporaimn had any cleanup scymnuhahties m 1980. tir NRC did not consent m wnung to the transfer of cotitral
over the 02 ami 06 matenal hcenses

1
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four wholly owned subsidiaries, USR Lighting Products, Inc., USR Chemical
Products, Inc., USR Metals, Inc., and U.S. Natural Resources, Inc.
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.

The Licensing Board denies a motion for summary disposition after de-
termining that material facts remained in dispute. The Intervenor had shown !

>

that there were disputed material facts as to whether River Bend would be safely

| operated, shut down, and maintained during adverse financial conditions.

SUS 131 ARY DISPOSITION: SIATERIAL FACTS NOT PROVIDED

| Summary disposition is not appropriate when the movant fails to carry its
burden setting forth all material facts pertaining to its summary disposition

*

motion.

|

SUhl%1ARY DISPOSITION: BANKRUPTCY OF A LICENSEE
I

In response to a movant's claim that a bankruptcy court will ensure that a {
nuclear reactor receives sufficient funding to ensure safety, the board concludes |

I
; that this claim involves disputed factual questions for w hich summary disposition
'

is inappropriate.
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FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS: NON-UTILITY APPLICANTS FOR
OPERATING LICENSES

Non-utility applicants for operating licenses are required by the NRC's
financial qualifications rule to demonstrate adequate financial qualifications
before operating a facility. A board is not authorized to grant exemptions
from this rule or to acquiesce in arguments that would result in the rule's
circumvention.

TIIE FINANCIAL QUALIFICATION RULE: SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE

Safety considerations are the heart of the financial qualifications rule. The
Board reasoned in this regard that insufficient funding can cause licensees to
cut corners on operating or maintenance expenses. Moreover, the Commission
has recognized that a licensee in financially straitened circumstances would be
under more pressure to commit safety violations or take safety " shortcuts" than
one in good financial shape.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER '

(Ruling on Licensce's Motion -

Requesting Summary Disposition of Contention 2)

On January 5,1995, Gulf States Utilities Company (GSU) moved for
summary disposition on Contention 2 of Cajun Electric Cooperative, Inc.
(Cajun), the only remaining contention in this proceeding. Fur the reasons stated
herein, GSU's motion is denied.

HACKGROUND

In August 1993, Cajun, a 30% owner of the River Bend Nuclear Reactor
and a co-licensee on the River Bend license, filed a Petition to Intervene in
this licensing proceeding in response to a Notice of Opportunity for liearing
published in the federal Register. 58 Fed. Reg. 36.423, 36,435-36 (July 7,
1993). That notice included two proposed amendments to the River Bend
operating license belonging to GSU. The first amendment would change the
ownership of GSU by authorizing Gulf States to become a wholly owned
subsidiary of Entergy Corporation (Entergy Corp.). The second would add
Entergy Operations Inc. (EOI) as a non-owner licensee and would authorize
EOI to operate River Bend.
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On January 27,1994, the Board found GSU's objections on standing and the
lack of an admissible contention without merit and allowed Cajun to intervene
in this proceeding. LBP-94-3, 39 NRC 31 (1994). Of the seven contentions
proffered by Cajun, the Board admitted only Contention 2 which reads: "The
proposed license amendments may result in a significant reduction in the margin
of safety at River Bcnd." /d. at 41. Cajun provided four bases for this contention:

(a) The proposed River Bend Operatmg Agreement runs only between Gulf States and,

EOI. Therefore. Gulf States has the full obhgation under the Operatmg Agreement
to cr.rnpensate EOl for River Bend operation and EOI cannot h>ok to Entergy or
Cajun for payment.

(b) EOl is very thinly capitahied. If Gulf States ceases to make its Operstmg
Agreemer:t payments. EOt has no other sources of funds to ruamtain safe and
reluble River Bend operation.

(c) Gulf States faces severe financial exposure from htigation with Cajun and from
certam Texas regulatory proceedmgs which could render Gulf States bankrupt and
unable to make adequate payments to EOl to mamtain safe and rehable River Bend
operatmn.

(d) Entergy views its obhgations to support EO!in the event of tack of fundmg from
Gulf States to be very hmited Othcials of Entergy and EOl have admitted that
EOl would be forced to shut down River Bend if EOl lacked adequate funds.

Id.
Acting on GSU's appeal of that decision, on August 23,1994, the Commis-

sion affirmed the Board's decision to allow Cajun to intervene and to litigate
;

Contention 2. CL1-94-10,40 NRC 43 (1994).
Following the Commission's decision, discovery was conducted by all parties.

A prehearing conference was held on October 4,1994, in an attempt to define
and limit the issues and to settle outstanding discovery disputes. The Board
ordered that all discovery be completed by November 24, 1994, and that
Motions for Summary Disposition, or a written Waiver of Motions for Summary

*

Disposition, be filed on or before January 9,1995. Unpublished Memorandum
and Order (Revised Prehearing Schedule)(Oct. 20,1994). The discovery phase
of this proceeding thus has been concluded.

On January 9,1995, GSU filed a Motion for Summary Disposition $ in this
case arFuing that there remain no outstanding factual issues to be resolved
concerning the admitted contention. The Motion was predicated in part upon
the responses to interrogatories GSU had received from Cajun and the Staff

,

during the discovery period. Cajun filed an answer to the GSU Motion asserting

I Gulf Suies Uulmes Company's Monon for Sumnwy Dnpouunn tJan 9.1995)ihereaf ter GsU Mouant ;

1

i

h
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that there are disputed material facts pertaining to the licensing of EOI. Cajun
appended two affidavits in support of its position.) The Staff of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (Staff) filed its response to the Motion supporting
GSU's position.' The Staff supported its response with the affidavit of one
David L. Wi ginton. Cajun subsequently filed an answer in opposition to the |F

Staff's response.' )

Tile PARTIES' POSITIONS '

The GSU Motion asserts that it is undisputed that under the terms of the
new River Bend Operating Agreem(nt (the Operating Agreement between GSU
and EOI), EOI may look only to GSU as the source for payment of operating
costs. Neither EOl noi Entergy Corp., the parent of EOi, will provide those I

funds. GSU also states that it is undisputed that GSU faces the potential for
financial difficulties if Cajun prevails and is awarded the relicf it has sought m
its litigation against 650.

GSU alleges that the responses clicited through discovery establish that Cajun
has no factual or evidentiary basis on which to support its contention that safety
at River Bend will be reduced as a resuh of the merger. To the contrary, GSU
asserts that no safety problem exists because the NRC Staff has found that EO!
and GSU " collectively" are financially qualified. GSU Statement of Undisputed
Facts at 1. It further asserts that EOI intends to operate River Bend safely with -

the funds made available to it and, if such funds are not available to operate
River Bend safely, that it will safely shut down and maintain the facility in
accordance with the plant's operating procedures and technical specifications.
GSU Motion at 10.

A major portion of the GSU Motion is given to the assertion that the
NRC's oversight and enforcement powers over the safe operation of River
Bend, including those that could theoretically arise from financial difficulties,
ensure that River Bend will be safely operated by EOI. Moreover, according to
GSU, even if the dire circumstances predicted by Cajun were to occur, the only
experience the Commission has with bankrupt commercial light-water nuclear
reactor power plants is that they are safely operated under the jurisdiction of

2 Cajun I.lectnc Power Cooperatne. Inc 's Answer in oppouuon to Gulf States Utihnes Company's Monon for
sumnury Disposinon dan 2.1.1999 thereafter Cajun Aiawer to GSU Monon)
' Altht.ivits of John M Gnthn and Werner T. Ullnch
d NRC Staff's Resp <mse m support of G5U's Monon for Summary Dispounun (Jan 21.199h (Staff Respcmse
to GsU Monon)
'Caiun Anmer in opposmon to NRC staff Respome m Support of GNU's Monon for Summary Dispouuun
(1 eb 6.1995) thereafter Cajun Answer to Sialf's Response)
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the bankruptcy court and that the funds necessary for safe operation would be
made available through that court. Id. at 21-35.

In support of its Motion, GSU attaches six statements about which it says no
material disagreement exists:

L The River Bend Operatmg Agreenwnt, pursuant to which Entergy Operations
operates River Bend. runs between Entergy Operations and Gulf States only.

2. Under the Operatmg Agreement, Entergy Operauons looks only to Gulf States for
the f:inds needed to operate River Bend.

3 Gulf States faces the potential for adverse financial conditions as a result of the
htigation mitiated by Cajun and Texas regulatory procedures.

4. The NRC Staff has etanuned the financial quahfications of Entergy Operanons and
Gulf States and has found them to be collectively financially quahfied.

5. In every instance in which the owner of a comnwrcial light water nuctear power
plant has gone into bankruptcy, adequate funds were made available through the
bankruptcy coun to safely operate the facihty.

6. Entergy Operatwns intends to safely operate Rner Bend wittun the requirements
of the Operating License as long as funA are available for that purpose, and m
the event such funds are not available, K.<er Bend will be safely shut down and
matntamed in a ofe condition.

GSU Statement of Undisputed Facts at 12.
The NRC Staff's Response agrees that any potential financial difficulties

GSU may face from civil litigation would not pose a threat to the public health
and safety, even if GSU were to declare bankruptcy. The ftaff argues that its
inspection and enforcement processes will ensure safe operations at the plant
regardless of the level of funding. Moreover, the Staff asserts that it would be
involved in any bankruptcy proceeding involving River Bend and that bankruptcy
courts themselves have held the protection of the public's health and safety to
be an important interest in a bankruptcy proceeding. Thus, according to the
Staff, the mere fact that GSU faces bankruptcy does not indicate that the River l

lBend facility could not be operated safely,
in contesting GSU's Motion Cajun asserts that important material facts are m |

dispute that prevent the granting of summary disposition. Its primary argument ),

is that statements in the affidavits of Cajun's two expert witnesses, Werner T. I

Ullrich and John M. Griffin, establish that there are disputed material issues |

Iof fact regarding the safe operation of River Bend in the event of insuffi icnt
fundinF. In their affidavits, these individuals assert that a lack of funding
will reduce safety at River Bend by impairing: (1) safe performance during
operation; (2) safe shutdown; and (3) adequate decommissioning once shutdown
is achieved. Cajun Answer to GSU Motion at 24-32. Cajun contends that the j
statements of these experts directly contradict GSU's Statement of Facts that j

'
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health and safety would not be jeopardized if there are insufficient funds to
operate River Bend.

Citing to National Association of Government Employees v. Campbell. 593
F.2d 1023,1027 (D.C. Cir.1978), Cajun further states that summary disposition
cannot be gramed because GSU's Statement of Facts does not include all
necessary material facts in dispute in this proceeding. Cajun contends that, as a
matter oflaw, summary disposition is not appropriate when an adequate factual
basis is not provided by the moving party for the trier of facts to conclude that
no material facts are in dispute. According to Cajun, the GSU Statement of
Facts fails to include facts establishing: (1) that River Bend will be adequately
funded to continue safe operation in the event of an adverse determination in
the River Bend litigation; (2) that a bankruptcy court would be obligated to
provide sufficient funding to allow EOI to meet the terms of the River Bend
license;(3) that there will be sufficient funding for River Bend's safe shutdown
and storage if funding becomes insufficient for continued operation; and (4)
that sufficient funding for decommissioning will be available in the event of
an adverse determination in the River Bend litigation. Cajun Answer to GSU
Motion at 10-14, 35-36.

Cajun also advances a legal and policy argument v. summary disposition
should not be granted. It contends that summary asposition should not
be sanctioned when, as is the case here, important health and safety issues
associated with the operation of nuclear power plants are at stake. Citing Public
Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-90-44,
32 NRC 433,437 (1990). Cajun Answer to GSU at 37-13.

In addressing the Staff's Response, Cajun asserts that the Staff is short-
sighted in its support f' GSU. In rebuttal of Staff's arguments, Cajun makes
five assertions. First, it asserts that the obligation for a nuclear facility to stop |

operating when necessary funds are unavailable does not excuse an applicant ;

from meeting financial qualification requirements under 10 C.F.R. 6 50.33(f) and !
section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Second, the Staff's inspection :

and oversight process is not sufficient to ensure that inadequate funding will not |
affect safe operations. Third, Stalf has failed to establish that no genuine issue
exists with respect to the funding of River Bend Operation in the event of a
GSU bankruptcy. Fourth, Staff's reliance on the electric utility exception to the
financial qualification rule is misplaced because EOI is not an electric utility,
and fifth, Staff ignores the significant concerns the Commission has had in the
past regarding potential licensee bankruptcy.

I
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STANDARDS FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION

Summary disposition is appropriate where, based on the filings, depositions,
answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the statements
of the parties and the affidavits, if any, there is no genuine issue of material
fact and the movant has demonstrated that it is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law. 10 C.F.R. 5 2.749(d); see also Advanced Afedical Systems, Inc. (One
Factory Row, Geneva, Ohio 44N 1), CLI-93-22,38 NRC 98,102 (1993) (AAfS).
he movant seeking summary disposition has the burden of demonstrating the

atisence 'of any Fenuine issue of material fact. Id. The evidence submitted by
the movant must be construed in favor of the party opposing the motion, and
that party receives the benefit of any favorable inference. Sequoyah fuels Corp.
(Gore, Oklahoma Site Decontamination and Decommissioning Funding), LBP-
9417,39 NRC 359,361 (1994). Yet a party opposing the motion may not rely
on a simple denial of material facts stated by the movant, but must set forth
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue.10 C.F.R. % 2.749(b); AAfS,
38 NRC at 102.

Summary disposition is favored by the Commission as "an efficacious means
of avoiding unnecessary and possibly time-consuming hearings on demonstrably
insubstantial issues." Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant,
Unit 1), ALAB-696,16 NRC 1245,1263 (1982) (citation omitted). See also
Statement of Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings, CLl-8|-8, l3 NRC'

452,457 (1981). However, in an operating license proceeding, w here significant,

' health and safety or environmental issues may be involved, a licensing board
should only grant summary disposition if it is convinced that the public health
and safety and environment will be satisfactorily protected. SeabrooA, LBP-90-
44,32 NRC at 437, citing Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. (William H. Zimmer
Nuclear Station) LBP-812,13 NRC 36,40-41 (1981). Even if no party opposes |

a motion for summary disposition, the movant's filing must still establish the )
absence of a disputed material fact. Cleveland Electric //luminating Co. (Perry
Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-443,6 NRC 741,753-54 (1977).

DISCUSSION

Reduced to its simplest terms, the central issue in this proceeding is whether
underfunding of River Bend, which may result from ongoing litigation and
regulatory proceedings invohing the River Bend facility, can adversely affect
safety at the facility. GSU concedes, for purposes of this motion, that it will
be the only source of funds for operating River Bend and that its ability to |

continue with this funding could be jeopardiicd by the River Bend litigation.
llaving made these concessions, however, it claims, as an uncontroverted fact,
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that no safety concern is involved because the facility will be safely shut down
if funds become unavailable. To support the assumption that safety would not
be adve;sely affected, GSU claims that the NRC's oversight and enforcement
power will ensure safe operations during financial hardship. It also claims
that financially troubled reactors have been operated in the past without safety
problems, and that sufficient funds for safe operation of River Bend would be
made available through the bankruptcy courts. In addition, GSU argues that
there is no safety concern because River Bend will be safely shut down if EOI
lacks sufficient funds for its operation. The NRC Staff also adopts most of this
same rationale. See Staff Response at 3-7.

As we have stated, to defeat GSU's motion for summary disposition, Cajun
need only demonstrate that material facts are in dispute, and not that it will
prevail in litigation. In our opinion, the affidavits of Cajun's two expert
witnesses, John M. Griffin and Werner T. Ullrich, demonstrate such factual
disputes.' Their statements, if correct, may be grounds for concluding that
insufficient funding for River Bend could result in: (1) impairment of EOl's
ability to safely operate River Bend; (2) impairment of the safe shutdown of
River Bend after a determination is made that sufficient funding is unavailable to
continue operating; and (3) impairment of safe and adequate decommissioning
once shutdown is achieved. The bases for these assertions are as follows:

1. Factual Disputes Presented by Messrs. Griffin and Ullrich

Impairment of Safe Operations at River Bend Caused by Insufficienta.

Funding

Mr. Ullrich contends that if funding is reduced while River Bend is being op-
erated, its safety performance may be impaired in a number of ways. According
to Mr. Ullrich,

Reduced funding generally resuhs in reduction of the sariable costs that are more easily
controlled by the pl.mt management. In most cases. this impacts administratise and engi-

,

nectmg stathng and wurkload, limits the amount of internal or external services purchased;

'Mr Ullnch is currenity a Semor Manapenrnt Consultant with Umsed Incrgy Services Corporanon, a nanonwide
umgenrnt consulung firm He states that he holds a Bachelor of science degree tu !.lectncal Engineenng from
these. Umversity and has completed a nuclear engmeenng course and graduate level courses in aionue physics,
electncal engmeenng. and advanced mathemanes He has held a sancty of managenent posmons with electne
utshnes includmg Plant Manager for the Peach Hortom nuclear umt. sanous suppen managenrm poubons for
unend Umi 2. and field Semce ManaFer for 'he restart of Brown's i erry Uma .1

Mr Gnf hn n currently Preudem of Umled I.nergy Sersaces Corpwauon He states that he holds a Bachelor of
sewnce Ikgree in Naval Science from the Umted states Nasal Academy He has been a neneer of the Board of
IM iors of the Anensan Nuclear briety and the insutute of Nuclear operatwns Nananal Nuticar Accredismg
Board He has held posiuons as the Assistant Manager of Nuclear operanons for the New York Power Authonty,
Manager of Nuclear operanons for Arkamas Nuclear Umt 1. and start-Up Manager for the Hrunswick Nuclear
Umts

i

1
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and extends time schedules for implementation or completion of costly correctne acton.
nuandated NRC study programs, and discretionary preventive and corrective maintenance. It
may also impact discretionary trainmg for the plant staff. When O&M budgets are reduced.
staff workload typically increases because purchased service such as engincenng suppon and
vendor support is curtailed.

Reductmn of O&M fundmg also stimulates middle management to look for departmental
actmues that can be elmunated or curtaded without immediate detnmental effect .
Reductmn of staffmg in these groups has the potential for decreasing the effectiveness of
training and quahty oversight and transfernng more of the workload no other groups that
are more directly involved in the day-to-day operation of the facihty. Typically, when a
utihty is forced to reduce O&M budgets, capital budgets are also reduced. This means that
only the most imponant modifications mandated by the NRC or required for continued ptant
operation are funded. engineered and installed.

Ullrich Affidavit at 3.
Mr. Ullrich goes on to assert that River Bend's safety performance has been

deficient and that additional funding is necessary for improvement. lie states that
once a plant's safety performance has declined, significantly increased funding
is required to re-establish the plant's safety performance to an acceptable level.
A declining safety performance, according to him, will increase the potential
for a plant to experience a significant safety event. lie estimates that the Long
Term Performance Plans (LTPP) for River Bend being initiated by EOl will
require additional funding, at least in the near term, to maintain safety. Id. at 2,
5-7.

Mr. Griffin, like Mr. Ullrich, believes that the overall cost of operation and
maintenance of River Bend will be elevated at least in the near term. lie also
agrees with Mr. Ullrich that there is significant potential at River Bend for
reduced funding which could substantially impact River Bend's operations and
its long-term safety performance. Griffin Affidavit at 3-4.

b. Impairment of Safe Shutdown at River Bend Caused by
Insufficient Funding

Mr. Griffin contends that River Bend cannot be shut down and maintained in
a safe condition without significant funding. lie estimates that the facility will |

require from $90 million to $110 million for the first 2 years to be maintained in
a safe shutdown condition. Then, when the facility receives a Possession Only
License, an additional $20 million to $30 million annually will be needed to
protect spent fuel and control radioactivity. Id. at 4-5.

Mr. Ullrich agrees that safe shutdown will require substantial funding which
GSU may not be able to provide. lie claims that if insufficient funding forces
River Bend to close EOI will still be required to pay maintenance, testing,

,
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training, programs, and O&M costs during shutdown. However, at the same time
it is incurring these expenses, River Bend will no longer be generating revenue
from its operations. Mr. Ullrich estimates that a plant that is permanently shut
down on short notice could spend about $100 million prior to receipt of its
Possession Only License. Ullrich Affidaut at 6-7.

c. Impairment of Safe and Adequate Decommissioning at River Bend by
Insufficient Funding

Mr. Ullrich claims EO! may not be able to provide long-term funding
to support River Bend's decommissioning. He explains that River Bend's
decommissioning deficit will be made greater because reactor decommissioning
costs for electric utilities are now higher than original estimates, caused in part
by a lack of permanent high-level and low-level waste storage facilities. He
contends that the total decommissioning costs for River Bend will be at least
$20 million per year for about 30 years, which is considerably higher than the
$382 million originally estimated by GSU. Id.

2. Analysis of Cajun's Disputed Facts

The assertions by Messrs. Ullrich and Griffin that insufficient funding may
adscrsely affect safe operations, shutdown, and decommissioning of River Bend
directly contradict GSU's Statement of Fact Number 6 that River Bend will be
operated safely and will be safely shut down and maintained in a safe condition
in the event suf6cient funds become unavailable. The conflicting assertions
clearly establish a dispute over material facts regarding Contention 2. What
remains is to examine the rationale for GSU's Statement of Fact Number 6 and
to determine whether it is sufficient to compel a finding in favor of the summary
disposition motion despite the contradicting factual assertions of Messrs. Ullrich
and Griffin.

Briefly statcd, GSU's rationale for contending that River Bend will be safely
operated, shut down, and maintained during adverse financial conditions is that:
(1) NRC oversight and inspection will ensure safety; (2) financially troubled
reactors have been operated safely in the past; (3) sufficient funding for safety
will be supplied by bankruptcy courts, and (4) there is no safety concern
because River Bend will be safely shut down if EOl lacks sufficient funds for
its operation. We deal with each of these rationales in tuin.
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a. GSU's Assertion That NRC Oversight and Inspection Will Ensure Safe |
Operation During Financial Hardship |

GSU contends that the NRC's reactor inspection program, combined with '

the input of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, enables the NRC Staff to
ensure that its rules and regulations are being met and that the River Bend facility
will be operated in accordance with all NRC requirements. GSU reasons that .

,

these Staff resources enable the Staff to ensure that River Bend will be safely I>

operated or safely shut down even if the unit experiences financial difficulties.
GSU Motion at 22-28. Cajun responds that Staff oversight and inspection !
programs are not sufficient to ensure safety. It points out that if these programs |
were enough, Congress and the Commission would not have required applicants
to furnish assurance of obtaining funds necessary to cover estimated operation
costs for the period of their licenses. Cajun Answer to GSU at 13-14; Answer-

to Staff at 8-9.,

The Board agrees with GSU and Staff that Staff enforcement programs are
vitally important in ensuring the safety of a nuclear facility. However, such
programs will not always ensure that safety problems would not occur. Indeed,
it is a fundamental principle of NRC regulation of civilian nuclear reactors
that responsibility for safe facility operation rests primarily in the licensee and
not the Staff. Moreover, as stated by Cajun, the financial qualification rule
is indicative that Congress and the Commission wished to rely on more than
just Staff oversight and inspection in ensuring that a nuclear facility will hase
sufficient funding. |

The question of whether Staff oversight and inspection will ensure safety I

at River Bend involves factual issues that should not be resolved by summary j
disposition. Although GSU may wish to rely heavily on the existence of such i

programs in ultimately proving its case regarding Contention 2, these programs I

will not support the grant of its present motion.

b. GSU's Assertion That Financially Troubled Reactors Have Been Operated
Safely in the Past

,

GSU cites experiences at the Seabrook and Palo Verde nuclear reactors for
the proposition that River Bend's financial difficulties will not impair health*

and safety. As GSU points out, the NRC had allowed those facilities to operate
while the owner (s) were in Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Cajun responds that GSU
should not be allowed to rely on the experience of Palo Verde and Seabrook
reactors since their situations may differ from River Bend's. It points out in this I

|
'

1
I

"
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regard that those reactors did not have to experience plant shutdown.7 Cajun also
emphasizes that GSU's rationale does not address the material issue of funding
for shutdown or decommissioning. Cajun Response to GSU at 11-12, 15.

Aside from listing the Palo Verde and Seabrook bankruptcies, GSU has
supplied very little information concerning the situations of the owners and
operators of those utilities or the underlying situations involving the reactors.
Certainly, the treatment at those facilities was dependent, at least in part, on the
factual situations involved for each. Because there is insufficient information
here for us to make meaningful comparisons on which to base summary
disposition, GSU has failed to carry its burden of establishing all material
facts. National Association of Government Employees v. Campbell. 593 F.2d
1023,1027 (D.C. Cir.1978). Moreover, comparing those situations with River
Bend could involve factual disputes for which summary disposition would be
inappropriate.

c. GSU's Assertion That Sufficient Funding for Safety Will Be Supplied by
Bankruptcy Courts

GSU and Staff contend that if GSU is forced to declare bankruptcy, a
bankruptcy court will ensure that River Bend receives sufficient funding to
ensure safety. For support, they cite various bankruptcy regulations and court
cases which they contend establish that bankruptcy courts will protect the public
interest. GSU Motion at 29-31; Staff Response in Support of GSU at 6-7.
Cajun's primary argument in opposition to summary disposition is that GSU has

.

|not supplied enough information to establish that a bankruptcy court would or
could supply sufficient funding to safely operate, shut down, and decommission
River Bend. Cajun Answer to GSU at 11, 15-16. Cajun also attempts to
discredit reliance on bankruptcy courts by citing past Staff and Commission
concerns about the bankruptcy process. Cajun's Response to Staff at 10-12.8

Based on the record before us, the Board concludes that the question of
w hether bankruptcy courts will adequately fund nuclear facilities to ensure safety
is a disputed factual question for which summary disposition is inappropriate.

7 The floard also notes that fw Palo Verde. [.1 Pam Natural Gas mas neither the operator not a pnncipal owner
of the Palo Ve Je uruts
a Ior example. Calun cites the lustory of 10 C F R I 50 54tec)requmng heensees to noufy Regional Adnumstrators
followmg peunons for bankrupie) Accorthng to Cajun, the Comnussion, in promulgatmg the nouheahon
requirenrms for this regulanon. was concerned that "a hcensee who is expenencmg severe econonne hardship
may rmt be capable of carrying out beenwd activmes in a manner that protects pubhc heaith and safety" and
that "hnancial difhculues also can resuh |from bankruptcy) in problems affectmg the beensce's waste disposal
acavmes"(51 ied Reg 22,531 (19MN Cajun also cues a statemem m a St CY paper for Proposed RulemakmF
on the Potennal Impact on $afety of Power Reactor tjeensee ownership ArranFenwnts in that paper, Start
reported to the Comnussion that "it is not clear how the Bankruptcy Court mill treat |1.1 Paso's) operanonal and
decomnnstomng obhganons us a-ns obhganons to other credHors . ' (St CY-93-075 at 3 (Mar 24.19910
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Even if, as a matter of law, bankruptcy courts are leg.dly required to favor a
non-utility licensee operator of a nuclear reactor over a utility's other creditors,
a principle that has not been established by the pleadings in this proceeding,
factual questions would exist about whether sufficient funds would be available
to the courts for necessary reactor expenses.

d. GSU's Assertion That There is No Safety Concern Because
River Hend Will Re Safely Shut Down if E01lxcks Sufficient
Funds for its Operation

GSU and the Staff assert that no link exists between the financial qualifica-
tions of licensees and the safety of the nuclear reactors they operate. They base
this assertion on the exemption in 10 C.F.R. 5 50.33(f) excusing electric utilities
from financial qualification requirements at the operating license stage. In al-
lowing that exemption, the Commission employed the rationale that an electric
utility will safely operate and then shut down a nuclear reactor if funds be-
come insufficient. According to the Commission, this safety will be ensured by
funding that a regulated utility can obtain through their regulator's ratemaking
process. 49 Fed. Reg. 35,747, 35,749 (Sept.12,1984); GSU Motion at 32-33;
Staff Response at 4-5.

GSU previously made this same " safe shutdown" claim at the intervention
phase of this proceeding. What GSU wanted then, and requests now,is that EOI
be treated in the same way as an electric utility is treated under the Commission's
financial qualifications rule so that it can be presumed that a lack of EOI funding
will not adversely affect River Bend's safety. In the alternative. GSU appears
to be asking that its financial qualifications, and not EOI's, be an issue in this i

proceeding. In either case, what GSU requests is that EOl be exempted from !
the Commission's financial qualifications rule.

The Board and the Commission rejected these GSU arguments at the inter-
vention stage. As the Board then stated, section 50.33(f) requires applicants
for operating licenses to demonstrate that they possess reasonable assurance of
obtaining funds necessary to cover estimated operation costs for the period of
the licenses. Although electric utilities were exempted (with certain exceptions)
in 1984 from these financial disclosure requirements, the Board found that this
exemption does not apply to EOl because EOI is not an electric utility as de-
fined by 10 C.F.R. 5 2.4 (1994). LBP-94-3, 39 NRC at 39,42. Therefore, we
concluded in this earlier decision that EOl is bound by section 50.33(f) and
that a " safe shutdown" presumption for River Bend is not appropriate. Id. On
appeal, the Commission also declared that:

We cannot accept GSU's conclunon that "[tjhc fmancial quahncanon of EOl is not al
nsue in this pniccedmg " GSU Appeal linef at 32-33 Our regulanons make EOl's hnancial
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quahficauon an issue. See p. 48 supra G5U4 arguments simply fad to recognize that EO!
as the new operator is subject to the financial quahfications rule, and that the rehabihty of
fundmg for Rsver flenJ's operations has been placed into question. Cajun's contention and
its bases bear directly on whether the Corrunission's regtdations are satished.

CLI-94-10,40 NRC at 52.
Safety considerations are the heart of the financial qualifications rule. Both

the Commission's and Board's intervention decisions stressed that non-utility
'

applicants for operating licenses must be required to demonstrate adequate fi-
nancial qualifications before operating a facility. He Board reasoned that insuf-
licient funding could cause licensees to cut corners on operating or maintenance
expenses and that even during shutdown there are accident risks associated with;

; a nuclear reactor. LBP-94-3,39 NRC at 39. De Commission decision likewise
stated that:

Commission regulanons recognize that underfunding can affect plant safety. Under
10 C F R. | $0.33(O(2). apphcants - with the exception of electric utshties - heeling
to operate a facihty must demonstrate that they possess or have reasonable assurance of

' obtaming the funds necessary to cover estimated operation costs for the penod of the bcense.
Behind the fmancial quahfications rule is a safety rationale. In drafting the original financial
quahfications rule (which did not exempt utihties), the Atomic Energy Commission "'must
base intuitively concluded that a heensee in financially straitened circumstance would be
under more pressure to comnut safety violations or take safety "shoncut.;" than one in good
financial shape '" [ Citation onutted).

CLI-94-lo,40 NRC at 48.
GSU and Staff now would have us ignore these safety considerations, either

by allowing EOl an exemption from the rule or by looking only to GSU's
financial status and not to EOl's. We cannot do so. This Board is not authorized
to grant exemptions to NRC regulations or to acquiesce in arguments that would,

result ii. circumvention of those regulations. Even if we had this authority,'

we would not grant exemptions when important safety considerations are at
stake such as those anderlying the financial qualifications rule. Nor would we
summarily grant an exemption where, as here, expert witnesses disagree about
the safety effects.

* Under these circumstances, EOI is not entitled to the " safe shutdown"
'

presumption granted to electric utilities in section 50.33(f). Because EOI is
not an electric utility, GSU cannot invoke the regulatory presumption that River
Bend be operated safety and then safely shut down in the event that it does not
receive sufficient funding. GSU's Summary Disposition Motion regarding this

d request therefore, must be denied.
1

1

1
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CONCLUSION

For all the foregoing reasons, we find that material issues of disputed fact
have been presented by Cajun as to whether River Bend will be safely operated,
shut down, and maintained during adverse financial conditions. Accordingly,
GSU's Motion for Summary Disposition for Contention 2 is denied.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dr. Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dr. Peter S. L,am

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
June 15,1995
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in the Matter of Docket No. lA 94-017

(ASLBP No. 95-705-03-EA)

DANIEL J. McCOOL
(Order Prohibiting involvement in

NRC-Licensed Activities) June 23,1995

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Dismissing Proceeding)

In an October 25, 1994 hearing petition, Daniel J. McCool requested that
this proceeding be convened to permit him to challenge an August 26.1994
immediately effective order of the NRC Staff. The basis for the order was
alleged misconduct by Mr. McCool involving NRC-licensed activities while he
was president of the American Inspection Company. Inc. (AMSPEC). Among
other things, that order (1) prohibits Mr. McCool from engaging in any NRC- ,

licensed activities for a period of five years from the date of the order, and (2) i

requires that for a period of five years thereafter Mr. McCool must notify the
,

agency within twenty days of accepting any employment offer involving NRC- !

licensed activities or otherwise becoming involved in such activities. See 59
Fed. Reg. 46.676. 46,677 (1994).

'Dic question now before the Board is whether we should dismiss this
.

proceeding because of Mr. McCool's failure to prosecute this case in a timely I

|

|
'
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manner. Ihr the reasons set forth below, we conclude that this action should be

terminated.
As part of his initial filings requesting a hearing, Mr. McCool indicated that

he preferred that the start of the adjudicatory process be delayed until after
March 15,1995. He contended that this date was significant because it was the
day of his scheduled release from the Federal Prison Camp in Pensacola, Florida,
where he was serving a sentence for two Atomic Energy Act felony convictions
relating to his activities as AMSPEC president. As grounds for delaying the

i proceeding until his release, he cited the dif ficulty while incarcerated of meeting
2 with his counsel to discuss the Staff's order.

By memorandum and order issued December I,1994, we directed Mr.
McCool to submit a pleading addressing more fully why he wanted to delay
the start of the hearing process until after his release from prison and provided
the Staff with an opportunity to respond to his filing. In a December 17.1994

l pleading, he reiterated that he anticipated extreme difficulty in preparing his
case while in prison because he would not have ready access to his lawyer. In
response, the Staff stated that it did not oppose Mr. McCool's request to delay
the proceeding.

On January 9,1995, we granted Mr. McCool's request for a delay, with
several caveats.' We directed that by April 3,1995, Mr. McCool should submit a
filing providing a mailing address w here pleadings and orders can be served upon
him; a daytime telephone number where he can be reached; and, if available,
a telephone number where he can receive facsimile transmissions. We also
directed Mr. McCool to advise us promptly of any change in his release date.

April 3 came and went, but Mr. McCool neither supplied the information
requested in our January 9 issuance nor contacted the Board to obtain a further

'

delay in the proceeding. Therefore, on May 4,1995, we issued a memorandum
;

and order directing that Mr. McCool show cause why this proceeding should
not be dismissed because of his failure to prosecute his case. In that order,

I we directed that by June 5,1995, Mr. McCool should provide the Board with

'

the information requested in our January 9 issuance as well as an explanation
of why this proceeding should not be dismissed given his failure to follow the
Board's earlier directive. In addition, we advised Mr. McCool that failing to
respond to this Board request coulJ lead to the summary dismissal of his case.
Finally, in an effort to ensure that Mr. McCool received our show cause order,
we asked that the Office of the Secretary contact Staff counsel to obtain other

,

I Notwithstan.hng his scenunF reham e upon his IAk of attess to counwl as a baus for delaying this proceedmg,
in his larcember 17 hhng Mr McCmd indicated that he antendrd to represeni himself in this proceeding in our
January 9 muance me asked that in has next hhng Mr McCool clanfy whether he intended to retam coumel to

;
represeni him in this prucceding Wah our danuwal of this proceedmy, his answer to that questmn no kmger is
of any moment

j
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addresses where Mr. McCool might be found and that the Secretary serve the
Board's order at those locations as well.

As before, Mr. McCool has not responded by the filing date established by
the Board. Because Mr. McCool now has failed on several occasions to provide
information that is important to his continut d participation in this proceeding, we
can only conclude that he now longer wishes to contest the Staff's August 1994
enforcement order in this litigation. Accordingly, we dismiss this proceeding.

_

Ibr the foregoing reasons, it is, this twenty third day of June 1995, OR-
DERED that

1. In accordance with the terms of the Board's May 4,1995 order to show
cause, this proceeding is dismissed because of petitioner McCool's failure to
prosecute this action.

2. The Office of the Secretary shall serve this memorandure and order on
Mr. McCool at all the addresses it used for service of the Board's May 4,1995
memorandum and order.:

Tile ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

G. Paul Bollwerk,111, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry R. Kline
ADMINISTRATIVI! JUDGE

Peter S. Lam
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville. Maryland
June 23,1995

2 A 6'opy of thn nrrruwandum and order as bemp setn this date to Staff counwl by I-nuul transmimon through
the ageng 's mule area rrrmork system

I
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SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION
and GENERAL ATOMICS

'

(Gore, Oklahoma Site Decontamination
and Decommissioning Funding) June 30,1995

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Denying General Atomics' Motion Regarding
NRC Staff " Reliance" Issues and Establishing

Schedule for Hifurcated Issue of Agency Jurisdiction)

As part of this proceeding ragarding an October 15, 1993 NRC Staff
enforcement order concerning the adequacy of decommissioning funding for
the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC) Gore, Oklahoma uranium hexafloride
facility, petitioner General Atomics (GA) has submitted a filing raising questions
about the validity of certain bases cited by the Staff in support of its order.
Specifically, by motion filed June 6,1995, GA has requested various forms of
relief relating to Staff claims in the October 1993 order about purported reliance
by the Commission or other agency officials on statements by GA Chairman J.
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Neal Blue concerning decommissioning funding for the SFC Gore facility. The
NRC Staff and Intervenors Native Americans for a Clean Environment (NACE)
and the Cherokee Nation oppose GA's requests for relief.

Ibr the reasons that follow, we deny GA's motion in roto. In addition,
we bifurcate the jurisdictional issue of the agency's authority to subject GA
to the decommissioning funding requirements set forth in the Staff's October
1993 enforcement order and establish a schedule for discovery and summary
disposition motions relating to that issue.

I. IIACKGROUND

'Ihe genesis of the dispute now before the Board is a portion of our April 1995
decision in I.BP-95-5, 41 NRC 253, 272 (1995), that established a discovery
completion date of July 31, 1995. In response to that deadline, on April 28,
1995, GA counsel sent a letter to the Board Chairman in which he expressed
the opinion that it was unlikely discovery could be completed by the end of
July, in part because GA intended to take discovery from each of the NRC
Commissioners. *lhis letter, in turn, prompted the Board on May 15,1995, to
hold a telephone conference with the parties, including petitioners GA and SFC,
the Staff, and Intervenors NACE and the Cherokee Nation, to discuss discovery
scheduling. Based on the parties' presentations during that conference, we asked
them to confer and attempt to reach agreement on whether it would be more
efficient to conduct discovery on, and then have the Board undertake to resolve,
the issue of the agency's regulatory " jurisdiction" over petitioner GA before
going forward with discovery and any evidentiary hearing on the other issues in
this proceeding. See Tr. 243-45.

Subsequently, in letters to the Board dated May 17 and 19,1995, the parties
made it clear that they were unable to reach an agreement regarding bifurcation.
The Staff and Intervenors NACE and the Cherokee Nation generally favored
bifurcation, while GA and SFC opposed it. From the May 15 telephone
conference and the parties' letters, a major point of contention appeared to be
the exact nature of the Staff's theory of regulatory jurisdiction, i

'

In this regard, in the October 1993 enforcement order that is the focus of
this litigation, the Staff made the following statements relative to the agency's
regulatory jurisdiction over GA:

Although at the ume of the purchase (of the Gore, Oklahoma uramum hexallonde facihty) G A
may have refused to guarantee SICS obhganon to decontanunate the facihty, GA's acuens
m control user the day-to-day operations and busmess of SIC, and GA's representanons
of haancial guarantees desenbed above, on which the Commissum has rehrd, make GA
responuble, along with SIC to sausfy tir NRC hnancial assurance requirements
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After review of the responses to the Dernands for Inforrnauor the NRC staff finds that
there is no basis to change its conclusion that the degree of GA's control over the business of
STC and Mr.151ue's ry,r sentations of financial assurance, on which the Commisswn rehed,c

naLe GA responsible, along with SIC, for satisfying NRC financial assurance requirements.

58 Fed. Reg. 55,087,55,091 (1993)(emphasis supplied). In an attachment to a
January 13,1994 memorandum discussing the agenda for our initial prehearing
conference, we suFgested that frun these and other statements in the order, the
Staff appeared to be basing regulatiey jurisdiction upon one or more of three
theories: (1) GA is a defacto licensee; (2) GA is a " person otherwise subject
to the jurisdiction of the Commission" in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 62.202
and 10 C.F.R. Part 2, App. C; and (3) GA has a contractual obligation or legal
duty to SFC or the agerwy flowing from, among other things, the Commission's
purported reliance upon representations made by GA. See Memorandum (Posing
Matters for Consideration at Prehearing Conference) (Jan. 13,1994), attach. at
3-4 (unpublished).

Thereafter, during our initial prehearing conference on January 19, 1994,
in response to a Board question about the Staff's jurisdictional theory, Staff
counsel responded that

to the extent that there is conceivably a quasi-contractual rrhance theory, I will say again
that that is not one that the Staff at this time intends to pursue, but I am not sure what need !

be done with the order, the order to the Staff clearly put General Atornics on notice that we
were concerned with the day-to day control of GA as we have alleged over the licensee, and

that that pnncipally is the angle that we were taking.

Tr,109, During our May 15 telephone conference, Staff counsel indicated that
the Staff continues to " stand by" this statement. Tr. 241. But, despite its own
intimation that something might need to be done to the order to reflect this
position, the Staff has not taken any steps to amend or further clarify the order.

Notwithstanding the Staff's representations that a " quasi-contractual reliance"
theory is not a basis for the order, in its May 19 letter to the Board regarding
bifurcation, GA continued to assert that without some Staff action relative to the
order it was unsure about the validity of any " reliance" theory. This, according i

to GA, had important implications for bifurcation of the regulatory jurisdiction !

question. GA contended that if it must still pursue this reliance theory, discovery |
will take substantially longer, which weighs significantly against bifurcation.
See Letter from Stephen M. Duncan to Administrative Judge James P. Gleason,
Chairman, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (May 19,1995) at 2-3. i

I

-By order issued May 23, 1995, we directed the Staff to appear at a May
31, 1995 hearing and show cause why the Board should not declare that the
" reliance" theory set forth in its October 1993 order had been abandoned
such that any legal or factual statements in the order that relate solely to that
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theory would be deemed irrelevant to this proceeding. See Memorandum and
Order (Order to Show Cause) (May 23,1995) at 4 (unpublished). During the
May 31 hearing, the Staff stated that regulatory jurisdiction in this case was
not based upon either theory two or theory three suggested by the Board in
the attachment to its January 13 memorondum, which the Staff described in
shorthand, respectively, as the " wrongdoing" and " quasi-contractual / detrimental
reliance" theories. See Tr. 252. Instead, the Staff asserted that its theory of the
case, which is more along the line of suggested Board jurisdictional theory one
(i.e., GA as a defacfo licensee), was set forth most fully in an April 13,1994
pleading as follows:

1. By reason of GA's 100% ownership of SFC, and its du, t involvement in certain
activities of SFC going beyond the mere exercise of voting control over SFC, GA has
af fected or engaged in matters over which the NRC has subject matter junsdiction, and has
become subject to the NRC's broad authonty to issue the Order to it, which under these
facts constitutes a reascoable. necessary. rational, and lawful exercise of the NRC's broad
authonry granted by Congress to enable tie NRC to fulfill its statutory mandate to protect
health and nunimize danger to hfe or property.<

2. By reason of GA's 100% ownership of SFC, and its direct involvement in certam
activities o' SEC going beyond the mere exercise of voting control over SFC, G A has affected
or engaged in matters over which the NRC has subject matter junsdiction and has become
a de faro licensee, fully subject to the NRC's tegulations and NRC's broad authonty to
issue the Order to it, which under tnese facts constitutes a reasonable, necessary, rational,

J and lawful exercise of the NRC's broad authonty Franted by Congress to enable the NRC
to fulfill its statutory mandate to protect health and mimmire danger to life or property.

3. By reason of GA's 100% ownership of SFC, and its direct involvement in certam'

actmties of SFC oing beyond the mere exercise of sotmg control over SFC, GA has affectedF

or engaFed m matters over w,uch the NRC has subject matter junsdiction. and has becone
subject to the NRC's broad authoney to issue the Order to it. u hich under these facts, coupled
with GA's voluntary comnutment to guarantee hnancially the decommissiomng fundmg for
cleanup of the SFC siic, constitutes a reasonable, necessary, rational, and lawful exercise
of the NRC's bmad authonty granted by Congress to enabf: the NRC to fulfill its statutory
snandale to protect health and numnuze danger to hfe or property.

Tr. 254-56 (quoting NRC Staff's Answer in Opposition to General Atomics * |
Motion for Summary Disposition or for an Order of Dismissal ( Apr. 13.1994) I

,

at 26-27).
Further, in response to Board questions concerning the significance of the

wording in the October 1993 crder, referencing GA representation; of financial
assurance "on which the Commission relied," the Staff explained that this
phrasing was not intended to pose a theory of regulatory jurisdiction (or
GA liability) that depends upon actual reliance by the Commission or any
other agency employee on such commitments. According to the Staff, those
commitments potentially are relevant in two contexts: first, as one of the indicia
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that GA had the requisite degree of control over SFC to establish that GA is
subject to the agency's authority, perhaps as a defacto licensee; and second, as a
discrete factor that, when considered in conjunction with circurnstances showing
GA control of SFC, establishes GA is subject to the agency's authority. See Tr.
256-57, 278 81.

'Ihe Staff also asserted that an important step in establishing the relevance
of those commitments is to show they were material to the agency in that there
was regulatory reliance on tne commitments. To demonstrate such reliance,
however, the Staff maintained it is not accessary to show " actual" reliance on the
commitments by individual Commissioners or other agency personnel. Instead,
drawing an analogy to the Commission's decisions on the nature of " material
false statements" in Randall C. Orem. D.O., CLI-93-14, 37 NRC 423 (1993),
and Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units I and 2),
CLI-76-22,4 NRC 480 (l976), aff'd sub nom. Virginia Electric and Power Co.
v. NRC,571 F.2d 1289 (4th Cir.1978), the Staff declared that the materiality of
the commitments is a question of law that requires a Board determination about,

'

whether the circumstances involved support the conclusion that a reasonable
agency decisionmaker would take the commitment into account in doing his or
her job. See Tr. 257-60, 281-82. As a consequence, the Staff declared that GA's
concerns about having to pursue extensive discovery of Commission members
and agency officials to contest any Staff " reliance" theory was groundless and

! so did not weigh against bifurcation of the jurisdictional issue. See Tr. 261.
'

In response, GA asserted that given the impact on GA's dealings with
financial institutions and other business entities of the Staff's allegations about
commitments purportedly made by GA Chairman Blue and agency reliance on
those commitments, it was unjust and unfair now to permit the Staff to disavow
reliance on those allegations without amending the October 1993 order. GA
arFued that all allegations about reliance and statements by Chairman Blue
should be stricken from the record and that discovery should proceed on all
remaining Staff claims without bifurcation of the jurisdictional issue. See Tr.

,

262-64, 291. SFC supported GA's position. See Tr. 276-77. For their part,
Intervenors NACE and the Cherokee Nation agreed with the Staff's substantive
position regarding reliance, but now expressed skepticism that bifurcation would
be efficient given that the Staff's position obviated GA's supposed need for
extensive discovery regarding agency reliance. See Tr. 287-89.

At the conclusion of the hearing, the Board requested ' hat GA put its request4

to strike portions of the October 1993 order in writing. See Tr. 292-93. GA
did so in the June 6,1995 tnotion now pending before the Board. In addition,
GA requests summary disposition in its favor on all issues and claims in the
October 1993 order that relate to any purported reliance by NRC officials on
any statements or representations of GA Chairman Blue. Further, GA asks that
the Board limit the Staff's theories of liability to only the first two of the three
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theories specified by the Staff in its April 1994 opposition to GA's motion for |
summary disposition and reiterated during the May 31 hearing. See [GA's] I

Motion for Summary Disposition, to Strike Language from the October 15. ;

1993 Order, and to Limit Issues in the Proceeding (June 6,1995) [ hereinafter
GA Reliance Motion]. Both the Staff and Intervenors NACE and the Cherokee

,

|

Nation oppose all aspects of GA's motion. See NRC Staff's Answer to [GA's]
Motion for Summary Disposition, to Strike Language from the October 15,1993

,

'

Order and to Limit Issues in the Proceeding (June 12,1995) [ hereinafter Staff
Reliance Response]; [NACE's) and Cherokee Nation's Opposition to [GA's)
Motion for Summary Disposition, to Strike Language from the October 15,
1993 Order, and to Limit Issues in the Proceeding (June 12,1995) [ hereinafter
NACE/ Cherokee Nation Reliance Response].

II. ANALYSIS

In its motion, GA uses the same arguments to justify all three forms of
telief requested. GA begins by asserting that the Staff has conceded that
under the October 1993 order agency regulatory jurisdiction over GA and
GA decommissioning cost liability are not founded upon any quasi-contract,
detrimental reliance theory. See GA Reliance Motion at 2. GA also declares
that the Staf f has recognized that in the order GA is not alleged to have been
involved in any wrongdoing. See id. at 3-4. GA funner contends that the Staff
has acknowledged that it will not attempt to establish GA's liability based upon
any statements made by GA Chairman Blue and relied upon by the Commission,
but instead will use such statements to establish that GA exercised some degree
of control over its subsidiary S!;C. See id. at 4.

GA then declares that, in light of these various Staff concessions, the Board
should both reject any Staff attempt to use the statements in this manner and
strike any reference in the October 1993 order that relates to any statements
or representations made by Chairman Blue. Such Board actior. is justified,
according to GA, because (1) use of the stat: ments is clearly wrong as a matter
of law undsr either (a) the case authority cited by the Staff, or (b) the general
legal concept of " materiality", (2) use of the statements adds nothing to the
case, but rather is so prejudicial to GA as to be inconsistent with any notion of
fundamental fairness in the conduct of this proceeding; and (3) permitting the
statements to be used will significantly and adversely affect the orderly conduct
of this proceeding by prolonging discovery. See id. at 5-12. We address each
of these arguments in turn.
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A. Staff Legal Basis for Using the Statements

GA declares that the North Anna and Orem cases cited by the Staff in
support of its use of the statements are irrelevant because both cases define
the standard for determining in a civil penalty case whether a material false
statement exists. Here, GA maintains, the Staff aheady has stated that it is
not contending Chairman Blue made material false statements. See id. at 6-
7. In addition, equating the term " material" with the term " relevant" used in
Federal Rule of Evidence 401, GA declares that Chairman Blue's statements
cannot be considered relevant (i.e., material) to the factual question of corporate
control because as "[vloluntary, non-binding, true statements" that contained no
directive content instructing its subsidiary SFC, they cannot constitute indicia
of control that would support a determination to " pierce the corporate veil" and

; reach a parent corporation. Id. at 7-9.
In response, both the Staff and the Intervenors maintain that under the three

theories identified by the Staff as the conceptual basis for asserting regulatory
jurisdiction and funding liability vis-a-vis GA, Chairman Blue's statements are
certainly relevant as probative of the relationship between GA and its subsidiary

'
SFC. Both also declare that the North Anna and Orem cases cited by the Staff
provide a framework for determining how the references to " reliance" in the
October 1993 order should be understood in the context of those three theories.
Specifically, the Staff contends that the definition of " material" in these two
cases illustrates its position that in utilizing the statements to support the Staff's
jurisdictional / liability theories, the pertinent question is not whether agency
personnel, including the Co . mission, actually relied on the statements. Instead,
as the analysis in these cases suggests, the issue is whether the Staff is able
to demonstrate reliance as an objectise matter based on the pertinent factual
circumstances. See Staff Reliance Response at 5-6.-

From the various Staff statements before us, it is apparent that any reference
in the October 1993 order to " reliance" on Chairman Blue's statements was not
intended to incorporate a quasi-contractual theory of regulatory jurisdiction and

,

decommissioning funding liability. On the other hand, the Staff has indicated
that agency " reliance" on those statements is a releur.t concern because reliance
is a valid consideration under the second and thirdju isdictional/ liability theories
the Staff has identified. Regarding those theories, h > wever, based on the cursory
GA arguments we have before us currently, wc cannot say that the Staff is
precluded from pursuing either concept because y ency " reliance" on statements"

by GA Chairman Blue forms a basis for each theory. Nor can we grant GA
summary disposition relative to those theories.

For instance, based on what GA has presented thus far, we see no reason
to preclude a Staff argument that statements such as those of Chairman Blue
may be relevant to the issue of control. GA suggests that a parent corporation's
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statement before the agency that supports a subsidiary but does not constitute a
directive to the subsidiary is outside the realm of circumstances that will support
imposing liability on a parent corporation. See GA Reliance Motion at 8-9. Yet,
if parental control can be utilized as a means of establishing agency jurisdic: ion
over a nonlicensee parent, the fact that t parent corporation's statements are
directed to the agency rather than the subsidiary hardly seems dispositive.

GA also has not provided any convincing argument to counter the Staff's
position that one measure of the significance of those statements as an indicia of
control would be their relevance to regulatory decisionmakers, thereby making
agency " reliance" on such a statement a matter " material" to the issue of
control. Moreover, based on what GA has asserted, we do not see that the
Staff's " objective" approach to determining agency " reliance" is inapplicable.
Certainly, the fact that the statements in question are not alleged to be " false"
is not dispositive of the validity of the " objective reliance" approach outlined
in the North Anna and Orem cases. This is particularly so, as the Intervenors
point out, given the judicial authority suggesting that attempts to probe the
actual mental processes of agency decisionmakers generally are disfavored. See
NACE/ Cherokee Nation Reliance Response at 10 (citing, among others, Citi: ens
to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe,401 U.S. 402,420 (l911)).

We thus find no basis in the present motion for rejecting or limiting any of
the Staff's jurisdictional / liability theories as a matter of law because they may
be based on " reliance" on GA Chairman Bluw's statements.

H. Prejudicial Nature of the Statements in the Order

Besides seeking to climinate any Staff jurisdictional / liability based on re-
liance, GA also asserts that the statements in the order regarding Chairman
Blue's statements and agency reliance on those statements should be stricken.
According to GA, because the Staff has admitted that its order is not based on
a quasi-contractual reliance theory, the prejudice that inures to GA from hav-
ing those statements in the order warrants this relief. As GA describes it, the
present wording sf the order prejudices GA's ability to conduct business with
its existing and potential customers, financial institutions, and its vendors and
employees because they will be misled about the nature of the order and the
fact that it is not based on any " wrongdoing" by GA. See GA Reliance Motion
at 10-11. Both the Staff and the Intervenors respond that the nature of any prej-
udice is not clear and, in any event, the statements by Chairman Blue, which
are a matter of public record, are indeed relevant to the jurisdictional / liability
theories that underlie the Staff's order. See Staff Reliance Response at 4-5;
NACE/ Cherokee Nation Reliance Responac at 7-8.

The October 1993 order leaves much ta be desired in terms of providing a
clear explanation how and why Chairman Blue's statements and agency reliance
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on those statements provide a basis for the order. Nonetheless, as we indicated
under section II.A, above, based on the information now bef ore the Board and the

parties, it appears that those statements and the issue of agency reliance on t emh

do have an appropriate place in this litigation, only as evidence relevant to the
issue of corporate control. Evidence concerning any claimed quasi-contractual
liability will not be considered. However, this is not intended to rule adversely
at this time concerning any of the Staff's three theories supporting its claim of-

jurisdiction. Certainly, in light of GA's amorphous claims of prejudice, we find
no basis at present for striking any portion of the October 1993 order.

C. Prolonging Discovery

GA also claims that the Board's general authority to maintain order in and
regulate the course of this proceeding supports striking all portions of the
October 1993 order relating to Chairman Blue's statements and agency reliance
on those statements. According to GA, failure to exercise this authority will
result in prolonged discovery that will have a significant adverse effect on the
proceeding. If those statements remain, GA asserts, it will have to probe the
relevancy of the statements in relation to the issue of its purported control over
SFC, including seeking discovery from the Commission and Staff personnel on
the question of their reliance. See GA Reliance Motion at Il-12. Both the Staff
and Intervenors label this argument a " threat" that is without substance because
the Staff's admission that its jurisdictional / liability theories are not based upon
" reliance in fact" means that such discovery is irrelevant to the proceeding and
so not appropriate. Ser Staff Reliance Response at 6-7; NACE/ Cherokee Nation
Reliance Response at 10.

In our discussion in section II.A, above, we hase indicated that, based on the
information now before us, we see no reason to preclude the Staff from pursuing
its second and third jurisdictional / liability theories notwithstanding the fact that ;

they may be based on an "objectise" reliance theory. The need for discovery |

from individual agency personnel regarding their actual " reliance" that is the )
particular focus of GA's argument thus appears problematic. As such, we sec |

no basis for granting this relief sought by GA. ]
|
I

III. IIIFURCATION |

Ilaving ruled on GA's motion, we are back to the initial question that
prompted its filing: Should the Board bifurcate and decide the issue of agency
regulatory jurisdiction over GA before proceeding to the " merits" of the order
as it relates to the adequacy of SFC decommissioning fundmg? After reviewing
the positions of the parties on this question, we have concluded that, for reasons
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of economy and expedition, the central nature of the jurisdiction issue to this |
proceeding merits separate consideration at this time.

The parties thus should proceed with discovery on the question of the
agency's regulatory authority to impose joint and several liability upon GA for
providing site remediation funding and decommissioning financial assurance.
Discovery and the submission of any additional motions for summary disposition
relating to that issue will be in accordance with the following schedule:

,

Discovery Closes:' Friday, September 15,1995 ;
2Dispositive Motions Due: Friday, October 13,1995

Dispositive Motion Responses Due: Friday, November 17,1995

Dispositive Motion Replies Due: Friday, December 8,1995
i

If the Board finds on the basis of the motions filed that it is unable to grant I

summary disposition on this issue because there are material factual issues in
dispute, it is the Board's intent to convene an evidentiary hearing promptly to
resolve the regulatory jurisdictional issue.

IV. CONCLUSION |

l
'lhe June 6,1995 GA motion provides no basis either for limiting the Staff's ,

'theories of regulatory jurisdiction that are based upon " reliance" by agency
personnel on statements made by GA Chairman Blue or for granting summary
disposition in favor of GA on all issues or claims that relate to such " reliance.'
Nor does that motion provide support sufficient to cause us to strike any portion
of the Staff's October 1993 order relating to Chairman Blue's statements or
representations. We thus deny the motion.

Ihr the foregoing reasons, it is this 30th day of June 1995, ORDERED that
1. The June 6,1995 motion of GA for summary disposition, to strike

language from the October 15,1993 order, and to limit issues in the proceeding
is denied.

2. This proceeding is bifurcated to permit the jurisdiction issue herein to
be resolved initially and separately.

I lo be twely under ttus idedule. a dncowry request nmst oc hied or a deposition rmticed on or before I ndab
Augunt lik 1995
2 %e estabbsh ihn date based on the Staff's prevmus representatmn that at statetids to file a dnpoutive motion
on the issue of gunsdictmn once ducowry on that questmn is completed See Tr 241 If the Staff mient in this
regard shoulJ change. It should notify the Hosud promptly.
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3. 'Ihc parties shall conduct discovery and file any additional motions for
summary disposition on the issue of the agency's regulatory jurisdiction to
imposejoint and several liability upon GA for providing site remediation funding
and decommissioning financial assurance in accordance with the schedule set
forth on p. 487, supra.

Tile ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

James P. Gleason, Chairman

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry R. Kline
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

G. Paul Bollwerk, Ill
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Bethesda, Maryland
June 30,1995
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS

Carl J. Paperiello, Director

in the Matter of Docket No. 70-364

BABCOCK AND WILCOX COMPANY
(Pennsylvania Nuclear Service

Operations, Parks Township,
Pennsylvania) June 26,1995

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards grants in
part two requests for action under 10 C.F.R. I 2.206 (initially raised as concerns
by Citizens' Action for a Safe Environment and the Kiski Valley Coalition to >

Save Our Children in their joint request for an informal hearing pursuant to 10
C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart L) referred, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1205(k)(2), by the
Preciding Officer in the initial Decision, dated January 3,1995.

%e Petitioners, based on a concern about radioactive releases from the
Babcock & Wilcox Company's (B&W) Apollo facility, request the Commission
to test for radioactive contamination in the general vicinity of Kepple Hill and
Riverview in Parks Township. His request has been granted insofar as the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Commission) Staff calculated the potential
airborne uranium concentration and potential contamination of soil, reviewed
the environmental monitoring and aerial radiological survey data, and concluded
that the radioactive releases from the Apollo facility have been within regulatory
limits and have not resulted in concentrations of radioactivity in the soil greater
than the Commission's current release criteria for uranium.

The Petitioners, based on a concern about the past operations of the B&W
Parks Township facility, request the Commission to investigate radiological
contamination on the Farmers Delight Dairy Farm. This request has been granted
insofar as the Commission Staff has reviewed the environmental monitoring data
collected from the area of the Parks Township facility since 1969, as well as soil
samples from the area, and concluded that there has been no sir, Giant increase
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in background levels outside of the immediate site area of the Parks Township
fr.cility.

REGULATIONS: CONCENTRATION VALUFS OF
10 C.F.R. PART 20, APPENDIX B

ne values set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendix B, Table II, are regulatory
limits applicable at the site boundary, not at the stack discharge point.

l

IDIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. f 2.206

1. INTRODUCTION

By Petition dated January 5.1994, Citizens' Action for a Safe Environ-
ment (CASE) and the Kiski Valley Coalition to Save Our Children (the Coali-
tion) (together referred to as Intervenors or Petitioners) filed a joint request
for an informal hearing pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart L, with regard
to Babcock & Wilcox Company's (Licensee) application for renewal of Spe-
cial Nuclear Material (SNM) License SNM-414 issued to the Licensee by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) for the Pennsylva-
nia Nuclear Service Operations facility located in Parks Township, Armstrong
County, Pennsylvania (Parks Township facility). In a Memorandum and Order
dated April 22,1994, the Presiding Officer granted the request for hearing and
admitted the Petitioners as Intervenors.' An informal hearing was conducted
pursuant to Subpart L of the Commission's procedural regulations. In the Ini-
tial Decision, dated January 3,1995, authorizing the renewal of the materials
license, the Presiding Officer, pursuant to 10 C.F.R.12.1205(k)(2), referred to
the Commission's Executive Director for Operations for consideration, as a re-
quest for action under 10 C.F.R.12.206, twelve areas of concern raised in that
proceeding by the Intervenors.2 These concerns were referred to my office for
review. Each of these concerns was reviewed with respect to the requirements
of section 2.206. Two concerns 2 (Sections Q and X) were found to satisfy
the requirements of section 2.206. On March 7,1995, a letter was sent to the

' LDP 0412.19 NRC 215 (lv94t
2 LBP-95-1. 41 NRC t 45 (1995).
I As the Comnusuon recenity noted. there were three concerns (secuons Q. R. and X) However, one of the

concerns (Secunn R) was included within Secuon Q Jer CLI 95-4,41 NRC 248,252 (1995)
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Intervenors acknowledging the treatment of the Intervenors' Sections Q and X
as requests for action under section 2.206.4

Section Q has been interpreted as a request for the Commission to test for
radioactive contamination in the general vicinity of Kepple liill and Riverview
in Parks Township. The apparent concern is that this area is downwind of the
Apollo facility, which the Intervenors assert had been releasing radioactivity
at a rate above regulatory limits. The Intervenors rely on letters dated April
20, 1966, and May 26, 1969, concerning the need for experimental data
for an air surveillance program at the Apollo plant and authorit.ation by the
Commission's predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), for the
discharge of radioactive materials in concentrations exceeding 10 C.F.R. Part
20 limits.

Section X has been interpreted as a request for the Commission to investigate
radiological contamination on the Farmers Delight Dairy Farm (apparently
located in Parks Township). The apparent concern is that past operations of
the Parks Township facility caused radioactive contamination of the farm. As
basis for this request, the Intervenors assert that there is information in a 1966
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) study that indicates that the cattle on
the farm were having thyroid problems and that radionuclides were showing up
in the cows' milk.

I have completed my evaluation of the matters raised by the Intervenors and
have determined that, for the reasons stated below, no further action by the
Commission is warranted.

11. IIACKGROUND

The Nuclear Material and Equipment Company (NUMEC) began operations
at the Apollo and Parks Township facilities in the late 1950s. The Atlantic
Richfield Company (ARCO) purchased the stock of NUMEC in 1967. In 1971,
Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) purchased NUMEC and is the current owner of the
Apollo and Parks Township facilities.

The primary function of the NUMEC Apollo facility was the conversion of
low-enriched (less than 5 wt 9 U-235) uranium hexafluoride to uranium oxide
for use in fuel for light water-moderated power reactors and to produce high-
enriched (greater than 93 wt 9 U-235) nuclear fuel material for use in naval
reactors. 7hc B&W Apollo i cility ceased manufacturing nuclear fuel in 1983

1
4 in the aanmiedgment letter at was noted that the other corwerns (Sections B H.1. M. P. S. T. U. W. and Y) j

had been addressed by the Comnussion Staff in afhdauis of Michael A tmnastra and Heather M Asrwood 'Ihese
afhdauts wcrs'subtiutted to the Aiorine safety and tacensitig Board m the Subpart L proceeding on September
22,1994
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.
and has completed site decommissioning. The Commission Staff expects to
terminate the Apollo facility license in 1995. .

1

'
i ne primary function of the NUMEC Parks Township facility was the
*

. fabrication of plutonium fuel, the preparation of high-enriched uranium fuel, and ,

the product, ion of zirconium / hafnium barv. The Parks Township facility ceased
-

j fuel fabrication activities in _1980 and is currently conducting decontamination ,

2 and refurbishiaent of nuclear reactor components and equipment. The Parks
'

Township license was last renewed on May 16, 1984, with an expiration date :

,
of May 31,1989, and the license is currently under timely renewal.5

1

!

III. DISCUSSION
4

The NRC Staff has evaluated the Intervenors' two requests for action pursuant
I to section 2.206. He evaluation and my disposition for each request are '

: discussed below.
'

.

i

1. Testfor Radioactive Contamination in the General Vicinity of Kepple {
liill and Riverview Areas in Parks Township '

De Intervenors' request is based on their interpretation of letters dated April- ;

20,1966, and May 26,1969, from Roger D. Caldwell, Manager, Health, Safety ;,

and Licensing, of NUMEC concerning the need for experimental data for an !
,
; air surveillance program at the NUMEC Apollo plant * and authorization by j

the Atomic Energy Commission for the discharge of radioactive materials in !
concentrations exceeding 10 C.F.R. Part 20 limits.' |4

| By application dated November 13, 1968, and supplement dated March 5. -

,
1969, and pursuant to section 20.106(b), NUMEC requested that License SNM-

' _
145 be amended to permit concentrations up to 100 times the limits specified in >

Part 20. Appendix B, Table 11, in any stack ef fluent, provided that concentrations'
;

at the roof edge and in the local environment complied with Part 20 limits. By,

j License Amendment 31, dated May 26,1969, the AEC authorized NUMEC to )
|

l !'

^ 8 1he Conutusamn on Apnl 26. 1995. demed the Intervetmrs' petmon for review of the ?residmg othcer's i

! January 3,1995 initial Deensen (license Renewan. LBP-95-1. 41 NRC 1 rinmal Decismn") The Staff espects '

' tr venew the hcense in 1991
4 6 One of the subarcas of concern accepted as an issue in the mformal heanng was "[m }hether B&W Managenent

pracuces as marufested by the management of the Apollo facihty threaten offsite releases of radiation from the1

; Parks Township facihty" LBP-94-12,39 NRC 213. 222-23 (1994L
' 7 Pnor lo January 1994. NRC regul. mom for radmactmry in effluents to unrestncied areas were contained in

10 C F R.120106 The current reqmrements are found in 10 C F R.120 D02 Sectwn 2010 Nan knuted I.

' radmactmty in air effluents to unrestncted areas to less than those hsied in Appendia B. Table 11. except as
j authonred in 10 C F R I 2010Nb). section 2010Nb) allowed bcensees to pmpose hnuts lugher than those

]
j specihed in sectmn 2010Na). if certain conchimns were niet section 20 LONd) clarthed that the hnuts bsted in ,

Appends: B. Table 11, apply at the boundary of the resincied area and not at the stack discharge point
'

:
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discharge radioactive material from any stack, in concentrations up to 100 times
the values specified in Appendix B. Table II, of Part 20" subject to the following
conditions:

ta) concentrations of radioactive matenal measured by the continuously operatmg air
sarnplers positioned at the plant roof perimeter shall not exceed the values specified in
Appendix B. Table 11. of 10 C F.R. Part 20; and

(b) an ensironmental air sampling ptogram shall be conducted in the neighbonng
unresmeted areas' of the plant.

Accordingly, even though NUMEC was authorized to discharge at the stack
up to 100 times the values specified in Appendix B Table II, NUMEC was
still required to meet the limits at the site boundary (see note 8). Moreover,
NUMEC was required to meet these same values at the plant roof perimeter.

To evaluate the Intervefiors' concern about the alleged contamination in the
general vicinity of the Kepple liill and Riverview areas of Parks Township, the
Staff estimated the average airborne uranium concentrations using the results
from the environmental monitoring program, which was a condition of the
license. The NRC Staff calculated the average airborne uranium concentrations
to be 3.6 x 10-83 pCi/cm'."' This calculated value is less than one tenth of
the maximum permissible concentration in air for insoluble uranium-238 and
uranium-235; the requirement for unrestricted air effluent set forth in Part 20,
Appendix B, Table II. Accordingly, the releases from the facility were within
Part 20 fequirements for unrestricted release and, therefore, were not a safety
concern.

'Ilie NRC Staff also estimated the potential contamination of soil outside the
plant boundary from facility operations." Using conservative assumptions, the
Commission Staff calculated a maximum concentration of 12 pCi per gram of
soil. 'lhis is less than the Commission's current release criteria for uranium.'2

The Commission Staff also reviewed environmental radiation monitoring data
collected during the facility's period of operation. Environmental radiation mon-

8 The values set forth in Part 20. Appendia B. Table 11. are the regulatory hnuts apphcable at the site boundary,
not at the stack
'Secnon 201001 of 10 C r R defines "unreancied area" as "an area. access to which is neither hmited nor

controlled by the beensee " Pnor to January 1.1994, an unrestneted area mas defurd as "any area access to
which is not controlled by the beensee for purposes of protecuon of indmduals fiorn exposure io radiation and
radioactive rnalerials, and any area used for reudennal quarters "
"' An enuma,te of the aserage airborne uramum concentranon can be calculated using a uramum depoution rate
of 20 pCvis' per neck (measured by NUMIC dunng plant operation) and assuming a gr.mtanonal settlement
rate of 0 001 neier per second

2" An esumate of the soil uramum concentranon can be calculated usmg a uramum depouuon raie of 20 pCa/ft
per week (measured by NUMt.C dunng plani operanon) and anunung a I.cenumeter depth, a soil denney of 15

g2/cm'. and a 15. year operaung penod at Apollo
The current release cnteria for uramam, which is 30 pC per gram. is set forth in the Comnusuon's "Dranch

Techmcal Pounon"(BrP) pebbshed in the federal Rqnter. october 23.19MI
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itoring has been conducted at the Apollo site since 1968. Monitoring programs
included measurements of radioactive materials in the environment (river water,
and sediment, air, soil, and vegetation) and thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD)
measurements of direct radiation in the environment. Radiological monitoring
stations have been active in the Apollo facility area for as long as three decades,
monitoring the Allegheny and Kiskiminetas Rivers and various tributaries, as
well as other surface waters and groundwater. These include Commission, state,
and B&W stations. Based on its review of these data, the Commission Staff
concludes that operation of the Apollo facility did not result in any significant
changes to normal background levels outside the immediate site area.

The Commission Staff also reviewed the results of an aerial radiological
survey to measure gamma radiatmn" levels in the area of the Apollo facility.
At the reque3t of the Commission, the survey was conducted by EG&G Energy
Measurement Group from June 15-19, 1981. The survey data identified only
background levels of radiation.

In summary, the Commission Staff calculated the potential airborne uranium
concentration and potential contamination of soil, reviewed the environmental
monitoring and aerial radiological survey data, and concluded that the radioactive
releases from the Apollo facility have been within regulatory limits and have not
resulted in concentrations of radioactivity in the soil greater than the NRC release
criteria stated in the Branch Technical Position (see note 12). In reaching this
conclusion, the Staff took into account the fact that in 1969, the AEC authorized
NUMEC to release at the stack, radioactive materials in concentrations up to
100 times the values (applicable at the site boundary) listed in Appendix B
of Part 20. The Intervenors' request that the Commission test for radiological
contamination in the general vicinity of Kepple Ilill and Riverview in Parks
Township is granted to the extent of the resiew described above. However, the
Intervenors have failed to raise any substantial health or safety issues. Therefore, )
no further action is warranted. j

d

2. Investigate Potential Radiological Contamination on the Farmers
Deligh* Dairy Farm located in the Vicinity of the Parks Township
Facility |

|

In its request for the Commission to investigate radiological contamination I

on the Farmers Delight Dairy Farm, the Interrenors assert that information I

contained in a U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) report entitled NUMEC-
1966 indicates that cattle on the farm are having thyroid problems and that
radionuclides are showing up in the cows' milk. The Intervenors indicate that

'' Gamma radianon is electrontagnene pimtons onymatmg from the nucleus of an atom Gomma rays are smular
to 1-rays
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the report was read to them over the telephone by a reference librarian at the
USDA Library in Beltsville, Maryland. The Intervenors also assert that the
report " vanished" from that Library.

To evaluate the NUMEC-1966 report, the Commission Staff searched its
files, requested both B&W and ARCO to scarch their files, and requested the
USDA to check its files for a copy of the report. No copy was found. Ilowever,
the USDA did confirm that the only copy in its system was missing from the
USDA Beltsville, Maryland library. It was also determined that NUMEC-1966
was not a USDA report but a NUMEC-published document. The Commission
Staff again searched its files and requested that B&W and ARCO search their
files for a NUMEC report entitled NUMEC-1966. Again, no copy was found.

Since the Commission Staff was unable to evaluate the NUMEC-1966 report,
the Staff reviewed environmental radiation monitoring data collected from the
area of the Parks Township facility. Environmental radiation monitoring has
been conducted at the Parks Township site since 1969. The monitoring program
includes measurements of radioactive materials in the environment (air, soil,
and vegetation) and TLD measurements of direct radiation in the environment.
These include Commission, state, and B&W monitoring stations. The NRC
Staff has also taken soil samples from private residences and other locations
in the Parks Township area." The NRC Staff has reviewed the environmental
monitoring data, including the soil samples, and concluded that there has been
no significant increase in background levels outside of the immediate site area
of the Parks Township facility. The Intervenors' request that the Commission
investigato potential radiological contamination on the Farmers Delight Dairy'

Farm is granted to the extent of the review described above. The Intervenors
have, however, failed to raise a substantial health or safety concern; therefore,
no further action is warranted.'

IV. CONCLUSION

The institution of proceedings pursuant to section 2.206 is appropriate only,

where substantial health and safety issues have been raised. See Consolidated
Edison Co. ofNew York (Indian Point, Units 1,2, and 3), CLI-75-8,2 NRC 173,
175-76 (1975), and Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear
Project No. 2), DD-84-7,19 NRC 899,923 (1984). 'ihis is the standard that I
have applied to determine whether the actions requested by the Intervenors are
warranted. Since no substantial health and safety issues have been raised by

"The NRC sod samphng resuhs were reported in NRC combined Inspectmn Reporn Nos 70-135NL01 and
70 3MNLO2. 70135N3-02 and 70-3MNLO3. 70-135N L-01 anJ 743MNbo4. 70-135N4-01 anJ 7MMN4-01.
and 70135N442 and 7MMN4-02
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the Intervenors and for the reasons discussed above, no basis exists for taking
any further action in response to the requests beyond that described above.
Accordingly, in this matter, the Commission is taking no further action pursuant
to section 2.206.

As provided by 10 C.F.R.12.206(c), a copy of this Decision will be filed with
the Secretary of the Commission for the Commission's review. The Decision
will become the final action of the Commission 25 days after issuance unless
the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review of the Decision.

FOR TiiE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

Carl J. Paperiello, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
r.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 26th day of June 1995.
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